FARM CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.
this department brief suggestions, facts and
experiences arc solicited from housekeepers,
tanners and gardeners.
Address Agricultural
editor. Journal Office. Belfast Maine J
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possession of a sharp tool does not
always imply skill to use it. If farmers
VOLUME 53.
desire to keep abreast with other trades
and professions in intelligence and power,
Knitting- Work,
they must by some means more fully sup- How London Gilt-Edge Butter is Made.
themselves
i
with the indispensable aid
In Dorset dairies the milk stands for
sing in praise of knitting-work—a good old
ply
loned theme.
of intelligent thinking and
perspicuous twenty tour or thirty-six hours, accord- Unspoiled as yet by hackneyed phrase or
to
the
of
season
the year, and in some
ing
fledged poet's dream—
expression of thought.
eases is skimmed a second time after hat
and
in this
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ght here in Maine, any young man
w ill select that
branch or branches
■!' farm industry best suited to himself and
li

Neglected quite,

second period : the cream is
considered ready for churning immediately after it is skimmed, and during the
bis surroundings, apply himself as he will hot w eather is
commonly churned every
have to if he goes elsewhere, he temperwhile in eold weather the churning
day.
sir.
industrious, frugal, watchful and is done only on alternate
days. To this
shrewd, an not only make a good Ik ing,
practice of churning the cream while it is
b d health permitting, can
lay by a eoni- quite sweet and fresh, is owing in a great
petrucr in the yearsot his vigorous man
measure, the reputation which Dorset
hood.
butter lias long possessed : the practice
\ei i. ultuii is the basis of the happi
indeed presupposes the strictest cleanliwell as the jirosperity of the ness with
respect to milk-pans and other
world.
Weats too far along in the nine- vessels used in the
dairy, for w ithout this
teenth century to ridicule science in agprimary condition the daily churning
ulture or skill in practical agricultural would be
practically valueless. The old
"v ledge
I 'isigress depends upon right lashioned barrel churn with
improved
■i act ice.
knowledge of the art and sei- heaters, is commonly used in Dorset daiI fanning
can
skill
give
It ries, and after the butter is taken out of
only
makes no difference where this knowl- the churn the
greatest care is taken to
obtained, whether in tile scientific w ash out all traces of buttermilk, so as to
ool, the labratory of the chemist, from I avoid the light-colored streaks that com■ks. the agricultural press,or by expe1'he
monly appear in ill-made butter.
nt or observation.
Very likely it coldest water that can be obtained is used
i come b • mi many sources. The water for this
purpose, and the butter is repeat
i.ie
••! eoii
not ali from one fountedly turned and pressed on a slab of wood.
s
l'lic eontc‘iit of the great hay mow
\ dairyman whose hand is naturallycold
is'in many fields.
The live farm- always succeeds best in butter-making,
■
cp hi- mind tuned up to concert all other things being equal.
i'lie Military life of the husbandIt is seldom that the butter is salted in
w not favorable to
ipiiek and active a systematic manner; the dairyman genIt wants the stimulus of other
i.
erally guesses the quantity of salt to ho
"Si e the need of farmers' clubs,
used, but an experienced and careful perand the privileges of social
son can guess it w ith
surprising accuracy:
reading <i good books and pa- i it is however, generally understood that
W
i. \ sc.
great aid.
!
the
utter intended for market is more
sparingly salted than that intended for
home consumption.
it
Tilings in tiio Ilousowife’s Way.
it is clear however, that the Dorset
i hinmlt'il'i'' ■>!' 'mm\ liitl' l ift.-- that i dairy maids have got into a better system
always to In- had sy .steniatieally 1 of butter-making than most of their sisI down
hunks, hut vviiii-li descend terhood in other parts of the country
mud. hi
aiuthiT tf daughter by have done, for Dorset butter has a poput'li ..le.ith. a> the utiwiit14*11 music of larity greater than the butter of any other
.and much butter made far enough
i
i.ikospearc descends from country
away L in London under the adventitious
-.
uore useful hi
The name is
bestead ;. itinu house mistress name of Dorset butter.
l.-.ti: ami mathematics that pirated, and the name sells the butter.
.it
.. ran lie.
she This sort of tiling is at once an honor
and an injustice to Ilorsetshire.
■
[ Prof ;
s> know !:■■'. ;11 ]iia; lki thouMi's soiiaShelden.
]
is !•• h. ih a drawing-room breatha'al ciuiaiici, i. hut it stands her ] a miSave the Old Paper.
1
she play S. a ureal ink spot oil
j
*i' v ing loom carpet stares her in j
.Never throw nwav old paper.
It \<>u i
he e, that she does not know how to
hu\ a no w i.-h to si'll i!. usi* j i in ! lie In nisi'.
-.
"in wul) null;, and clean
up aftcr- Some limiM'ki'i'jii'rs prcfci t to doth fur
1
'h warm and nice soapsuds, or a
cleaning man arlirli.'s uf furniture. Tor
that could have been absorh- instance, a volume written 'ey a lady who
: e\i-: nice by frequent
'0
applica- prilled lie! seif oil her xpelieliee anil tact
is of magnesia or of buckwheat dour,
says. 'After a stove h;u hceii blackened
<■ liad
only known enough to sprinkle it can lie kept looking vers well for a long
•undantly on the spot and brush it olf time by rubbing i: with paper very
■i ■' a id.
What docs it bench t her that morning.
Rubbing with paper is a much
i
!> wit and repartee can keep a nii'i r ay of keeping the outside of a teadinnei table {jay, while the line kettli coffee pot anil teapot liriglit and
lo tv. ilr.it at no end of trouble she lias dean than the old way of washing them
it he; rook, keeps them e ntcuted. if
in suds.
Kubbing with paper is also the
ompan\ arc forced all the time to lie best vva.v of polishing knives, tinware and
oiish Mining Ians, and napkins, and spoons; they shine like new silver
For
U lilist tile pestiferous llies
polishing mirrors, windows, lamp chim-In- c.cild ha e di i Veil aw ay by lean
neys. etc
paper is hetter than dry doth.
a t in- room, .in b mi- or so beforehand,
1’reserves and pickles keep much better
preparation of equal .piantities of if brown paper, iii.tead of cloth is lied j
id bl own sugar, and half as much over the jar. ('aimed fruit is not so apt |
im
a piece of w riting paper, rut
pep; r. bad her mother ever known to mould
< if
■oueii, or thought to tell her of it
to lit the an, is laid dim tlv on the fruit,
e i
it to her, living possibly far 1 'apei s mueli better to put under a earj
hake; 1 es and oread shops, to keep pet than straw.
II is warmer, thinner,
in ;
lor instance, in the house, il she
and makes l,.... ia,ise when one walks
if e: learned bow to ire-hen them
over it
lea’, lug them foi three minutes in a
n.i-.ANsiM, M a uni.: Maxti.k-imiicks.
e
; to prevent them being nihi.
il o-. ei h r ants. In stre a ing the There is great art in cleaning properly a
.-. j
.,
marble mantle piece. Il must be washed
lev. eli w i-s occasionally rek eh things are trilles, each one
with soap and warm water.
1: there are
irse, hut hall a hundred anv stains, mix I wo ihidcis of powdered
tali rli 1 -1_
m contribute
pumieestune with two ounce.- of powdervery mateed chalk and a quarter nl a pound of
10 eomtbri and good nature in a
Sil'i these: then make tliem into
ll the knowledge that the steam soda.
i paste with cold water,
lluh the marran tea will n;-.he her rusty black
and make it as fresh as new. has not ble with the past ■. and afterwards wash
aided to ii.-r. ot what good is p that it with soap and watrr.
o has :
n why should she have a
.it of the beautiful Brussels lace in
Brlrcliton Cattle Market.
Wl'.HN K«!> \ 1 .11
I;’..
erping if nobody lias ever told her
Amount "i --1«*<*k :tt market. ( attic, 1 •*»!V*;
I it away from the air or from any
ami lambs, O-’i
-u im*. li'.'.C"; \aal-. I *.
nuiiiluT
vails .strong perfume!
'he will -I wiMcni ''atilt'.
ca-tern cattle, IT; milch
•
ami imrlhcrn cattle, 1 l<*.
; mole
in
presently
frequent repairs
1 *ri• *•- "t
'-.itth {■' loo it> live weight, extra
.sires mgs than the iaee
ost in the
-»•. oiul, s‘»
J
ijiialit\, s*’i• .j«j 7-' lira.
-gee
sju. ,.;U1 alfoni possibly to [■: iia •’»<*; :iunl, .^| aOji.'i (M»; imtuvst. grades «>i
;
<i
..old embroidery, in an era of
'••
}■ ill; ItriiclitiMi Tallow,
Hide-.
t* It.
( I'uiitrv Hides, 7
■<7: .«*V It-; < <uimrv
ig. if she knows enough to clean it.
..
i allow
til > khis. \1 .i« !;;«•. \r It.';
L tt»;
l.ji
tarnishes, with a brush dipped in Lamb >kin-. '.out;.'■ caeh : Sheared li«•* Skins
j»
;
and pulverized rock alum; and ■j.*>0r L*a»*ll.
Milfh ( "W—K\li'.i. s mt£7" ; ordinal', SJou
lie splendid .111(1 graceful ill long
si": -primrei -. .■? I s n
|’;ii*r«>\v
$11. n -l<.
-t; mb plumes that would need as
>liff|> an I Lam I*' \\ ••-torn sheep eo-t landed at
'•
«/''■
ill!week lmm
Lamb- from 7
Ire leutly, f she liri^ht'Mi
r it., livr weiirht.
ever seen them dipped and dipped
Veal < aha -—Tho.-e irom .Maim* >o|d al S7 «j7 -•’> ^
m the thick warm lathei of curd
f.t-1. i.'oi'l veal calves are worth from .".<41; 4e
then riiised and dried, and curled It., live Weight. till- week.
>wino— l-'at lio^r*., t;
.17e 1=- !t», live waiirbt: -print:
a Knitting noodle before the lire.
I'L-. .-la'' '»o head. • oily a lew sh.iv pm.- in the
be
the
of
best
know
how
Cooks,
i>
a.kr twenty ditfeient omelets, but if
not acquainted with the fact that
d
in:, will pu-y- nt convulsions in infants
.lie salt rubbed on the discolored egg- while tee tin .g.
n
.ver tint, she bad
wrestore its
The chiropodim Tsi dales i'roin WPliain the*
"t'-r :mt se: ve eggs m any shape: and
< 'or; leu re r.
id tiie arc of liei youth
Pills for ail the purposes of a pur
Take A\**i
let her see that hot water took
:: i:.pat;on.
tor <
ga'e.
Indigestion. Headache
li gams out of the table-cloth, or and Iev<*r r eupl imt. Py universal accord,
they
:
>rt uni claret stains were rendered
are the best ot all purgatives for family use.
i> an immediate handful of salt, wet
\ little *vi111‘ is often pretty t
!->ok at. hut
h sherry, -he might a well buy gray **vdlnnoii>" to live in.
i
irty-colored damask to begin with.
<>ae
j eculiar el.ai .icteristic of Fellows’ ComVi;at !;glit la. she to lie. head of a faiil- pound £>}iup
•>;’ Hpophosphites is its power ot
i- not
-uiiicieiilly mistress of her de<*ouiposing tic- tool in the Stomach, rendering
ml a few surgical facts to arrest the digestion and assimilation more perfect.
mg if a cut limb iy a tight ligature
If a in ri cam. t !><• cured by smoking, lie is i.-ss
n tin
cut and the pulsing heart!
susceptible than a ham.
Im does not know that alw ays handy
The Peruvian Sjrnp has cured thousands who
rd and water w ill empty thestomach wen* suffering trom Dyspepsia. Debility, Liver
11 is roceiveil poison, or that the Complaint, Poi!.-:. II..mors. Female Complaints,
Im

ing stood

a

■

overlooked,

sivo day
Of bead work and
crotchet.

embroidery.

1 grieve to know that young

gentle
Which

purses

now.

and

despise the

art

played

a

new-

progres

net

girls

fash

in ancient housewifery

part-

1 grie\e that llimsy taiicy-work,
all.
Usurps the place once occupied
and ball.

so

of just

prominent
no use

by knitting

at

work

good old fashioned dame, with wrinkled
cheek and brow.
And kerchief piuued across her breast, like one
I'm watchiug now.
With dress of old time bomba/.ine.aud high crown
ed muslin cap,
hares ilourish an incipient sock above her ancient

Only

some

lap.

I mind

me

of my childish davs—the vanished

heretofore,
When 1 longed to spend the livelong day in pla\ ing
out-of-door.
But worshipping the practical, my mother made
me sit
Demurely in my little chair beside her knee, and
knit.
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egg

administered internally

iiisionii swallowed corrosive subli,:li its dead!;.' torture in the simtli.iitioii of blue mass.' If she eanlistinguish between apoplexy and
.eiiiie-.- by knowing that the limb
■omulsivch withdraw in the former
the sole of the foot be tickled, and
not then further know that the elotliist at once In; loosened, and blisters
pplied to the calves of the legs, the
of the stomach, and the ha -k of the
If .-he be a pioneer's wife, it would
useful thing for her to remember
when her grandmother was a pio
s wife before
her, she found pine
dust nearly as good as soap with
h to w ash her linen.
And if she is
heart of civilization her husband
all better relish set choice wines
e
his guests, il she has learned, so
die iii !y understand whether or not
well done by her servants, that port
d be carefully decanted, and that
tb, instead of ice. brings out the
■
if claret.
[I la rper’s Bazar.
1

>•

\s a
At'Ili AND Wkkds.
carbolic acid seems like■
prove- a boon to gardeners. Such
as dandelions are killed by one apit ion, the mode of
applying it to deingle plants being to make a bole
crown with an iron point, and then
■in' in a little of the liquid from a
for paved yards, and also for
ii paths, the carbolic acid is mixed
from ten to fifty times its quantity
iter in a bucket, according to its
ual strength, and applied with a
b or broom, or from a rose watering
a sunny day being the best.
[ florist
U;i'.i)Ui

•'i

■

destroyer.

■
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I’omologist.

I A. Kicker of Clinton, Me., says
I have used the
letter of May
slow King Mower throe years, cutting

to a hundred and twenper year, and it is decidedly
■'
t I ever used.
1 have mowed acres
it that I could not mow with any
mower, having used three other dif
!:"nt mowers. Never have used any that
11 e work so
easy, and when I have
'i.
another I shall lmv the Meadow

seventy-five
e

•lli/.

acres

so

I mind

long.

of the evenings since, m girlhood’s
age,
Which, knitting-work in hand. I've passed above a
favorite page—
1 almost hear the tinkling sound nt needles keep
ing time
To thrilling words of old romance, or poet's ring
ing rhyme !
me

happy

knitting, thou wert tedious —but since riper
years were mine,
I've met with seamings everyway more trouble
some than thine
Found more vexatious widenings--«d care and
weariness.
And other, sadder, narrowings- where hope grew
less and less

Once,

Get up, my clear ; I’ll lend you a hand.’’
This was very insolent- I mean calling
me “my dear.”
I gave no answer but
walked forward briskly. He was up in a
moment and .jumped out of his gig, keeping the reins in his hand.

■

1

Presidents.

tramping about the country till near ten an adventure. It is said by wise people
o’clock, and then take seats in young that the nation is happy which has no
gentlemen’s gigs. We never take in history, and I think that the same may
be said of a woman.
But from this adtramps at the Royal George.
“llut, Mrs. Brown, what, is this young venture. such as it was, there flowed whose kindly suggestions were not only
lady to do? You say that all your Mies several important results. I found in the unheeded, but seemed to annoy him. He
ill in the White House only nine days.
“At any rate you will give me a kiss !’’ are out, anti she is quite unable to walk Curtises the kindest and most
loving lay
I shrieked and ran away from him as to the Wilnislows of Donnington.”
friends I ever made in my life. As I He was the first President who died in
fast as I could in the opposite direction,
His death was an astounding
“The Wilnislows of Donnington don’t made some mention of my family at the office.
going over the ground which 1 had toil- expect the like of her, Mr. William. outset, 1 may say that the young Squire shock to the whole country, and when
somely traveled a little while before. My Those sort of people who run about the married my eldest sister, and through the people awoke to the fact that another
knees bent under me, and I thought 1 country always get hold of a good name her influence our curate
whom they had elected Vice Presgot a living, person
should have tainted. A glance showed or two.”
which enabled him to marry my second ident, and whom they knew only as ‘‘Tyme, however, that he did not dare leave
“But this is dreadful,” said poor W il- sister.
As for myself, 1 often say that 1 ler too,” had become President, there
the two horses, which were champing liam. “What am I to do with this lady ?” am still a
governess, blit with this im- went up a universal and anxious query,
and fretting to be off.
•‘Who is lie—what sort of a man is he
“You should have thought of this, sir, portant difference that I am
How, in my heart
governess
of hearts, I blessed those honest horses.
before you took her up into your father’s to children of
Hut the death of Harrison had been anmy own, and as my boys
Then the wretch actually shook his list at carriage. There’ll be a tine talk all over grow ui) they aro»sometimes
several days before it happened.
ticipated
“cheeky,’"
the country about this bit of work.
1 and call my dearest William the‘‘Cov- Tyler, who was then at his home on the
me, uttering ugly words.
Presently, ami with a feeling of great know you mean no harm, but you always entor.’' 1 often bless the day when that Potomac Peninsula, was sent for immedijoy and relief on my part, he was out of were wild and wilful, Mr. William, and it’s one gleam of romance, through tears and ately in a Government steamer. He took
sight as fast as his two horses could carry my belief that if you put a pair of tongs troubles, brought me to the settled sun- the oath quietly and privately. General
him. In the meanwhile, I had sunk down into petticoats you would want to drive shine of
my life.
[From All the Year Harrison's cabinet concluded that Mr.
exhausted In the wayside. 'I'he road had them tire irons all about the country.’
Round.
Tyler, while performing the functions of
a wide margin of grass which rose at this
“You are talking utter nonsense, .Mrs.
President, ought to bear the title of “Wee
President, acting President,’’but Mr. Typoint into a hillock shadowed by a copse Brown; you are quite insulting.”
The Maine Soldiers Reunion.
of trees. There was literally a mossy
“1 know what 1 am about, Mr. Curtis,
ler, unuer the advice ot ( hiet Justice 1 a
HEAPiil'ARTERS EXECUTIVE COM., f
couch where 1 reclined, and I also liter- which is more than you do, when you
uey. at once assumed the full presidential
Association of Me., Soldiers and Sailors
title,
lie announced that he would really watered it with my tears. In all my let yourself be taken in in this way. You
Portland, July 5, 18s 1 S
life I had never been so grossly degraded will make yourself as bad a name as .John To THE Of FILERS OK THE SEVERAL V ET KEAN As- tain the Harrison cabinet, of which Danand insulted.

ginning

\\ as

this, indeed, the be-

ot my entrance upon the world '!

Sme'v the world

was

something intinitely

vile and evil than my father’s sermons had ever told me that it was.
I felt like some poor damsel in the days
of Arthurian romance whom some wicked
Karl Doom had insulted; but, alas! 1
thought, in these Victorian days there is
no knight Geraint “riding abroad, redressing human wrongs,” saving fair ladies
when they are lost in perilous paths. But
it will be seen that I did the Victorian
more

days

an

injustice.

Blades himself, who is the terror of all
the decent girls ten miles round.'’
“lint only come and look at her, Mrs.
Brown. Look at her for a single moment.
1 entreat you. and you will be more than
satisfied.”
“Dh, I'll take a look at my lady, never
fear.”
She came round to the door and looked, and in return she encountered the indignant look of an honest English girl,
who, although almost heart-broken, had
enough spirit and energy left to hold her
own.
Directly the landlady saw me -he
became suddenly and strangely altered.
She gave me a smile and curtsey, and
came forward to greet me.
She did not
know that I had overheard this strange
conversation, and 1 am glad to say that 1
had enough tact to refrain from alluding
to it at the time.
“Dear me, Miss." she exclaimed;
“Mrs. Wilmslow will he dreadfully sorry
that you have been prevented coming to
her to-night, by any accident or unpleasantness.
How tired and hungry you must
be. Come in."
She led the way into a very pretty little room furnished as a drawing-room,
where a tall, handsome, bouncing girl
uas
silting at it table copying music,
and introduced me to her as her daughter Kate.
Rectors’ daughters and innkeepers’ daughters do not as a rule, see
much of each other, but this was a whole-

I ho shadows wore tailing taster and
longer as 1. once more summoning all my
energies, resumed the walk. It was now
<Iuito clear to me that I should not get to
Donnington till midnight : and what in
the world would they think of me
And
A plea for thee, oh, knitting-work
a
warm and
present day.
earnest plea,
At last the thought occurred to tue 1 am not partial to walking in the dark in
F<>r years of gentle intercourse have knit my In-art
that 1 might in my turn he keeping the a perfectly strange country : but though
to thee,
Wiltnslow's waiting at the station, and so I lost my spirits, my courage kept up
And often when dim shapes of ill before me dark
I kept on bravely for
somewhat hurriedly ! retraced my steps.
wonderfully.
ly rise,
1 :;d a sweet nepenthe in thy simple mysteries.
When ! got once more upon the plat- another three-quarters of an hour, but
form I noticed with dismay that my lug- instead of persevering in my walk, 1 had
had \ anished.
to sit down and rest myself, which all
gage
one
Gleam
of
Homance.
My
••Well, porter," 1 said, ‘-what about my good walkers know to be a bad sign.
I am afraid that I am only a prosaic luggage
1 suppose you have put it in
Presently I once more heard the sound
sort of being.
Now and then the young the cloak roam 1"
of wheels, and looking back I saw that
ladies whom I meet in society think me
said the there was a young gentleman in a dog
■111), miss, be that you
uimunantie and perhaps uninteresting. porter.
"Who'd have thought of seeing I cart.
He stopped his horse at the botThe gay lines of morning become lost in j you here
tom of the hill, and 1 perceived that he
that “light ol common da.v'' which belongs ;
I answer- was lighting his side lamps. That alone
“Hut win-re is my luggage
to the afternoon of life.
For me it is a ed. “and 1 wonder how long I shall have would be enough to remind me that the
< tiiet,
cheerful, happy afternoon: with to wait
1
evening was fading intonight. Ho came some pleasant, pretty, lady-like girl, as
the music of the, voices that I love, the
•■'i'hc luggage, miss why. Mr. Wihn- slowly up hill, but easilv overtook me, much of it lady its any girl whom ! had
fragrance of the (lowers ! tend, i know, slow's got it. lie are not been out of the and might have passed me unregarding- ever met. We shook hands heartily, and
too, that lor me the bracing evening station yard six minutes."
ly, only, happily, his eye fell on me as I at once became great friends. The good
breezes will rise, and the evening skies
“Cone, and without me!" I exclaimed j was nervously trying to crouch out of people brought me tea and cold chicken,
be bushed with immortal hopes.
view.
and made me its comfortable a~ 1 could
perfectly thunder sti nek.
• 'nee 1 had a
•■W hy. miss, lie came and asked after
*‘Ah," he said, “my poor girl, you seem have been at home.
gleam of romance, which
I said you had left your luggage tired.
1 Ia\ e you far to go
“You have never been at an inn before,
grew, indeed, into a stead) radiance : and you.
I thought it best to put a good front on have you, my dear
said Mrs. drown,
plain and prosaic as I am now and it is here, hut how it was m\ belief that you
mainly the ordinary episode of a woman's had walked on because he had kep' you matters.
My pride revolted at being now mollified beyond all description.
W hereupon his man
life
I think it perhaps more romantic so long a waiting.
called a poor girl, although such a word
“Not to sleep, ma’am: only now ami
than happens to most young holies of the | whisked up your luggage and they start- exactly described me as I then was.
then I hate had lunch with my father
As 1 came into view by the light of the
when we have been at a hotel in our marperiod, and I hope that they, too. may ed off after \ on."
have a gleam equally propitious.
i was in absolute despair, and asked if carriage lamps, lie most respectfulh took ket town.”
We were the six daughters of a coun- lie could by a short cut get to any point otf his hat and said :
“Perhaps you will be a little nervous
"I venture to ask, ma’am, if I can be at night in a strange place,” she rejoined.
try vicar: we lived four miles from the j where lie could attract their attention by
“Not iit all, ma’am," i answered, atcountry town, which was also the eatlie- j shouting iir waving a handkerchief. At of any use. It will soon be quite dark,
di al city.
We were a verj liapp) nest of our place at home, it was possible to re- and there is no moon to night
tempting to lie polite, although I expect■•1 have missed a carriage that was to ed that I should feel rather uncomfortgirls, save for certain unpropitious love sort to a move of this kind: but the railalfairs, which, however, came all right way porter only grinned, and explained \ have met me," 1 said, “ami 1 am walking able.
before the end of the third v olume.
that it was unite impossible. Then, hav- on."
“I think, my dear, if you don’t mind,
our Squire's son was very attentive to ing caused me this inconvenience and !
"This is the. road to Manningham. you had better sleep in my daughter
my elder sister, and our Squire, though annoyance, the fellow touched his cap. , where I am driving, f on are going there Kate’s room. There is a little bed there
1 think you had better which will just suit you, and you will not
too, 1 presume.
very civil to us, was not supposed to like and unconscionably expected a tip.
it. for he had trotted oil'his son for a long
I was m a groat quandary, "hat would
allow me to drive you into the town.”
feel lonely.”
There was something very courteous
tour, and nobody knew how long it might it he best to do ! Surely. Mr. Wilmslow
Kate’s room was a perfect boudoir.
be.
My second sister was engaged to my would return after he had gone a few and pleasant in his voice. There was Sec had all sorts of pretty things, and had
father's curate: helplessly, hopelessly miles and found that 1 was not to he over- sufficient light to discover a bright-eyed been at a good boarding school near Lonengaged. He hail only a hundred a year, taken. I’erhaps it would be best, after and handsome, kindly face, with thick don.
She had a little swinging bookand was not to think of marrying until he all, to litre a tly and go after him.
It curly hair.
My instinct told me that 1 case, just like m\ own, with the same ad
had at least another hundred.
I came would be annoying to spend one of my need not be afraid to be driv en by him. mixture of novels, poems, and devotional
third. The rest of my younger sisters precious sovereigns; and it would be also At the same time, 1 had a horror of be- works. My little white couch was charmhave become engaged to the series of annoying to meet Mr. Wilmslow return- ing driven by solitary gentlemen, especial- ing.
In girl’s fashion we lay in bed ever
subsequent curates. M> father eottid ing to meet me. perhaps as soon as I had ly after what had happened such a short so long talking. I told her till the stor\
not afford to send us to school, but we
started. This part of the question was time before, and answered, not, perhaps, of the morning until Mr. Curtis drove me
in so linn a tone as I ought:
grew up somehow, and like flowers, we speedily set at rest l»y the porter informinto Maimingham.
1 was glad to hear
The odu- j ing me that it was impossible to hire
grew up toward the sunlight.
“No, thank you. I shall manage to her gossip a little about William Curtis.
cation our good mother gave us was j anything.
No tly was to he obtained walk on."
He was the son of a big farmer, or rather
lie moved his hat, and with a sinking ;i Squire, just sucli another as Mr. Wilmssomething like “Shakespeare, taste, and i nearer than .Manningham: so 1 deterthe musical glasses:" but our father mined to walk, if necessary, to Man- heart 1 saw him proceed on his way.
It low. to whose house I was coin", lit' had
added a robuster libre.
He considered ningham itself, and hire from there. We came into my mind that I would call after been the head boy of the Manningham
that boys and girls ought to a certain ex- Leslie girls were strong, and I had done him and accept his proposition.
Pride, Gram mar School, and lm had also traveltent. to have the same education.
Like my ten miles’ walk often before to-day. however, came to my help, and 1 refrain- ed in foreign parts.
If was quite clear
Shakespeare aforesaid, we had a little lint it would be much pleasanter to be ed from doing so. Fortunately, however, that Kate regarded him as one of the arLatin and less Greek.
As far as Greek picked up, and I persuaded myself that he stopped his horse, and waited till I istocracy of the neighborhood.
There
was no difficulty jii identifying the young
goes, I never got beyond the irregular it was this which was going to happen. should come up.
verbs -those rocks which have ship- 1 did not know that a few miles before
"I hope, ma’am," lie said, “that you man who had been driving tandem. Kate
wrecked many a young scholar- but in yon came to Manningham there was a will accept my otter.
It is really not lit denounced him as a "perfect brute," and
Latin 1 read several of the easier classics. road which left the town on the left, and that a lady like yourself should be out
I heartily agreed with her energetic lan1 did not compose any Latin verses, be- went on to Donniugton, saving three- after dark, in a country you don't know, guage. it was the
very Mr. lllades whom
cause my father had very properly said
and evidently very tired.''
I heard her mother alluding to in her
quarters of a mile.
that young ladies should not write verses,
It afterward transpired that Mr. Wilm1 stammered out some kind of refusal. conversation with William Gurtis. When1 had slow, with a man’s natural stupidity, took
but have verses written to them.
••Hut you must come,” lie said, with an ever he came to the inn she took care that
don* the tirst three books of •‘Euclid," this by-road, supposing that every one air of authority. “My horse will not wait she never came near him. she had seen
and in algebra had gone as far as quad- must needs know the road which he knew any longer, and it is impossible to leave him the worse for liquor once which she
I do best himself.
ratic equations, but not into them.
If a girl had been driving you here.
No one could answer for the believed was his usual condition -and
not mention these humble attainments she would have had more sense.
consequences. Please jump in at once.” her mother would never let her run the
So l walked on, a solitary damsel,
lie was positively ordering me to get chance of seeing him thus a second time.
boastfully, but because it will be soon
seen that they have something to do with
The morning came genial and brilliant.
along that interminable country road. 1 in, and I had not sutlicient strength of
walked in good spirits, and am always mind or body to resist his orders.
If he I slept soundly, and rose refreshed.
my little story.
A
My father was able to give us a good delighted when 1 first see a new prospect had tried to beg and entreat and coax pleasant breakfast was spread in the
me to get in, 1 know 1 should have walkhome, but then 1 knew that it was not a unfolding before me.
sitting-room, where I had been over
home that would last always. 1 did not
Hut I had somewhat miscalculated my ed on till I dropped: but, being peremp- night. There was a little matter that
see that there was tiny necessity in the
physical strength. It is one thing to torily told to get in, my girlish instinct was sorely perplexing me. Being at the
nature of things that six maidens should
walk out in the fresh morning, an an- of obedience came to my help, and 1 was inn, 1 ought to ask for and pay my acalways be living together. Of course, it other thing to make a forced journey lifted in by a strong arm before 1 quite count, but on the other hand, I had been
is necessary that one or two girls should after the morning’s work is done.
1 got knew what was being done with me.
treated with such motherly kindness and
I was so thankful when 1 was being hospitality that I really did not like to
always be tit home looking alter the father quite angry with myself for feeling tired
and mother, but half a dozen w ere really almost on the outset of my walk.
I felt comfortably driven along, the swift mo- offer them money. I remember, however,
more than sufficient.
that 1 should be very glad if 1 could make tion and brisk air bringing back my high having heard my dear father say that it
1 made u]) my mind thus: 1 should
friends with any good natured driver who spirits as they always do.
1 told my de- was very rarely indeed that you could
like to go out as a governess.
etc.
.My father could give me a lilt. Sometimes when we liverer what was my destination. lie offend people by offering them money
Pamphlets tree to any address. Seth W.
and mother did not at all like the notion. came back on a market day father did knew Donnington, and he also knew Mr. which
Fowli* A Sons. Poston.
might be thought their due, and
The living was a fairly good one, and the not at all mind our carrier, who was also Wilmslow very well, but he did not think he also used to
The man win* had a ••project on foot" says he
say that whether they
notion had never entered their heads: parish clerk, giving us a lift in his cov- that 1 should be able to get there that took it or .not they at least liked to have
shall put it mi horseback next time.
hut it had fully taken possession of mine. ered wagon.
Hut this seemed to be a night,
lie questioned whether at that the offer of it. Accordingly, though with
Thousands of women have been entirely cured
I was naturally fond of teaching, and Jiad lonely road through an uninhabited time ol night 1 could
ot the most stubborn cases of female weakness by
get a vehicle to some stammering, 1 asked for my bill.
done even more than my share in teach- country. There drove up a perfectly take me on.
the use of Lvdia Ii Pinkham's Vegetable ComPerhaps it might not be As soon as ever I uttered the monosyllaSend to Mrs. Lydia Ii. Piukham, v!T>
pound
ing the younger ones. Moreover, I should white man in a cart full of meal-hags; right to travel up to the Wilmslow’sat the ble 1 was ashamed of it, nr my good landWestern Avenue. Lynn, Mass for pamphlets.
like to see a bigger world than that which but there was hardly room for himself late hour when I should arrive.
Pnfor- lady took both my hands in hers and said
A
lam in street trallies is apt to lead to many
our village made up, except that on Satamong his hags, and 1 besides did not tunately, he himself had to go live miles that I must not say another syllable on
tart remarks not worth preserving.
urday we went to the neighboring city, want to he perfectly white. Hy the irony in another direetion. Perhaps, too, we the subject, for they were charmed to
where we did some shopping and market- of fate there also came a coal wagon, but both doubted how far it would lie in good Lave me there, and were thankful that I
••William, where have you been all winter f
;:iv Tick
W,-at was tile matter with you f
ing, walked about, and went to hear the 1 had as little wish to be black as to be taste lor a young gentleman to drive up a should have been their guest.
1 had the Kidney Complaint so that for three
anthem in the cathedral.
white. Then I came to a little roadside young lady at midnight to asedate house“And now, my dear,’’ she said, "I deweeks 1 could not step."
"What cured you T "It
tine day I saw an advertisement which
inn which had a board with a painted re- hold where she was to be an exemplary clare there are v isitors
was Kmxik oi Lii k Pool.
See advertisement.
coming to set' you
seemed to suit me precisely. A governess mark about being “drunk on the prem- governess.
already.”
The girl that blackens her eyebrows wishes to
was desired by a country gentleman in
I rather quickened my pace, for
ises."
1 >nt we had a very pleasant talk.
He
And sure enough, just underneath the
keep her impel lections dark.
the Midlands to teach three little boys. such an announcement suggested that told me all about the gentleman to whose archway, there was a low
pony carriage
Tux
Mos
uiddAN' K can be jdaced upon Pit.
Now it was, that my boyish education there might be roughs ahead.
house 1 was going, a country squire, and with a pair of white ponies, and a dear
PI Lldd’K S K1PNFV PKMFPT, "XFPHRFTT
came, in excellently.
These lads were
Then 1 listened, hut listened in vain. at tiie same Time a practical farmer, cul
FI -M. as i! is purely a vegetable compound, and
old lady and gentleman, white-headed,
has u ond'*'!uI prepcrtn s t »r Die successful treat
intended to go to Rugby, aud it was dis- 1 should have been glad of the company tivating a thousand acres of his own. He who exactly matched the ponies.
In a
ment ot all diseases incidental to females or the
covered, after some little correspondence of any good old market woman, with thought I should like the place and peo- minute they were within the room, shakaged.
and comparing of notes, that 1 should be whom I could have chatted as 1 walked ple. and lie certainly amused me very ing hands with me very warmly.
"Patter on the roof!" No, no: pat her under
able to educate them up to the point of along, and in fact I would not at all have much by the way in which ho described
“We are the father and mother of Wilthe chin. There, just like that.
entering Rugby: even my father said so, minded carrying her eggs for her com pa- all my future surroundings. Hut all the liam Curtis, who brought you here last
13race bp.
and my father was a man who was sternly ne’s sake.
time it was easy for me to see that his night,” said the old lady introducing herThere is serious meaning in this expression: i ,jnst and particular in these things, and
Presently 1 heard the sound of wheels, mind was not quite at rest, that he was self. “We are so very glad that he was
That wearied step, languid eye and feeling of genwould not for worlds let any of his chil- the sound of rapid dri ring. A turn of the not quite certain what was best to be able to render you this service.
The
eral lassitude, come from “spring sickness
dren fly false colors. Then this gentle- road discovered to me a young man driv- done, and was rather anxious as to the Wilmslows are old friends of ours, and
13?
man and lady wanted my photograph,
assured, a serious, and. perhaps, fatal disease is
we thought it might perhaps be wiser for
ing a tandem. The horses were spirited upshot of the adventure.
and fresh, and lie had some dil'lieulty in
At last the town of Manningham came you if we drove over tins morning in our
c lose in its wake
The system wants cleansing of and 1 was rather ashamed to send it, for
1 was only a poor small brow n little crea- pulling them up when lie came close to in sight, pleasant streets, and a broad pony chaise.
We are afraid that they
winter impurities ; the sluggish blood needs t<> be
ture.
Those who loved me said that I me.
'••nt i:) swift and (dear currents
market-place full of twinkling lights. We must have been very much alarmed as
the
veins.
through
had loving eyes, just like our dog l’ouipey,
“Well, my pretty maid,” lie cried, “are drove up to the principal inn, and enter- you did not turn up.”
favorite Remedy" will do this: it will give new
I am sure had eyes that were simply you all hy yourself”' Shall 1 give you a ed beneath an archway.
Here he asked
Nothing could be kinder than this
vigor to the body, brightness to thoey*. a glow ti- who,
eyes do not come out lift ! Take a drive with me in my trap. me to hold the reins for a moment while beautiful old lady was as we drove along.
magnificent,
only
the countenance and elasticity to the step
One
It will he a lark for you."
he went in to talk with his friend, the She knew all about my going to be a
very well in photographs.
dollar a bottle. Kvery druggist lias it.
Dr. David
Now 1 really was very tired.
But it landlady, of whom he had spoken in kind governess at the Wilmslow’s, and said
However, the matter was ultimately
N.
V.
-Jw.Mt
Kennedy. Proprietor, Koudout,
arranged between my father and these was very impertinent of him to call me a and confident terms as we canto along. that she hoped that she should be often
First irate female—'“I’d hate to he in your shoes!’’
people. 1 suppose few young ladies pretty maid, which, indeed 1 was not. Now, it so happened that there was a lit- seeing me, and that I must come and
Second ditto—“You c.mldn't get in them !”
made so good a start in the governess Then 1 knew that my father quite disap- tle window underneath the arch, opening spend my shorter holidays at their home
For a cough, cold, sore throat, bronchitis, whoopworld as 1 did at nineteen, and all be- proved of young men driving tandem. into the landlady’s private room, from —Langley Manor House, on the other
ing cough, consumption, etc., use Dr. Graves’ 13a!
Then q was disrespectful to say the least which she could look into the yard and side of Manningham. In due time we
cause I was able to teach the boys Latin
sam of Wild Cherry and Tar—a sure relief,
pleas
I was to have fifty of it to make that remark about “a lark.” issue her directions.
and
mathematics.
A little conversa- came to Donnington, where the Wilms(let a
ant to take,
sample bottle for 10 cents, and guineas a year, with laundress and trav- Besides the young man’s eye and voice tion was
going on in this room which lows gave me a very kind reception.
you will he pleased with its effects. large sized
bottle for 50 cents.
eling expenses, so that 1 really should and manner were not at all to his credit. turned out to be of a very unpleasant They had been greatly perturbed and disDr. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates all impurinot have to pay away anything out of m v They suggested the idea that he had been character. At first there was an iudis
mayed by my non-arrival. Mrs. Wilmsties from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
In fact, the Reverend .(ones, who at the inn which I had left behind me, tinguishable murmur of voices, and pres- low, with natural feminine sagacity, laid
salary.
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
was engaged to my sister Fanny, told me and had carried out the idea of getting ently the accents made themselves clear.
all the blame upon her irrational husband,
and inert, by its use become unusually stimulated,
and, in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire sys- that 1 was a great deal better off than he “drunk on the premises.”
“No, indeed, Mr. William you must go who at once meekly accepted her repritem.
Price. §1.
So 1 made up my mind in a moment.
When he had paid all his expenses
was.
somewhere else. I cannot lind accom- mand.
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best he was hardly fifty shillings to the good.
thank you, sir, 1 had rather walk.” modations for this person.”
“No,
This, then, was the one gleam of ropill ever given a patient by a physician, and are
instead of shillings
“Where are you going ?”
Mr. William appeared to be speaking mance which illumined my girlhood. It
frequently prescribed by them. They give prompt If it had been guineas
action to the bowels, contain no mercury, and are
he thought lie might be tempted to perIt was no business of his, but I answer- in a remonstrating tone, but 1 could not did not last so very long. That is to say,
entirely vegetable When you desire a prompt petuate matrimony on the strength of it. ed quietly :
make out what he said. But the land- it lasted from five o’clock in the afternoon
movement of the bowels, give the Improved FamIn order to get to my “place” as we
“I am going to Manningham.”
lady’s next words, sharp and clear brought till ten o’clock that memorable day.
ily Cathartic Pills a trial. Price JO cents per box.
“So am 1. And it is more than seven the hot blood to my face.
Dr. Graves’ remedies are for sale by VV. O Poor A
Since then I really cannot say that I have
laughingly called it, down in the shires,
it was necessary that I should go up from miles.
Son, Belfast
0w*dS
You will never be able to do it.
“Those who really are ladies don’t go ever met with anything in the shape oT

j
j

■

Knit, till the stated tans was done—and then my
work was hid
With eager joy and hurried hand, beneath my
work box lid.
And then how gladly forth I sped to join the child
ish throng.
With keener relish for my sport, because deferred

our cathedral city to London, and then
down into the country by another line.
Donnington was a very long way from
the railway. At this time our railway
system was still young, but even at the
present time, though there are four or live
railways in this neighborhood, none come
within four or live miles of Donuington.
1 was to go down to Manninghant Road
Station, which was ten miles, from the
market town of Manningham itself, and
then the village of Dounington was five
milt's on the other side of Manningham.
It was late in a September afternoon
when I came to Manningham Road Station. The station itself was in a little village,but it ambitiously preferred taking its
title from the market town, which was
many milesoff. The arrangement was that
1 should be met by one of the Wilmslows
in their trap, which should take me and
my belongings over to
Donuington.
Everything was taken out, lull, unfortunately the Wilmslows’ conveyance
had not arrived. The porter knew them
very will, and said they were sure to be
there before very long. It was a long
way to come, ami they might have business at Manninglmm.
So atter waiting a
rather lung time. I left my luggage on the
platform, where the porter asssured me
it would he quite safe, and took a stroll
about tiie village—a very little oue, hut
presenting'two remarkable features.. The
churchyard was very much timbered, almost grove-like in character, and with an
avenue of line branching elms. .Moreover,
tin church doors were unlocked, with
e\\r\ appearance of that being the normal state of things, and the church was
gently filled with a dim suffusion of religious light.
I paced that avenue, and sat quietly in
that church, and my eyelids being heavy
with u little wholesome crying, it is just
possible i admit this confidentially
that I may have slumbered for a few
minutes in a most comfortable square
pew. which i gratefully recall to the
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Presidential

Like heirs apparent in hereditary monarchies, the Vice Presidents of the American Republic appear to drift instinctively into opposition even when they are not
named, in order to appease the weaker ul'
two hostile factious within the party.
Of
our vice presidential Presidents, Tyler
was the first.
He was chosen in I r In on
the Whig ticket with General Harrison,
who was sixty-nine years old when he
was inaugurated.
Within a few weeks
afterward he died from the effects of a
cold caught while going to market in a
truly democratic fashion one raw March
morning. He fell victim to an over-estimate of his constitution and physical
powers, and not unwarned by his friends

iel Webster

SOVIATIOXS

Comrades—A grand reunion and encampment of Maine veterans, under the
auspices of the Associt tion of Maine Soldiers and Sailors, will be held at Port
land on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, August Add. AI th and Aitli. I SSI.
All honorably dischaiged soldiers who
served in Maine organizations at any time
during the war of the rebellion, aiid all
honorably discharged Pmon soldiers and
sailors who now are, or at any time have
been, residents of the state of Maine,
are cordially invited to take
part in the
reunion.
Invitations have been extended to the
President of the Tinted States, to Centrals Sherman, Sheridan, Hancock, and
other distinguished military gentlemen to
be present as guests of the Maine oterans.

Comrades representing regiments, bator veteran organizations of the
army or navy, are requested to furnish
the committee with the names and address of corps, division, or naval commanders under wli ni they served during
the war, in order that they may he inv ited to attend.
Suitable camp equipage having been
tendered the Association !>\ the t
te i
States government, it is the purpo.-,- of
the committee to provide tents, straw and
water for the veterans free of expense.
Appropriate music will also he provided for the reunion, and arrangements will
be made with responsible parties to furnish rations or meals at low rates, to those
'who desire them. Regimental Associations. Crand Army Posts, and other organizations formed for the occasion, arc
at liberty to make their own arrangements for subsistence if preferal T, nr
veterans will be permitted to bring rations with them if most convenient, with
the privilege of purchasing tea or eolfee
of the caterers within the encampment.
Arrangements are also in progress with
the several railroad and steamboat companies for reduced rates of fare during
tin; time of the reunion.
It is hoped with the assistance of the
veterans throughout the State, to make
the reunion the most successful and entertaining that has ever been held in
Maine.
l’ho executive committee are
very sanguine that the veterans will generally avail themselves of this opportunity of coming together again, since they
arc receiving assurances from all
parts of
the State of the intention of the veterans
to lie present and participate in the festivities.
It is impossible for the committee at
this early date to give the p ogramme of
the three days entertainment. Circulars,
however, will he issued as soon as possi
hie, giving the details of all arrangements, and in the meantime the committee wili be glad to receive suggestions and
answer any inquiries that may he made
by the veterans.
Very respectfully in behalf of the l'..\
eeutive ('ommittee.
Gko. M. Skidkks, Sec'y.
executive Committee Men. Ceo. I.
Heal, chairman; Men. John M. Ilrown,
* ol. Thomas A.
Roberts, Col. Edward
Moore, i ol. 1-Tod Kobie, ('ol. i 'has. WalkM Henson, Major William II.
er, Col.
Creen, ('apt. George II. Abbott. Lieut,
('has. W. Roberts. H. R. Ingalls, Esq..
Win. II. Pennell. Esq., c. 1). Starbird.
Esq., (i. M. Seiders, Esq., secretary.

teries,

Concerning

Swimming.

-Many good swimmers are of opinion
that nobody need be drowned who does
not lose his head when he falls into deep

If he cannot swim he can limit,
water.
it is maintained, or tread water.
Vgainst
this theory may be set the experience of
most men, that they can neither float nor
tread water till they have learned how to
swim.
Both operations, both floating and
treading, are natural and easy. But both
require precisely that calmness and balance of mind and body which in the water are only possible to people win
can
own
A swimmer
trust then
powers.
leaves Ins body to the laws of nature, and
presently his face and his toes are above
But a man who cannot swim,
the surface
as soon as he is out of his depth, thrusts
up his arms -to clutch at he knows not
what. Down goes his head, and by the
time he has reached the surface again lie
has lost all nerve and forgotten all that
lie ever hoard about the easiness of floating. We doubt whether Nelson, who
•‘nover saw Fear,” would have retained
his calmness if, being unable to swim, he
had been thrown into deep water. That
most men and women become idiotic with
terror in these circumstances is demonstrated by their efforts to clutch and drown
anyone who comes to their assistance.
The novelty of this new implacable power,
the water which is strangling them, drives
all sense out of the heads of non-swimmers.

was

Secretary of State.

The

llarrison-T; ler Whigs were in doubt and
dismay, for Tyler had been put on the
ticket with the knowledge that he was

rather an erratic member of the party.
Within three months Mr. Tyler vetoed
t wo tiseal measures of his party in Congress looking to a destruction of the VanHuren sub treasury system and to the reestablishment of a national bank.
B\
the llth of September v.hat turned out
to he a tiual rupture between the new
President and the Whig party began with
the resignation of all the cabinet except
Mr. Webster, who did not remain much
longer. The new cabinet was composed
of nominal Whigs, hut all the cungres
sional Whigs, except Henry A. Wise and
Caleb Cushing, deserted Tyler after tin
Whig congressmen had issued in the autumn oflMl a celebrated manifesto drawn
up by John P. Kennedy of Maryland,
calling for a caucus committee, of which
Kenneth c. Kayncr now in Government
emploj in Washington, is the only survivor.
From that time forward 'Tyler received his main support from the Democrats.

General

Taylor

the second Presilie died in the
live days before bis

was

dent who died in otliee.

<
month of July.
mly
death, on Independence day. General
'Taylor had attended the exercises at the
Washington Monument. These lasted
above an hour, during which the President, with the obstinacy of an old campaigner in the tropics, refused to shelter
himself from an uncommonly hot sun even

umbrella.
Exhausted and overbis return to the White House
he ate cherries and drank cold milk imprudently and was soon ill. President
Taylor's death, like that of Harrison, was
expected for many hours before it occurred.
Immediately after that event the
cabinet officers addressed an ofheial letter to N ice President Fillmore, giving him
ollieial notification of the vacancy, of
which in bis turn lie gave otlicial notice to
the houses ot Congress,then in session over
the compromise measures, tie informed
Congress that lie should take the oath as
President on the same day. It was administered in the hall of the House, (into
which the Senate had also come) by the
venerable chief justice of the district,
(.'ranch, the father-in-law by the way
of Mr. Erastus Brooks.
Mr. Fillmore
simply took the oath, but made no address, and after taking it retired. General Taylor's cabinet showed as unfriendly a disposition towards Mr. Fillmore athe cabinet of (leuiTal l.Jartield lias maniNo favor lie
fested towards Mr. Arthur.
had ever asked had ever heeu granted,
lie had reconimended two persons as collector and postmaster at jtutValo, where
lie re i led.
Not only were they not appointed: the places were filled with Seward or Anti-slavery and not Fillmore or
Silver ( Iray Whigs. As soon as Fillmore
became I’resilient, Mr. (.’lay ton, Secretary of State, sent in his resignation, and
Panic! Webster was appointed in his
place. A few days afterward an entirely
new cabinet was made in which Mr. Fillmore’.' law partner and intimate friend
and adviser, Nathan K. Hall, was placed
as Postmaster-* Mineral.
Thereafter during, Mr. Fillmore’s Administration the
breach between the Stalwarts of that day
(the Seward Anti-Slavery Whigs) and
the II all’-1’.reeds of that day (the Silverdrays) widened continually. The party
which elected Fillmore hated him as intensely when lie retired as Tyler had
been hated. The administrations of these
two Wee Presidents prepared the way
for the successes of the Democrats in the
election of Polk who succeeded Tyler,
and of Pierce who succeeded Fillmore.
The third of our Wee Presidential Pros
idents, Andrew Johnson, took the oath
as President as puictly and privately as
Tyler had taken W I lisquarrel with the
Republicans wa> not of such sudden and
rapid growth as the quarrels of Tr ier and
Filhnon with the Whigs, but it became
in the end quilt" as irreconcilable, radical
and bitter.
Johnson’s differences with
his old party leaders, like those of Fillmore, grew out >f his refusal to wage war
politically upon the South. Like Tyler.
Johnson formally joined the Democratic
party before he left the White House,
and like Tyler lie sought, but sought in
vain, a roDomination from a Demm-ratie
national convention.
with

a:i

heated.

on

Maine

Murders.

Hath, Me., I a'. Benjamin Crossman,
draw tender on llodgdou’s rsland. Sheep
scot River, left home Monday with his
wife, to go to Wiscassct. in a dory.
At
an early hour Tuesday morning, lie was
found in an intoxicated condition on Harter’s Island, and being questioned as to
liis wife, replied: -‘1 have committed a
horrible crime and want to be hung."
The dory was picked up in the river, and
found to be besmeared with blood from
end to end. the inference being that the
woman had been literally chopped
in
pieces, and thrown overboard.
Crossman is a peaceable man when not
in liquor, and is about h* years of age.
He was taken into custody and sent to

Trelawny and Shelley had been discussing these things, and Trelawny had
expressed the belief, common to good
swimmers, that all men can swim by gift
of nature. Shelley never shrank from an
experiment in morals, chemistry or anything else, whence the frequent explo- jail.

sions that varied his career,
lie at once,
undressed and jumped into a deep place,
sinking instantly to the bottom. There
his slim body lay, still and glistening, and
there the poet would have anticipated his
fate if Trelawny had not dived in and
him to shore.
If ever this ex; dragged
periment is to have a fair trial, it should be
by emerging a very young child in water.
Some people lmld that he would swim as
naturally as a puppy. But the maternal
instinct, always unscientific, has hitherto
stood in the way of this interesting experiment. In the present state ot opinion on the subject it will be well for people to learn swimming of
competent
teacher, either in a swimming bath, or in
sea or river, before trying to rival Captain
Webb by the mere light of-nature. Every
one who neglects to learn to swim should
remember that he is endangering the lives
of others, as well as Lis own. For it is
seldom that a man is in danger of drowning that one of our countrymen is not
found to peril his own life in the endeavor
to rescue his neighbor.
[London News.
There arc 1,100 Young Men’s Christian
Associations in the Cuited States, and
‘2,400 in the world. A World’s Convention
of delegates from the various Young
Men’s Christian Associations to he held in
London from July MO to August 4, and is
expected to he a gathering of great interest.

Ha iti, j:{. Grossman's wife, supposed
to have been murdered, was found in the
woods near the shore, in Kdgecomb,
Tuesday, horribly mutilated, and was
taken to the house of Capt. Aldcn 1’inkhaiu, where she now lies. During a short
season of consciousness, she related that
on her way home from Wiscassct, Crossman fell out of the boat, and after great
exertion, she got him in, when he commenced beating her with his lists, and afterwards cut her with a broken knife.
Her recovery is hardly possible.
Willie Cain, of Roekport, aged ten, reported missing since Tuesday, is found
to have been murdered.
He was taken
out in a punt on Lily Pond by Ralph H.
Richards, aged I I, and F.dward K. Goss,
aged 11, who threatened to drown him if
he did not give them twenty cents, which
they knew he possessed. The boys say
he had given up ten cents and wanted to
be set on shore, when one of them, it is
impossible to tell which, pushed him
overboard. They say he came up twice
and then sank. The body has not been
recovered. The boys are hard eases and
have previously been arrested for theft.
The deputy shcritV has them in charge.

A Washington paper proposes that for
all attempts upon the lives of Presidents
or the high officials of the State the punishment of (logging should be added to the
other penalties laid down in the statute.

who will of course be an important witness in the trial of Guiteau, declines to
allow the letters to be published.

THE STORY OF A CRIME.
Details of the Assassination and
Cowardice of the Assassin.
THE

PRESIDENT’S
PROGRESS
WARDS RECOVERY.

TO-

■"MI’I.i: I K HISTOKY OK criTKAl 's f'UlMK.

I’nited States District .Vttorney Corkliill has furnished the following statement
for publication in order«to correct certain
erroneous assertions which have been
made in relation to Guiteau:
The interest felt by the public in the
details of the assassination and the many
stories published justify me in stating
that the following is a correct and accurate statement concerning the points to
which reference is made:
The assassin, Charles Guiteau, came
to

Washington city

on

Sunday evening,

March <;, lsS!,and stopped at the Ebbett House, remaining only one day. lie
then secured a room in another part of
the city and has hoarded and roomed at
various places, full details of which I
have, on Wednesday, May lsth, issi,
the assassin determined to murder the
President. He had neither money nor
pistol at the time. About the last of
May he went into O'Meara's store, corner
of latli and F streets in this city, and examined some pistols, asking for a largest
calibre.
He was shown two similar in
calibre and only different in price, on
Wednesday, June Htli. lie purchased the
pistol which he used, lbr which he paid
*Hl, lie having in the meantime borrowed
*l."> of a gentleman in Washington on the
plea that he wanted to pay his board,
bill, on the same evening at 7 o'clock
he took the pistol and went to the foot of
l?tli street and practiced tiring at ,a board
tiring ten shots. He then returned to his
boarding place and w iped the pistol dry
and wrapped it in his coat and wa,ted his
opportunity. On Sijuday morning, June
1-th. lie was sitting in Lafayette Park
and saw the President leave for the
Christian church on Vermont avenue and
he at once returned to his room, obtained
bis pistol, put it in bis pocket and followed the President to church.
He entered the church, hut found he
could not kill him there without danger
of killing some one else.
Ik-noticed that
the President sat near a window. After
church he made an examination of the
v indow and found he could reach it with
out any trouble and that from this
point
he could shoot the President through the
head without killing any one else.
The
following Wednesday he went to the
church, examined the location and window and became satistied that he could
accomplish his purpose. Ik determined
to make the
attempt at church the fol-

lowing Sunday.
Learning from

the papers that the
President would leave the city on Saturday, the 1 sth ot June, with Mrs. tbirticld
tor Long Branch, he therefore determined
to meet him at the
depot. He left his
Hoarding house about d o'clock Saturday
morning and went down to the river at
the foot of 17th street and tired live shots
to practice his aim and be certain his
pistol was in good order.
He then went to
the depot and was in the ladies'
waiting
room of the depot with his
pistol ready
when the Presidential party entered.
He says Mrs. Gartield looked so w eak and
frail that he had not the heart to shoot
the President i:i her presence, and as he
knew he would have another
opportunity
he lett the depot.
He had previouslv engaged a carriage to take him to the jail.
<m Wednesday evening the President
and his son and. I think, Lnited States
Marshal Henry went out for a ride. The
assassin took his pistol and followed them
for some time in hopes that the
carriage
would stop, but no opportunity was
given.
(»n Friday evening, July 1st, be was
sitting on a seat in the park, opposite the
White House, when he saw the President
come out alone,
lie followed him down
the avenue to l.lth street, and then
kept
on the
opposite sale if the street, upon
loth, until the President entered the
residence of Secretary lllaine.
lie waited at the corner of Mr. Morton's late residence, corner of Loth and II streets, fur
sometime, and then, as he was afraid he
•''"old attract attention, lie went into the
alley, in the rear of Mr. Morton’s resi
deuce, examined his pistol and waited.
The President and Secretary Blaine came
out together, and he followed over to the
gate ot the White House, but could get
no
opportunity to use bis weapon, tin
the morning of
Saturday July dd. ho
breakfasted at the Biggs' House about
seven o'clock.
He then walked up into
the park and sat for an hour.
He then
took a one-horse avenue car and mile toCtli
street: got out and went into the
depot
and loitered around there: bad his shoes
blacked ; engaged a hack for sg to take
him to the jail, went into a water closet
and took his pistol out of his
hip pocket
ami unwrapped the paper from around it
which he had put there for the
purpose
of preventing perspiration from the bod\
dampening the powder, examined his
pistol carefully, tried the trigger, and
then returned and took a seat in the la
dies waiting room, and as soon as the
President entered ad\aneed behind him
and tired two shots. These facts. I think,
can he relied
upon as accurate, and i
give them to the public to contradict certain false rumors in connection with this
must atrocious of atrocious crimes.
:i ITEAl ’:s ro\V AUDIT]-; AM)
JNVuNSlSTK.N'CV.

I lie W nsliingtoii
ronv.spoudriit of the*
listen Journal says:
The statement
which District Attorney (’orkhill has con-

densed and given to the press from the
confession of (Juiteau will undoubtedly do

very much to weaken the insane theory,
it discloses a most careful
premeditation, and it also very clearly shows tile
iact that at different times'(Juiteau lost
his courage and was too cowardlv to commit the deed.
His argument that he
would not shoot in the church for health at he might liit some other
person is very
inconsistent, in view of the location which
he finally did select lbr the attemnted assassination.
He tired in the depot
just at the time when the principal train
was leaving for New
York, and tired in
the direction of the general wa.
ting room,
which was then crowded with
people,
and scores ot persons were within immediate range of the bullets, which were
.-hot at the President. (Juiteau was more
likely to have injured other persons in
the depot even than had lie shot in
church. But the fact that he did not
shoot the President when he followed him
on
Friday night after dark from the
W hitc House to Mr. Blaine’s house indicates clearly that the coward’s
courage
tailed him.
He says he stopped in the
alley in the rear of the house of Levi P
Morton, Minister to France, to examine
his pistol. The mouth of that allevwav
is but a few feet south of Mr. Blaine’s
door. Through that alley (Juiteau, after
having shot in the dark, might reasonably
have imped to escape, and as there was
no known motive to connect him
with the
crime, his detection would have been
very difficult.
JUS

CORRESPONDENCE WITH SECRETARY
BLAINE.

Secretary Maine's private secretary, in
looking over the Secretary’s private correspondence of recent date, found a num-

ber of letters from Guiteau. The fellow
was an applicant for the
Consulship at
Paris, and professed to luue convinced
the President of his fitness.
He seemed
to think that all that was
required to attain success was the good ollices of the
Secretary of State, and lie wrote as if he
thought they were not diflicult to get.
He based his claim chiefly, if not
entirely,
upon his speech, printed copies of which
he inclosed.
In conclusion, after the
nomination of Robertson and Senator
Conkliug’s assumption of a warlike attitude, Guiteau wrote Secretary Maine an
abusive letter, declaring that lie
ought
to be put out of the Cabinet.
It is recallcd that Guiteau was anxious to be
employed in Maine during the late political campaign as a stump
speaker, and
wrote several letters on the
subject, setting forth his own merits. He seems not
to have met with
distinguished success
in any of his efforts to attract
Secretary
Maine’s favorable notice. The Secretary,

THE TRIAL.

It is probable that,unless the President
shall die, it will be long before Guiteau
will be tried. Some of the best criminal
lawyers at the bar think it not unlikely
that his trial will not take place until
after the 4th of July, 1882. As long as
any possibility remains that the wound
may prove mortal, the District Attorney
will not even prepare the ease for the
Grand Jury.
It has been the common
law that, in order to make the killing
murder, it is requisite that the victim die
within a year and a day after the stroke
is received or cause of death administered
in the computation of which the whole
day upon which the hurt is done shall be
reckoned the first.
So that if the President be alive one minute after the stroke
of twelve on the night of July 2d, 1882,
• tuiteau will be free of the
charge of murder.
Pntil the physicians officially declare that all likelihood of death from
the shot has passed away Guiteau will
retain his present quarters.
In the face
of his confession of the crime, he will be
entitled by law to be considered innocent
until he is adjudged guilty in court.
Should the convalescence of the President
extend over a considerable period, for
that period, at least, no prosecution
against Guiteau will be begun, and should
the President be restored to vigor before
the year and a day are completed, yet
with the possibility that the wound may
not be fatal within that time the District
Attorney will exercise a sound discretion
its to bringing Guiheau before the court
ter assault with intent to kill.
All this
makes unlikely an early trial of Guiteau,
unless the President should die. Then
an indictment, trial and plea of insanity
would swiftly follow.
In case of such a
trial there could be but two defences:
one, that the President died not ot the
pistol shot, but of the treatment of the
physicians: and the other the insanity
of (iuiteau. The latter defence would
probably add largely to the text of future
trusts upon medical jurisprudence.
All
the Superintendents of insane asylums
and leading specialists in insanity would
he summoned, and possibly some new
light thrown upon vexed questions in
medical jurisprudence. The same plea
will doubtless he entered on a trial for
assault with intent to kill, and in such
trial it is not likely the District Attorney
will try the experiment of making two
cases out of one.
If (Iuiteau is not eonvicted and not declared insane, he will be
sentenced to eight years at hard labor in
the penitentiary at Auburn, N. Y.
If
found guilty and insane his case will be
certified to the Secretary of the Interior,
who is required by law to make an order
for his incarceration in the United States
Insane Asylum on the bights of the Pastern Branch, opposite those he now occupies. If, after being sent to the asylum,
(•uiteau recovers his sanity, then by section -1~.V>, “When any person confined in
the hospital for the insane, charged with
crime or convicted of crime, shall be iestored to his sanity the Superintendent
of the hospital shall give notice thereof to
the Judge of the criminal court and deliver him to the court in obedience to the
proper

precept."
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In response to

a

telegram

Foster, of Ohio, relative

to

sent by Gov.
appointing a

of public thanksgiving and prayer in
the President fully recovers, Gov.
Plaisted promptly sent the following:

day

ease

Uon. Charles Foster, <iov. of Ohio, Columbus.
Ohio:
1 heartily concur iu your proposal lor a
day of public thanksgiving and prayer, in view of
the hopeful condition of the President, the day to
be t:\ed as soon as the public mind shall rest in
the belief that the calamity of his death is avoided.
The universal sentiment of the people of Maine is
oik* ot profound gladness to
Almighty (iod for his
admirable goodness in shielding the President
against the deep damnation of the attempt to take
his life
Harris M. Plaisted.
T"

Bam,(in, July l.'». At a meeting of the
City Council this evening, a resolution

adopted requesting

the mayor to
send to the President of the United
states and his family, the sincere congratulations of the citizens of this city on
the apparent recovery from danger of the
President of our nation from the assassin’s
bullet.
was

I

llK MEDICAT. TliEATMENT OK THE 1*KESI DENT.

The

Hoston Journal’s correspondent
says: I)r. Hliss and his associates give
the President’s case careful and unremitting attention, and make their prescriptions after due consideration of every
feature of the ease, and thus far are well
satistied with the result, as are the President. his family, and close friends.
His
ease-is similar to a large class of gunshot
wounds.
Physically he is weaker than
six or eight days ago, and yet his improvement has been gradual every day.
They have succeeded in lighting oil’ the
dangers that have threatened, secondary
hemorrhage for instance, and others familiar to physicians, and no new dangerous symptoms have been shown.
Notwithstanding all this, the President is a
very sick man. The suppuration alone
is terribly weakening, and the confinement would make a well man sick, and
the physicians think that so long as they
succeed in lighting oil' dangerous symptoms and keep the wound in a
healing
state that his condition is one of steady
hut very slow improvement.
They do
not look and cannot hope for an immediate gain in strength.
Indeed, he may
grow weaker before he gets better. The
wound, they think, is in a fair way to
heal, beginning from within. The nature
of the suppuration shows this.
His reel eery must he very
slow, and it will be
weeks before much increase of strength
will be apparent, Eoruiue days Dr. Hliss
did not take off bis clothes and was constantly at the President’s bedside, getting
only occasional snatches of rest on a
lounge in an ante-room. Everything
that can he done is done, and taken altogether, the condition of the patient,
though yet critical, is such as to justify a
strong hope of his ultimate recovery,
which, however, must be very tedious,
covering weeks and months.
'!

UK -I KN VI Xt iS lUOLISli AFFAKATl S.

-Mr. Jennings’ cooling apparatus in use
at the White House consists of a cast iron
chamber about 10 feet long and ■'! wide
and •'! high, tilled with vertical iron frames
covered with cotton terry or Turkish
towelling. These screens are placed one
half an inch apart, and represent some
•'1000 feet of cooling surface.
Immediately
over these vertical screens is placed a coil
of inch iron pipe, the lower side of which
is filled with fine perforations.
Into a
galvanized iron tank, holding 100 gallons
of water, is put finely granulated or shaved
ice (and salt when a low temperature is
required). This water is sprayed upon
the sheets in the lower tank constantly.
In each end of the iron chamber are
openings l-'i inches square. To the outer end
of this chamber is a pipe
connecting with
an outdoor air conductor.
To the opposite end is connected a similar pipe leading into an ice chamber at its top, and
from the bottom of the same a pipe leads
to a small exhaust fan, and from the fan
the now cold and dry air is forced direct
into the President’s room, through a flue
some ‘.10 feet in length.
Air at !»!» deg.
temperature is supplied, at the rate of 22,000 cubic feet per hour, at the
register in
the President’s room 54 deg., and with
the windows and doors open, the temperature at the President’s bed (25 feet
away)
is maintained steadily at 75 deg. day and
night. When the cold air machine was introduced it was intended to keep the windows and doors closed, and, under these
conditions, the machine would create and
maintain a temperature of 00 deg. in the
hottest weather, without using the auxiliary ice air chamber now used. Mr. Jennings’ machine is not upon the market.
THE

WILL OF HEAVEN.

“Il l had another opportunity, I would
not try to shoot the President
again,”
said Guiteau Friday. “I thought I had
an inspiration to remove
but
I see I
him,
must have been mistaken.
I think it is
ordained by God that the President shall
not be killed, and, for that reason 1 would
not try it again if 1 had a chance.
If it
were not decreed by God that he should

not bo killed, how could lie be alive now ?
I held the pistol close to bis back, and my
hand was as steady as iron. I fired pointblank at him, and nothing but divine interposition could have saved him. lie
will not die, I am convinced, and I am
sorry I caused him so much suffering. It
is no use tor any one to try to kill him
now, for, if I could not do it with the
chance I bad, no bullet can do it.
It is
so ordained, and we must abide the will
of Heaven.”
(
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hope of the President’s recovery
deepens into certainty, the surgeons and
those around him are beginning to disAs the

cuss when and where he

may be removed
to some place more favorable than is the
White House to the general health of the
patient. Mrs. Garfield also needs immediate change of air, but, of course, could
not be induced to quit the side of her
husband again. She knows she was his
protection once, and says her place is
close beside him until the end. There is
little doubt that the fever which has recurred each day is partly due to the malarious influence surrounding the White
House.
Indeed, the building itself is believed to be unhealthy.
Mrs. Garfield
would like to return to Mentor. White
Sulphur Springs and Old Point Comfort
have been discussed, but the seashore at
Long Branch would he the choice of the
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nal :
8. R. Niles, No. 6, Trcmont St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & 8, Trcmont

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
have the address of papers changed, must state the
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as well
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surgeons as more favorable to a rapid
Or. Bliss, however, says
convalescence.
that it will be time enough two weeks
hence to decide. No change will be made
which would involve the least risk, although he believes a removal w ould have
the best effects upon the spirits and health
of both Mr. and Mrs. Garfield. The White
House is old, musty, damp, badly drained,
and is unfit for the summer residence of
any one. There is a most cheerful feeling
in the house.
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Deaths by drowning are more numerous this
year than usual at this season.
Miss
is

war.

Dorothy Dix,
slowly "dying
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Secretary Windom is represented as
active worker in the temperance cause.

being

ail

A Berman, named Flohn, is reported to have
died in Now York on Saturday, of Asiatic Cholera.
The Portsmouth, X. H.. bridge tolls between
New Hampshire and Maine are to be reduced onethird.
A

bald eagle

was

Del, while trying

laud

receutly caught at Wilmington.
carry off a large Newfound

to

dog.

the demand of the church of which he is pas
tor, Mayor kalloeh says lie will not be a candidate
for re election.
At

Gen.

Jno.

C. Pemberton, who surrendered
Vicksburg to Gen. Grant, died at Penn Dyne. Pa.,
July Util, aged 07.
Four survivors of the Dartmoor massacre

arc

living in Marblehead, Mass., all of them being
over

84 years of age

A series ot meetings under the auspices of the
National Temperance Society was begun at Ocean
Beacli, N. J Saturday
The cutter Gorwin, in search of the missing
Jeannette in the Arctic regions, reports that no
truce of the missing vessel has been found.
The New York sugar refiners, for the purpose of
reducing the supply aud raising prices, have re
solved to

run

their refineries

on

halftime.

Thursday night there was a severe tornado in
Connecticut Buildings were unroofed, cattle killed
and crops ruined. The damage will be large.
On

Five thousand persons, or one sixteenth of the
total population of eighty thousand, have joined
the church at Indianapolis in the last six months.
Prof. Swift of Rochester, denies that the comet
has split in two. and thinks it identical with that
discovered in Brazil and which Dorn Pedro called

“Europa.’’
A fiend scattered Paris green in the well and on
the food ot an aged couple in Springfield. Pa., fatally poisoning the man and his wife and killiug
their cattle.

The Ohio Democrats have nominated John \V.
Bookwalter lor Congress, with a fnil ticket of State
officers. The convention adopted a resolution of
sympathy with the President.
More than 7.'» per cent, of our soldiers during the
rebellion were natives of tins country. A little
more than 7 per cent, were born in Ireland, and
nearly 'J percent in Germany.
Maud S trotted a mile at Pittsburg in *.* 10.1, beat
ing her best time ± of a second. One of the Judges
claimed the time as2.J0±. iier driver claimed that
he could have made it in two seconds less.
lu New York two pretended pcdlors ran their
teams into a wagon in which y'JJtUO belonging to
Jacob Kuppert, a brewer, was being conveyed, and
in the confusion made off with the money’.

Griscom, the Chicago faster, brought his forty
days fast to a successful termination Tuesday
noon. July Idth.
lie weighed 14'.* pounds, having
lost forty eight pounds duriug Ilia long fast
live

The Long Branch Bier company have forbidden
colored persons entering tho pavilions except upon
payment of ten cents. Nothing is charged tho
whites, and tho colored people are indignant.
A large anil vicious fox, named Roseoe Colliding,
sold at auction, Thursday, in Baltimore, anil
the proceeds adilod to tho Garliold fund. The fox
was sent to Baltimore
by a West Virginia boy.
was

Mr. Charles O. Klims, of Scituate, Mass owned
a cow which gavo a
very abundant supply of milk,
attaining to an average of 47 quarts per day. Tho
cow came ill a few days since anil died
This noted
cow
was a native of Cohasset, and
$-.*0,000 had
been refused for her by the owner.
Col. Clark of the revenuo marine service feels
conlidout, from the announcement of the discovery
of the Vigilant and Sit. Wellington in a deserted
condition, that the crews are safe with the Jeannette.
He thinks that the crew of the Vigilant
divided, like the Polaris party, and some remained
on board, while others went ashore or took to tho
ice Hoes and proceeded to Wrangle Land and wero
taken on board the Jeannette.
Tho Secretary of tho Treasury has awarded u
gold life saving modal to tho famous Ida Lewis,
now Mrs. Ida Lewis Wilson, in
recognition of her
services in rescuing a number of persons from
since
the
of
the
act authorizing
drowning
passage
such awards. Most of the rescues wero under circumstances which called for extreme and heroic
daring^ud involved the risk of Mrs Wilson’s life.
She has saved Kl lives so far as known.
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professes it. A carnivorous American, full of beef
and mutton, who mourns with indignant sorrow
because bulls and goats were killed in Judea three
thousand years ago, has reached the climax id'
sentimental goodness and should be permitted to
dictate on all questions of peace and war
Let
tirotins, Vattel and 1’uffendorf. as well as Moses
and the prophets, hide their diminished heads
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Twelve hundred miles of it were still before
New Mexico. Arizona, and Southern
California. Mile after mile and hour after hour
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rode through a barren desolation, never a
green
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let men live hero aud grow rich. I wonder if
1 would live here if I knew 1 should
grow rich! 1
thiuk not life is too short. There are but two

things

add

we

Now, good digestion wait
And health

appetite.

on

both

on

perhaps some chances for trade. Stock
raising has already assumed vast proportions: min
ing is in its infancy. Much of the Territory ot
New Mexico was
parceled out by grants under

The Mount Desert Herald quotes from
letter of a Journal correspondent

ex-

Spanish and Mexican rule

the

commending

Dice's Head

as

a

summer

The condition of

time last year.
wheat crop July
June 1st, and

:

the

better still let him make atrip to Bar
where ho will find the most beautiful
in New England—grand and lofty moun
tains, lovely lakes, charming hays and breezes of
tho coolest and most refreshing description
or

Harbor,

b\

a substantial wire fence,
by the proprietors,
who propose to begin stock raising, wilh a herd of
turty thousand bead of cattle.

They are keeping the President on ruui and
milk.
We don't know whether the preparation
will cure a gunshot wound, but it used to have re
markable power in curing hay years ago.
| Marl
boro Times.

is much better than

1st

average of ret for the
The Atlantic states fall

an

whole country.
otl' slightly as

with the

compared

same

time last year, but the large wheat region
north of the Ohio river and west of Misreturn a low condition

sissippi,

same

much lower percentage than last year,
which is only 7‘. »if corn the increase of
area

is

the

year.

planted
previous

nearly

two per cent, over
The average condition is uot so high as the last two years,
and is Ho against 1IMI last year, in all the

North Atlantic States the crop is backward, owing to the cold, raw spring, but
in the states south of the Delaware and
the Half of Mexico, it is

reported fair.
serious
injury
Texas, however, reports
from drouth.
In the great corn-producing region on the Ohio and Mississippi
on

rivers, the average is below last year,
particularly in Iowa, which only reports
condition of 77. caused

a

spring

by

the cold

and too much rain in June, and in
the condition is

Mississippi

very favorable.

Thu condition of the work in the pension bureau is not encouraging to those
wiio have claims

pending,

and the force

to he reduced one hun-

soon

dred in consequence of the failure of Congress to make appropriations for them.
There are now about one hundred and

twenty thousand unadjusted claims
acted upon.
year about

There

were

present administration

to be

no

Such enterprises

greater expe-

W e published the election returns substantiating our statement somt^ weeks
ago, and subsequent elections have emphasized Hie declaration to which the Enquirer takes exception. The Enquirer
has neither facts or figures to support its
assertion that the Greenback party “is
increasing its vote” etc.

and has been

:

says of Secreand watchfulness

Enquirer

“His

care

tlie bedside of the stricken President

have

only

herself,
ho

been exceeded
lie has

Mrs. Garfield

fully demonstrated

that

tender man, and at the same
time direct the business of he Nation.
can

he

by

\ man

a

like this is

a

very proper person

to have around in any

emergency.”

since the

graduated

a

of the

of the Presi-

from

majority

who

hoys

w

Inch

to read
we

quote

the
as

hoys

of the Lewiston Jour-

and when

same,

the rate of

;

and whether

murders has increased

in

States where

rode

Iron

at

a

a

human life to

a

quarter of

dollar.
It is

a good thing the comet has
gone
glimmering out of the way. Prof. New-

comb says that if the comet were to come
in contact with the earth the temperature
would rise to 10,1 Mid
Whew!”

“No,”

degrees

said the President,

held read him

a

in the shade.

as

Mrs. Gar

newspaper editorial

the

conspiracy theory;
conspiracy. It was the

“there was
act of

an

on
no

indi-

vidual.”

Kin

i‘»u

JorRSAi..

anti irou

day.

for the purpose of wanking
there in which he is interested.
At Tucson we fell in with some
gentlemen ust

Ships

up from Tombstone, from whom we learn of fabu
h’usly rich discoveries in that region. One ot them

For the benefit of

ship men.

some

wife and mother.
The cumulative evidence
respecting
Guiteau’s sanity adds to the regret that
there is no law which will warrant hang-

ing

him.

The Uostou Post has

editorial on
“file National Vice.” It means ofticeseeking—not the V ice President.

successful

a

time, and has the look ot

some

The indications

arc that lie has
“struck it rich
a fact that would bo more attrac
tive than the *•/<»•»,/>l name that has been
given to
the country.
It owes its name to the
man.

following

incident

could be made longer with the same results, iu
either larger or smaller vessels. The three Amer-

“dead-broke" miner resolved to go
in this forbidding region, among its

A

“prospecting

ican ships we all know to be among our best, tor
speed and capacity. The Knglish (iron) ships are
taken only because they aggregate about the same

hostile Indians and accumulated dangers of vari
ous kinds
llis friends attempted to dissuade him
ami warned him that he would only tind his t.mb

in

stone

The following ships loaded iu San
tonnage
Francisco tor Kuropo in 1XSO-1xx|, and their car

it he went.

persisted

ami discovered

valuable mine, without unusual
Then he commemorated the so
lieitude of Ins inends by christening the region

British iron ship McMelian
goes were as follows;
I 100 tons register, took in 9719 3(Mi 9000 short tons

nearly double her register. British iron ship
Bartliena. 13SI tons register, took in 97> 13 loo 9000
short tons.
British iron ship Cape of Bond Hope,

claimed b\

1399 tons

l uited States.

Tombstone

or

register,

Rut he

exceedingly
risk or danger.

an

We spent

a

da}

the old town of

at

SANTA IK.

took in 937.3 «'.oo 9000 slioit tons

bo the oldest town in the

to

some

It

was

certainly

the

by

visited

ister loaded 9141 loot) 9090 short tons. Llewellyn
Morse of Bangor, 1399 tons register, loaded

reach its three hundredth

Iowa, in 1 «S7 I or about that tiiuo, passed a law
abolishing capital punishment, but in 1 '•CS re-enact
ed a law for the infliction of capital punishment, the
argument showing from the record that during its
abolition crimes and violence hail greatly iucreas

ed, and the increase was attributed to the abolition
of that kind of punishment.
There is a difference
of opinion as to whether crimes have increased
more in states where capital
punishment has been
abolished and in consequence of its abolishment,
than it lias in states where it is still in force
There arc many causes for the increase of crime
which must be taken into consideration in deeid
iug any such question.

Eastport Sentinel turnouts the inrum selling and intemperance in

of

that town, and thinks there is too much
reliance upon law to promote temperance.
What is

needed,

it

thinks, is a public
only acquiesce
of the prohibitory law,

9113

7008 tons, 4309 wood tons loaded 0009 tous. <u* an
average of about 337» tons more for each iron ship
of less

the cost

f sailing ail
ship can bo but a very small per rentage. The
Knglishman ships his crew for the same wages,
<

feeds them

on

the

the American

faster and insures at

The tone of the Southern press since
the shooting of the President lias been

thirty

We hope and expect a great deal from President
(iartield, iftlod spares him to the country. We

actuated hy any idea of remuneration to
the South for its kind regards and heart felt ex
pressions of condolence, hut we think that dames
V (Iartield wilt
respond to the new situation, and
that any aspirations that lit- may have to bring enduring prosperity upon our country, will be in
dulgedin by him without any trammel or restriction.
are

not

iu

15 years

a
as

less rate, besides not
wooden ones do

wear

It

i> no

kicking, l believe we must come to iron ships
for oilr foreign trade, and 1 believe also that we
can learn much from a
people who for more than
use

years have been
iron vessels.

experimenting and building
i

| We think our correspondent is mistaken in his
comparisons of the running expenses of American
and British ships, and he loses sight of the differ
euee in taxation, which is enough to take otf the
profits of the American ship, other tilings being
equal. Kditor Journal J
H

Norbs.

have received the lirat
number of the Mount Desert Herald, Joseph Wood
editor and manager. The Herald looks as though
N

Kwsi'.U'KU

o

it had come to stay, having none of the marks of
tirst issue or of an ephemeral watering place

a

Hookwalter is the, name of the man tlie
I temocrats have nominated for defeat in

rich,

He is

but I temocrats say his pocket hook
so well lined as it
was before the

is not

“Ho

journal, llright and newsy in its contents, atlrae
tive in its typography, and with so experienced a
hand at the helm, the Herald will no doubt win a
substantial patronage-That the watering place
season has fairly opened we are assured bv tbo
coming of the Squirrel Island Squid to our sanctum,

Squid....The Boston Journal has added a second
Hoe wob-perfoctiug pross to its new and complete

occupies

a

ridiculous

laxity
crediting items taken from their
columns. Our Belfast contemporary, next to its
Lewiston namesake, is 1 lie last paper in the state
to deserve such criticism.
I Damariscotta Herald.

We have given the Herald credit—on
our 1 moks -for truthfulness and
courtesy.
Tin* papers have not had much to say
of Gen. Grant lately, hut an item to the
effect that he plays euchre at Long

mechanical outfit, and can now issue papers ul the
rate of (10,000 per hour,
every paper being folded
before leaving the press. The Journal says its
aim is to give its patrons a well-printed as well as
a

carefully conducted

newspaper, and it is certain

ly successful in both respects.
Sillft'iNO 1 ikms.
sols of do,714 tous

During May thirty-one ves
launched on tho Clyde,

were

It has not been decided

penalty

to inflict for the awful crime.

Ben Perley Poore’s recollections of
“Fifty Years Among Public Men” are an
attractive feature of the bright and gossippy Boston Sunday Budget.
“Thank God for
dent

that,” said the Presiwhen informed of the election of

Miller to succeed

Platt in the United

The mother of President

Garfield, who
has been severely ill at the family home
in Ohio, is now reported out of danger.

These

here

We

were introduced to the fatherly old
who resides here, and invited to a refresh
alk through his garden of t welve acres in ex

Bishop
w

lug

tent, abounding in the most luxuriant growth of
fruits of all sorts, with an ample supply of vegeta
bles. showing what this soil is everyw here capable
under

ot

Pastern

irrigation.

There is

rapid

a

into Santa Fe. who

iutliix of

fast giving a
modern appearance to sections of this quaint old
town.
Alongside the adobe houses, frame build
ings are going up. and the various methods auv ap
men

are

of the Past are coming into use
Yet f<*r
residence under this burning sun, 1 should pre
fer the old adobe style of architecture, as assuring

plianees

a

the most perfect degree of coolness and comfort A
large modern hotel is approaching completion, and
will be ready for the public before this is m print.
The need ot such an addition to the aceoinun ulatn »ns

already prepared

for

travelers is very great, if

tin

experience at the best hotel in the city is any
guide. I can best describe it by saying that 1 paid
three dollars tor oeing made uncomfortable during
twenty four hours—at least

so

tar

».t

(Jen

as

my comfort

depended upon the hotel.
Here

the

are

uiandant

of

headquarters

the

department

Hatelr
New

of

noil

Mexico

There

are largo accumulations of
army supplies
here, but very few soldiers, as they have all been
ordered to the Indian frontier mi neenuut of

threatened hostility.
Opposite the army head
quarters, and bounding one side <>r the I'lu/.a, is
the old palace of the Spanish grandees ot other

days,

mostly occupied tor government otliees
a palatial look, however, being

now

It has anything hut

only

large, plain,

a

Here also
owned

story adobe

one

.structure

immense warehouses ot

are

goods,

by

wholesale merchants, of a bulk and
value that would put to shame many ot tin* large
houses of New York or Boston. Some idea of the

extent of their business may be derived from the
fact that several ot them pay freight hills annually
to the A
1’. A S. F. road, amounting to over one

hundred thousand dollars each.
But we inu^t go on our way. Our traveling
frieml from New York, just as wo have loti the
station, made the laughable blunder of mistaking
a flock ot Angora goats tor door: his

wondering

comments

comical

but

not

much

than his earnest

so

more

highly

were

hunters in

inquiries of a party of
••they had killed any ,/>■

Arizona if

r'"<
KKtKMiS KliOM

The Journal

MAINK.

particularly requested

me to haven
look out for our friends who have gone westward
In a general way I am discouraged from any at

mentioning them for they

at

tempt

are

legion."

of Si.*,400 tons

wore built.
The vessels now Imild
much larger class than for a number
of yours past-The frames of throe schooners
building in Wahtoboro arc raised_A new hell

ing

are

of

has been

a

placed

on

Harding's ledge,

Boston har-

The mayor of Newport, K. I., has addressed profane and insulting language
editor.

visited.

we

open to all alike, whether rich or poor.
Protestant or Catholic, as is also the Hospital,
which is in charge of the tinman Catholic church
arc

here upon the very confines of vegetation, mi
del* the torrid heat and among the scorched rocks
ami sands, the cedar is found side by side with the

work in Montreal, Thursday_The Times says
the Hath shipyards never presented a busier
up
pearaueo than at the present time_The Hanger
is
Whig informed by a stevedore on the river that

an

1 d>o

But

during live months ninety two vessels of iqg
•JB1 tous. This is llie largest return in six t ears
During live months of 1477 but eighty two vessels

It is -111 feet from the water, and gives a
louder sound than the old oue, which was
only 15
toot from the water-The 'longshoremen resumed

to

a

and

just started

Branch in the evenings has
on its rounds.

schools

scale, and purchases

market at home, as do
There may be a small dif

ships

We have not such a, public sentiment now.
Public sentiment is a result of education, and od
ucation requires effort. One or two or half a dozen
men and women in a
community like this cannot
create and keep alive a healthy public sentiment
in behalf ot temperance. There must ho organized
elfort, and all who believe liquor drinking to ho
an evil should unite to stay its progress

the subject of much favorable comment.
The .Mobile Register says editorially in a
recent issue:

same
same

ferenco in the captain's wages, as British ships are
not sailed on primage but on salary.
'Hie real
reason why the British ship owner gets the most
mouev is that his ship carries more cargo, sails

iugout

the street, both of which

of

capacity. The difference in
Knglish ship and an American

Its

aunt versan

are

Brothers which adjoins it. The School
of the Sisters of Loretta is upon the opposite side

capacity.

than 50 tons iu

years ago, at
old Indian City or I'ueblo

Christian

Now the difference in the register is only crew
space, which the iron ship has cot otf her gross.
This will not average more than 30 tons for each
ship, which could hardly make a difference of
more

was an

Aon

still plumb, the hoaw wooden beams
upon which the mud tiles vest are still sound, and
it is in daily use as a chapel by the College ot the

400-9000 short tons, the whole aggregating
or 4180 iron tuns loaded

in the enforcement

It says—

walls

0009 900-9000 short tons

his stores from the

but demand such enforcement.

which time it

J

sentiment which would not

States Senato.
an

had been there for

of

who claim

superior model,
capacity etc. tor our wooden ships. 1 will give a
few figures, taking the actual weight of cargoes
just lauded iu ships of about 1 HMi tons. The list
our

machinery,

of

mine

Tracts of these uncieut ruins still remain.
Cpon
its occupation by the Spaniards, a church was
built which is >hll standing, and will verv sum.

what

Mrs. Garfield is said to be a thorough
believer in the gospel of good food. She
is a good housekeeper as well as a good

the acquaintance of (Jen. McDonuell of Chicago
who is oil his wav to
(ilobeCity. Arizona, wit:; a

on

Win. 11. Conner, Soars
gort. 1490 tons register, loaded 9390 900-9000 short
Frank Pendleton. Searsport. I 114 tuns reg
tons

a

the value of

various quarters are rife, and there are
many capitalists from the east here, amt
coming,
with a view to mining investments
1 have made
in

Francisco iu 1880 1XX|

lioy-murderers
Uorlqmrt,drown- remarks the Huston Herald of e.\-Senator
companion because lie refused to give Colliding. We should smile!
The anti-capital
up twenty-live cents.
Some eastern papers take tho Belfast Journal to
punishment laws of Maine have reduced task
for
in

ed

rapidly increasingactivit\ m this branch
industry Reports of the discover} of rich
is

lows

position today before the American people, and has
become a emnic element in our polities,”

The

minim;.

There

large lot

Wooden

vs.

is

Spaniards under I’onnulo, about

ham lacks four votes of
sticks.

ever since we crossed the Mis
less prostrated by the intense heat
than is naturally anticipated, owing to the drvness
amt purity ot the air. Sun strokes are unknown

One

the whole aggregating 700X 1.390 9000 sh irt tons.
The following ‘American ships loaded in San

to his senses.

Gonkling

has been the tact

souri.

capital punishment has been
abandoned, and that paper replies as fol

Miller to fill the vacancy caused hv the
resignation of l S. Senator Piatt. Lap-

election.

night.

mines

shooting
bringing with it salacious odors and suggestions
dent have presented him to the country convention was belli.
of a good time generally. Those who cannot nf
in a most favorable light.
lie is a better
A Washington despatch says of ex- ford to go to the seaside should send seventy cents
man than many have supposed him to be.
to Darke <1. Dingley A Co.,
Squirrel Island, which
There has been no change of opinion re- Senator Colliding, whose recent visit to will
pay tor the Saturday anil Wednesday issic s of
that city lias been the subject of specula- the
garding Colliding.
Squid during the season. And by the way.
tion, “In his talk he referred to polities won’t the publishers oblige us with the semi
The deadlock at Albany was broken as ti
subject in which lie felt very little weekly. One can’t have too much of a good thing
on Saturday by the election of Warner
interest.’'
Rescue appears to have come —at least those are our sentiments respecting the

an

tempera

this season.
\\ ith the thermometer at InO
dog to 110 deg. F. in the shade the impression
that it is !,.<{ becomes very distinct,
)et even here
'the nights are peculiarly cool and
bracing Strange
as it may
appear, the south wind is the cool wind,
and it alwais blows from the south a»
I bis
ture at

ot

ever

The rain, it raiueth every

a

nal asked what State, after hat ing: passed
a law abolishing capital punishment re-

pealed the

A

arich

are

correspondent

hardly

otherwise.
ml one needs considerable of the salamander
in his make up to thoroughly
enjoy the

so

follows

habitual drones, who take to
loitering, idling ; find nothing to do, but somehow
fall into habits of smoking, drinking, licentious
ness, will one day see women iu
the pulpits, m
the doctors gig. in the counting room, in the
school room, book keepers, clerks, “salesmen.” in
the telegraph cilice, printers, publishers, editors,
everywhere where intelligence, industry, responsibility are demanded and w here highest salaries
are paid.
The idle boys l»v and by will be men in
growth and ago they will be w ondering "Why is it
that women are doing so large a part of the work
and 1 can't get anything to do i"
Hoys if you continue much longer to lead sloth
till lives, you will live to see women, not men, gov
erniug and controlling, and why not

A

Maine is infinitely preferable
It one could learn
enjoy banishment and isolation, life m New
Mexico amt Arizona might be endurable;

to

the 1. road, New York.

part of the State, and it

sermon, from
The

high

Maine that combined could mate this
single eu
Vet ha 1 l a good farm in Maine of a
hundred acres, 1 diould hesitate toexchange it for
this whole tract. So tar as a home is concerned

Squid likes pies, honor bright [S 1 Squid
The Journal likes pies, on a plate.

lngersoll

of

terpnse

being caught in the Kennebec

Wonder if Hob

owner

or thirty head is a
"rara avis,
to dwindle into in
signilicauee There is probably not a county in

The

schools in

the Ohio (itiberinitorral contest.

N ice President Arthur’s conduct and

hearing

bo\

one

high school,

the eastern

The

The Republican Journal says it knows "that
every election held for the past two or three years
has shown a decided tailing off in the (irconhack
vote." If the Journal is siucero in its knowing
declaration, will it please produce the evidence
The fact is, the Greenback party is, and has been
increasing its vote in most localities at each succeeding election. [Chase’s Kuiiuirer.

at

tion in

crease

it will take four years to
pass upon the claims now on tile.

tary Elaine

and

are now

farming operations m
more than twenty

cause our

the Hast, where the

[Kennebec Journal. July loth
Where are the fish wardens

and this, the Marinas l nion observes is about the propor-

last

made,

'I'lie Cincinnati

girls

If under the

adjudicated

thousand.

forty

Six

the Calais

compared thereupon proceeds

In spring
time last year.
wheat the state of Iowa alone returns
with the

Salmon

interest upon which all other interests
depend to some extent. [Boston Herald.

Through one ot these we
enter the Territory,
embracing

pass, soon after we
the tract about tile Baton mountains
(pronounced
ha toon ) It is as large as some id' our smaller
slates, and is being enclosed, a part ot it at least,

scenery

an

Some of these grants

of immense extent.

are

resort, and adds
Yes,

do here, viz., mining and stock
raising,

to

with

a

know of to restore our mercantile marine.
It is of the nature of a

one

To this

through

us.

order, and in great part ate Sunday
morning. For dinner lie had roast beef.

have had the

essential features before
that

compete,

“highway

ARIZONA.

experience was comparatively limited. We
had crossed four or live hundred miles of
country
which lor months at a time is never moistened

is the breakfast which the President did

Roach, in the North

American Review for

plan—not

cannot

we

NEWS AND GOSSir

of the Journal.
AND

our

our

own.

MEXICO

Maine

Editor Journal: The job suggested to 'Uncle
Sam" at the close of my last letter is
larger than 1
then realized. We were then in Colorado, aud

the

to

sacrifice of beasts:
“The killing of those animals was." he says, "a
terrible system," a “shedding of innocent blood,'1
There
shocking to a refined and sensitive soul
is such a depth of tenderness iu this
feeling, and a
splendor of refinement, that I give up without a
struggle to the superiority of tho man who merely

Wanderings.

Correspondence

He is

a

against
Two lamb chops with bacon, one baked
high protective tariff were merely an
expedient for revenue, to be wiped out potato with cream, a buttered roll, a glass
when no longer needed, we could enter of old port is not exactly the breakfast a
the contest on equal terms, and hold our dying man would order forhimself, but it
are

Western

.lore Black handles Bob Ingersoll after
tashion compared with which that of
the clergymen who have answered him is
a

measurably
new
pend
pulse and temperature constructions. Make a
law
general
proWasn't it rum and molasses f
have closely approached a normal standviding a contract for carrying the mails
ard.
He has had no relapse, is gaining
w ith every American
New York dealers liave increased the
steamship line runstrength, his appetite is returning and lie
from any foreign port.
Make this price of ice twenty-five per cent., and
ning
has been able to partake of solid food
law in cover a term of years -ten at least consumers are more than
fifty per cent,
Indeed, the official bulletins by the physiand. if anything will do it, that will in- indignant.
cians and the unofficial bulletins show that
duce capital now seeking remunerative
A in an named Jackson claims to have receivt d
the President is making gratifying pro
in vain to (low into this the first bullet intended tor the President, it beiug
employment
His improvegross towards recovery.
business. We have American steamship prevented from entering his body l>v a large medal
ment is as rapid as the most sanguine
suspended to his neck
lines gradually finding their places on every
Jackson is evidently a stalwart liar.
He
is
not
could hope for.
yet pronounc- sea; we should have our own communicaed out of danger, although it is believed
At last we have had Miss liraddon’s
tions with South America, Europe, Asia,
the time is near at hand when this gratiShe will now turn her at ten
Africa and Australia; and our agricul- last novel.
fying announcement will he made.
tural and manufacturing interests would tion to dramatic literature.
If this
The crop returns receiv ed by the Agri- reap a full share of the benefits.
old Orchard is still without its quota
he
is
it
to
even
what
make
“subsidy,"
only
cultural Department in Washington make
of summer visitors; hut I5ur Harbor
a good showing generally.
The average “protection" has made uneven ; only to booms.
condition of cotton is 7o against Hill same make profitable, and therefore possible,

dition is

second term.

with

that

we

subsided, and

of clerks is

engaged

the President’s

in

tirst manifested

was

the 1-th inst., has continued alinterruption. The fever

reported

as a

Recovering:.

improvement

Illinois and

Millionsr>f army worms have matte their appear
anee at Long Branch.

a

subsidy,

most without

President Garfield.
It is a correspondent of the Herald
who remarks that the most cheerful bulletin that could come from the White
House would be, “The bullet out." The
joke originated with Giltillan of the Trea-

This country lias J71. i 14 professional teachers.

have

tions.”

Tuesday

colony in Paris held a
meeting, Wednesday, lor the purpose of
drawing up an address of sympathy with

Generalities.

important, however,

Subscribers are requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slip attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May si, means that the subscription is
paid to
that date. When a new payment i< made, the date
will he changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS
A RE REQUESTED T< > S E KTHATTHEIR I >AT E S
ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are re
quested to forward the sums due.

The

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

trip-hammer crashing upon my body.
If you can imagine a cramp, such as one
has, sometimes, in the water, a thousand
times intensified, then you can have some
idea of the pain 1 have suffered.''

It is

more

condition, which

The American

a

The difference is fatal to competicarrying trade on even terms.

tion in the

Administrators, Executors vndOi vriuans
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state to the Court.

The

Marine.

high tariff makes it cost more to
steamships here than in Great Brit-

ain.

we

Temple,

Boston.
S. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston, and
37 Park Row, X. Y.
Horace Dodd, 265 Washington St., Boston.
Deo. l\ Rowell & Co., loSpruceSt.. New York.
.1. 11. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

Mercantile

Our
build
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FIANCE OF QUARTERS.

sury Department.
No one outside of Col. Rockwell and
Major Swaim, except Mrs. Garfield, some
of the children, and the physicians and
nurses, have been admitted to the President’s room for nearly a week, and none
will be until he has reached a condition
when it will not do him any harm to talk.
Thursday was observed in Kentucky
and Arkansas, as a day of fasting and
prayer for the recovery of President Garfield.
Religious services were held in all
the churches at Little Rock Ark., and in
nearly all the churches of Louisiana, Ky.
The famous HKl-year rum that is used
for the President, was sent by Sam Ward,
“Vestibule Rex," to whom it was presented by Earl Lounsbury. It was shipped to
England from Jamaica in 17!M, and it had
some age then.
It is at least 1 (Ml years
old.
It came in a quaint old bottle.
Speaker Randall is of the opinion that
the shooting of President Garfield will,
upon his recovery, tend to cement the
various sections of the country, and if
Garfield’s Administration be a success it
will be almost certain that he will lie remembered in f~s l, and almost impossible
to defeat him.
Col. Rockwell says: "1 was talking to
the President the other day about the interest which the people of the country
have show n, and 1 said that when he got
well he would have more to fear from the
love of the people than anything else, and
so he will.
Wherever he goes he will be
pressed about by the crowds anxious to
see him.
In speaking tu Col. Rockwell of the intensity of the pain from which President
Garfield lias suffered, he said : "it is like

Our
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bor.

owing

to

employed

the
to

of sailors, laboring men are
load vessels at two dollars a
day....

scarcity

It is rumored that the ttrand Trunk has made a
ton years’contract with both tho Dominion and
Allan Hines to carry passengers and freight between
Portland and Liverpool, each lino to run a steamer
on

alternate weeks.

The viilagu of Mew Ulm, Minnesota, tin miles
from St Paul, was wrecked by a cyclone
Saturday
afternoon. Mauy buildings were destoved. Four
teen persons wero killed and more than that number wounded. The storm extended through a track
a mile wide and a number of miles
long. The full
oxtunt of the disaster is not yet known.

one

in

particular

notice.

A

wav

out

cactus, bravely battling for life, and looking even
inch an old friend.
It it is not identically the

species that thrives in the cold,
is certainly closely related.
It

Maine swamps, it
a shrub indeed, but braver than the “bravo old oak" to endure such wide extremes of climate
Here also
are

cacti from ten to

stems

foot and

a

forty

more

is but

feet in bight, and with
Where they

in diameter.

grow one need not perish from hunger or thirst.
Their fruit is nutritious, and their perforated trunk

yields

a

most

refreshing

drink.

Here tor the first time 1 have seen a beautiful
illustration ot the illusion of water in the midst of

burning desert. It is seen almost daily mid way
in Arizona, and is called “Lake Como.
It is ex

a

ceetAngly ditlieult to disabuse
pression that it is

the mind ot the im

broad lake extending beyond
the range of vision, with islands and mountain
shores retleeted in the glassy surface
But there
it is demonstrated that it is an illusion. A heavy
wind

was

broken

an

a

blowing at

reflection of

ripples, preventing
surrounding objects But tins

region of illusions

The pension list now absorbs two tilths of the
whole amount expended for the support nt tiovto

the time which would have

actual lake into
at

who detects them ail.

erninent

deserves

any
is a

the best, and fortunate is he
s.

a.

Mr. Lorillard shipped nine thoroughbred horses
his Euglish stables Saturday.

Matters.

FROM

ALL

OVER THE STATE

•MAINE HISTORICAL SOCIETY.

At the annual meeting of the Maine Historical
Society held in Brunswick, Friday, the following
officers were elected
President. J \Y. Bradbury :
Vice President. W. U Barrows ; Secretary and Li
brarian, H. W. Bryant, in place of Prof Packard,
declined; Corresponding Secretary. Wm. Goold:
Treasurer. Lewis Pierce, in place of Marshal!
Craui. declined ; Standing Committee. President
and Secretary ♦v,»»rfrV/n. 1 Washburn, S J Voting.
W. B. Lapham, K K Small. Arthur Sewall. W
Could, E. II Klwell. The following new members
were elected
Nathan Webb. Dr. Wood, W
L
Putnam. J. F. Anderson and E. H Daveia, of Port
land; G T Little, of Auburn ; J B Ham. ot Lew
istou ; Profs. Hall and Small, of Waterville. Dr
W. S. Hill, of Augusta, A TV Paine, of Bangor.
Horatio Uight. of Scarboro ; F G Butler, of Far
mington ; T. K. Simonton, of Camden ; J. S Pike,
of Robbiustou. The committee on held day are
Sydney Perham. Henry Peering, U S Burrage
and C. J. Gilman
A delegation to represent the
society at the celebration ot Vorktown was elect
ed, consisting ot President Bradbury. S H Blake
and C. J Gilman. C. J. Gilman presented a copy
ot the original dratt ot the Constitution, in
print,
and a duplicate official list of the prisoners consli
tuting Burgoyne's army. Votes of thanks were
extended to Prof. Packard for his long and vnlua
ble services, and to Marshall Cram, the retiring
Treasurer
A proposed change in the by lews, re
•[Hiring the annual meeting to he held tn Portland,
was lost.
I'.ANQ

iK

AND l'!SC A t'AiJl*Is K

K

Banook, July lf>. This evening an order whs
introduced m the City Council, providing tor a
mortgage to he issued by the Bangor A Piseata

II R for an extension from Bangor to Moose
head Lake, tor the sum of
000,
1‘be rights of
the city waived the present mortgages, so that ti e
new mortgages will take
precedence over all oth
ors. to l»e the tiist mortgage.
The order provides
lor the raising of >.'»ti,iioo more contemplated l-v
tlie recent order for settling claims
The second
mortgage Bondholders after a lengthy discussion
laid the order on the table for turther considers,
A special committee was appointed to eon
tioi..
sider the report.
A proposition suggesting the
means to raise S-RO.iMM) by assigning
to the trus
tees the city mortgages on the road as a collateral
security on such sum for the purpose of exti-miine
the road to the contemplated teiminus

qnis

IN OhNhKAU.

The Rockland Courier says that Sam Haim s .anearly recovered from his wound He has
changed to another <eli, and is seen by no one ex
lie appears very cheerful. ai •.!
eept his keen -v
otteu enlivens the tedium of his confinement witn
a song.
Trot Klder of Colby University. Kdgar Ci..sb\
of the class of SO, and Charles W itsoti ot SI, have
started on a geological examination of the Maim
coast, between Cortland and Freeport
'l’his year the Cobb Lime Compun} K.-cklaml.
will make lOO.OiMl casks more than. ,a.>?
.a
1
so double 1
this season.
Tenant's Harbor has a few cannier vir> md
like Oliver Twist calls for more.
file <io \ eruot's councii. Wednesday. reacted
the nominations of Sumner Bolton as
\
the Bangor arsenal, ami Darnel W True
1*. m
land as trustee of the relorii: school
Justice t'lillord has undergone amputation as
t:
foot for gangrene, and is as emut'ortaimcould he cxpectetl
The chances of his recovery
are, however, very small
A Portland lawyci latch sued a i.egro hai1
tor the sum ot two dollars, and attached three ru
/-ors and a wash howl
'fhe razors eould m-t !••
held legally and the loll was not collected.
At Mr .1 K Bodwells stock farm Hallowell
artesian well has recently bee:, sunk some tittv
feet
\ wmd mill which is now in operation sup
plus the necessary roree to draw ti e water
'Hie Kennebec Journal learns that it is ti e m
tenth.n ui the B<>ve nor to ..rder the state innsur
in September in \ugusta
fim muster uih a>t
live days ami eo>t the state j^iMK)
John (i Whittier is now summering at Frye
He tinds among the residents there some
burg
ot tin* descendants ot the old families who uci.
his father's neighbors in llaveihih Mass his i.a
tive town.
The Rockland Free Press says that he total re
ductioil in City. County and S ate tax for the mr
•
rent year as compared with those f iss
si1' :>S. or IS per cent
lion f K Sinn**M amdei:. Uraiul Woitiiv
Chief Templar, says that the «iood Templar r
gautzations of the State wi ; be largely repirsented
at the Maranocook femperauee cainpineetinir
Mi'. W D Swazey ol Bucksport, has bectieleet
cd Treasurer ot the Douglass < oppei Mining
-;i
panv of Bluehill. in place of Mr Stephen Jm
tiitigs. resigned.
fin* Maine Farmer publishes reports from van
oils parts ot
the State, showing the condition o.
the crops on the first of July
Hay will be a tritit
below the average, and haying late
Other c rops
backward, but coming tor ward ra; idly Fruit w.tfrosts
and
injured by
high win.is. and the \ leid wot
be below the average
>

...

1 he

Augusta telephone exchange

is

soon

connected with Richmond
The .Maine Spiritualists' camp meeting is to 1 e
held in Buswell's Drove, Ktoa. commencing <
Tuesday, the loth day ot August to continue unt
the Sunday night following.
K W MrF.nl.i
Kst| ot Fautield has been elected to preside
A Colorado papei says a man nam*
Stephens
from Bangor, has been fooled in the Centeu:
Slate on the gold brick racket
IF- b-uight un.i
he thought was a j >,000 gold briek for jb u
t
iias since found that i! is worthless
The stage hue from Dm ks;*ort to
:
recently cume into thee :atge- Mr Drum ; i.
worth
The routes fr< m Bu.-kspoit
Bln. 1
and from Kllsworth to Chern field 1 a
alsoc!
e l proprietors
recently
The Phonograph now issues an
extra
cv.

Tuesday for wtnen nothing extra .s asked ot pa.
up subscribers
An Auburn lady, Mrs Win B Davis, hud t■very sick for several weeks, and the doctor.' u.
puzzled. Recently she raised a piece ot a hi
neck chain, about Jive inches long, and is now
mending gradually. She swallowed the piece
chain when a girl. Ih years ago. Sim and hersist. r
were playing with a chain, and she
caught
her mouth
It broke, and the piece went into h.
stomach.
d'lus year's treshuian
lass. Bowdoin c..il.a
will number over fifty.
Secretary Blaine and family hop.- to spend A
gust at their Augusta home
Judge \ irgiu has issued an injum-tioii m fe
of the Old Orchard J unction Road reslraiuitm
Fastern Road from removing the frog which con
nccts the roads

—

Maine scuds its share of women as teachers
the New England Colleges for women Miss Kin-;
lewd, ot Portland, has hold for several years tinchair of Creek in Wellesley C ollege
Muss Ki.*n
Cushing, of Bath, has just been appointed tea. In
of Mathematics in Smith College and Miss HeloiM
lv 11«*rse\. ot Oxford, has re i-ivcd. this summe:
after three
ears ot service, the
n >:
permanent
position given to a women in Smith College.
Morris Tewksbury, of the t'.rm ot Tewksh m
Bangor, is dangerously insane, the result ot a sun
stroke Saturday.
1 he examination ot
Benjamin H Crossman
Boothbay, took place at W'iscassef. Friday, beb
1 rial Justice Charles K
Knight, on the charge
assault with intent to kii! his wife, Abby A Crosmam
Some particular.' of the crime are published
on the lirst page
(T.-ssman admitted the commi>
sioii of the deed but denied
any malicious jute:
The Justice entered a plea of not guilty
Cm.ssinuu
was committed n. default ..r
Mrs
rb 000
Crossman is seriously injured, but will recover
No lames are broken except hei nose
There an
no indications ot internal
injuries
'The house and barn of Deorge Fisk. >f Keui.r
was
burned
bunk,
Friday forenoon The iiiriiitui
was saved : loss Jibuti
No insurance. Cause, a infective chimney.
Howard Davis of Buxton, yvas arrested in Poll
land Friday for dealing in counterfeit silver e>
and committed to jail in default of jl onn bail
During a severe tempest Saturday evoniug. tn
lightning struck Die ueyv summer house of K f.
Carletou, head of Bowker street, Ttiomaston knock
mg nlf a portion ot the
top mid splitting d-nvn tie
corner post
The building yvas unoccupied
M
P Austin one ot the oldest
telegraph opei
14tors in the Fast, tor I J
) ears night manager ot
the Western Cnum Telegraph office in Portlan
died in ( lu rrytiehl Friday
Mi Walker Blame, tliird assistant Secretary
:
State, was m Augusta last week
He left Saturday
for Dloueester. Mass
where he yyill tlisburse jl
unit to claimants who sustained losses in the F
tune Bay affair.
a very puntui
accident is reported us having
occurred in Soinesville harbor Friday evening
Bibber.
Captain
sailing master of the yacht •Tom
pest, not being satistied with tin* sunset gun re
ijuested the man win* tired the shot to load mime
diateiy and tire again. The mail refused, saying
that the gnu should be swabbed out be fort' doiim
so
The Captain thought it unnccessar) and said
he could do it himsel?
Therrsirt wasa premat
discharge of the gun. badly btirir.ug his hands, arm
It is thought in* w di los»« the
and face.
sight «
one eye it not of hoth
lion Isaac N. Parker. * \ Mayor ot Lcwistoi
died at his resilience in that ntv. at II |., o'clock
Monday A M
The house ot Ceo Loenmn, Round Pond, Bristol
struck by lightning, and burned
Sunday
morning, with the entire contents. The tamiiv
were absent.
Furniture belonging to John Hu.
was also stored in the house and burned
All is
total loss
N o insurance
The preliminary organization ot the Bridgton a
Saco Valley Kaiiroad Co was eflectcd Salurck'.v
night. It will be a narrow gauge road, and u iI
connect with the Ugdensbtirg road at Hiram Fiftv
thousand dollars was raised by private
suhsrnp
tions ami forty thousand was voted by towns.
Cov. Plaisted will speak at the Murunoeook tern
Durance eampmeeting at -J p m. Thursday, Jul\
•JSth
His theme will he
The inlluetice of Maine
as a temperance and
prohibitory State." lie ui!
also speak at Sebago Lake temperance
cainpnieet
ing Friday Aug oth
In Saturday s showers several houses in Portland
were struck by
lightning, though but little daumg«
was done.
was

<

(i rose, one of the two bovs who anKdward 1
accused ot deliberately drowning little Willie Cain,
in a pond at Rockport, has given an account of tlm
affair
lie claims that the boy was tirst struck on
the head with a club
by Richards, the other of tin
accused hoys, and that Richards then threw tin
little fellow into the pond, the
boy immediately
sinking. Richards persists in denying that In
knows anything about the murder
1 ho Mount Desert Herald of the 17th savs Last
Thursday morning the Herald published the tirst
regular press dispatches ever received on Mount
Desert. The future historian of the Island will
please make a note of it.

Saturday, a wagon with lumber drawn by a pair
horses, accompanied by (Jeorge (Jlen, driver
Mr Forbes, the owner of the lumber, and two boy
ten years of age was crossing t lie bridge overtimed
Lane stream when the western span fell and all
went to the bed of the stream.
Mr Forbes was
badly bruised, and Kddie Calligan struck by falling
timbers aud drowned.
His body was recovered
The others were saved
The horses were saved
but the lumber was lost and the wagon wrecked
ot

News

of Belfast

and

Vicinity.

\ company of Belfast gentlemen have
gone down
the bay on a pleasure cruise in yacht P. M. Bonnie.

The country churches, nowaday.',
Arc thrown in much disorder,
B\ the country folks all
staring at
The hat of the summer boarder.

Jefferson F. Wilson, of this city, lost a valuable horse on Saturday. It died from the effects of
colie. The animal was valued at $300.

now travels his rounds in a
which enables him to light up without the
id of a ladder.

Kcrnald Bros., granite workers of this city, have
received an order for a granite monument from a
nn at tentreville, <>hio.

Bay is full of horse mackerel
They feed upon the smaller fish and

JVnohseot
-h.

or

tunny

area ter

-hip Louis Walsh. built in this city, in ls<Ji, now
Liverpool, Ihig., has been ordered to Belfast di
■t, in ballast.

time.

mackerel catchers.

t<. the

r

It is the

the ship

-pose ol’

purpose of the owners p>
her arrival here,

on

fishing vessels with seines,

live

cruising

were

in

mackerel last week. One crew threw a
around a school of lish off Northport, Saturatternoon. Our bav is becoming a noted fish-

«

place.

d

h■

If it

government.

n-

gives

Mi. Mureli

din \\

•>

arte,

»

l*i,,.isc

ud

i.rnal, for I want to know
people arc doing at my old home. It is
h- iv, from a" to loo in the shade. This
a-t settling. Then* are two railroads
-i

tie

iiuilding.

our

count) clerk is a
V searsport man named Tibbetts set
-pring, which beside ourselves are the
people I know of hen-.

h.i

ii

i:n< \

( <M

l'he following husine--

in

the Mulv term of this ( ourt In
Vndrew K. < lark, Belfast, petition of

j.-d at

.*•

authority

t
compromise and sell
and prayer granted.Joseph
Bel last -dViitioii f,,i discharge tiled and
vdeiv
ai-o atb a lininistered to debtor_
•
"ud"ii, Be1 fast—l'relimiiiai v oath adininii•
*i
iH. iiargc issued.
.L. K.
t■

*i

lih d.

wa-

1

>

1

Vppli ‘-.ation of

assignee

for appoint

tiled. Meetitij.
i
t! -da
I he I
*! Vugust-Janie1
;
app« arc! and oath admini"in and tiled
E vamination continued t«»
'"!"!■
M
W. !■
..Belfast—Exauiina
i-uicd t" Vugust t' nil. ..John Thompson,
■

;’i' ).»f

dobi of >ainuel

Miller, ben.

Einhard- .V: Head, tiled.

c

I.ineoln) i- to be buried.
i. Chari.•Ml the foregoing
Lincoln, *1.
ai l in one year s time after decease. The
t personal
property, after payment <»f just
equally divided between his son I.lew
Mr.

daughter

Irene

V.Civgorv. Llewellyn

named c\ecut"r.

l-

Lv*

KSION

i

N

DKIi

I >1 I'l

l*

(»n

I I I I I S.

last week, a lodge of the lnevening,
«>rder<*f odd Fellows, an ofl shoot from
I -dge, Belta-t, was instituted in the old liis
of

‘1

•n n

-i

i!

astine.

<

The event

interest, and

••

.n.

*

>n the

was oik*

of

c«*\-

made the occasion for

was

train of

noon

Thursday

there

eit\, the oili.-ers of the liraud Lodge
Kimball, D <* M.. of Bridgton do-hua
: Daniel W. Nash, «». T.. and Freeman
rrili, <. M., all of Portland. At 7 o’clock r.
in tiii-

\\

'o

o-

of ih.

!-

M:t

a

Lodge

.mi*

and Aurora

Degree Lodge

ity, embarked

M-kaij, of tli!-

on

for

Searsport, wliere Sears
•'01*1 the band oi that town wen* to join the
IVnobscot Bay wore its loveliest aspect.
of Ha setting sim wen reflected on its
which was rippled witii an evening breeze
the summer ail invigorating. The *omi- :n the bc-t of
-pirits. It only needed the
i.Uicen

full mo *n and the inspiring strain"
•'■and to complete the picture and till the
of enjoyment. Although at extreme low
u i- determined to make the "boldest cut to
the

passage between steeK’s ledge and
Point wa- attempted and safely aceoin
'Then between Patterson'- md Moose
"learner suddenly struck a ro*-k. Those
xpcrieuetal it know what a peculiar sen
felt w lien a vessel suddenly -trikes a ledge
sin- to careen over.
The ladies were in.
seized with fright, hut behaved remarkani'h r tii" circumstances, for 1m* it known
avrage Belfast woman i- aquatic in her
and thoroughly at home upon the water.
Fhe

■

gentlemen wen. m* less alarmed, hut a
wring words iv-tored all to quietness. The
did not remain on the ledge and after a
f pounding was again afloat.
It was imme:be

di>*' 'vereil from the

jarring of the engine,
'iamage to the machinery had resulted,
the time was thought to have been the loss

in*

I'

lad*- of the

Subsequent events,
The boat began to

propeller.
lea\i: this in doubt.

r,

"team pump kepi the \vat*
out. At
**f tin; part)thoroughly frightened,

tb'

.{

t some

I

With'"ear- Lo ige ami tin* hand on
rd : In- b*>ai wa- headed for* astine, making the
a

;•*•.

'ri

hay

’■

inn- «•»:i»

in

1 i lion

ln.it tin

"i

«f

and live minutes.
flairs became known it
hour

one
a

trip

'o

>-

the

hay

was

a

hundred lives being im
1 ie otli. er- of the boat, wli«* knew the
"f the damage, were at fault and should not
el*- the attempt. The boat leaked badly all
but was kept free by constant pumping,
would have been the eonsequenres had the
u-

out*,

over

-i\en out

on**

or some

t-dy imagined.

of the
Not.

machinery broken,

a score

of

that

com

have lived to reach the shore. It ap.it when the steamer struck the lock the
‘•'i'll hearing gave way.
Those who know
oner’s propeller i- hung, will readily per
onseqiienecs when the hearings are gone
—i
-tea*Iv the shaft ami it plays about at
\t every revolution the shaft came in contact
Id

-i*h

shaft-hole, wearing away the
When the boat reached Castiae
'dug was worn down to the wood. It was
■‘-h this place the wuter poured.
lla*l the true
<

of the

lining.

aflairs been known to the passengers, not

Mild ha\e left Searsport. The boat reached
-'ie at nine o’clock.
Headed by the band the
m
formed a procession ami marched t<» the

House, when; the ladies remained. Ketlie procession marched to flu* Masonic
■•'here the ceremonies took place. The lodge

'•an

1

tituted with twelve charter members, ami is
1 Massasoit, No. >4.
it is named fora lodge in

hiisetts, ami for tin* honor is to receive a set
-Mia.
It wa- nearly two o’clock in the morn
n the work of instituting,
conferring the
electing ami installing officers was per
The following are the elective officers of

lodge-l>i\

a

\

(i

freas.

s.

G.

Sc wall, N.

W. M.

John F. Rae, Sec.; Aaron ChamThe company then returned to the

collation was had, furnished by
-"it Lodge.
Mr. White, the agent of the
Queen, here informed the company that the
v t- not safe to return and that the
night must.
« d at Castine.
I’reparations were made f» r
:;s all could not remain at the hotel.
In
"injection some of the party wish to return
'•'i to the Rev. Mr.
Locke, ITntarian clergyman,
! midnight, turned out some of his
parishion11 I
obtained sleeping apartments. It was afterdetermined to make the return trip, providsiiliug vessel could he procured, which was
At :» o’clock a. M. the steamer left the wharf
upany with sell. Geo. M. Hodgdon. When off
Head the' steamer came to a stand still, the
tn, where

II*

a

having dropped off. The schooner
trainer came to anchor, ami a boat was sent

1

r

wheel

assistance of the IT. 8. revLevi Woodbury, which was in Castine
The (Hitter got under way and came to the
taking the May Queen in tow, arriving

"*

to procure the

dim-

'■>

Belfast

at C o’clock.

The

Searsport party

was

'‘‘‘•red to the cutter and landed at their home.
“inpany received every attention from (’apt.
‘“id his officers, and cheered them roundly
.. the
trip was safely at an end. The excursion
* most unfortunate
affair, and the accident
1 h
made it so was wholly the result of carelessMr. O. G. White, the boat’s agent, did every
n his
power for the safety of the passengers,
"
ming them as to the condition of the boat, and
II d
they returned in her it was at their own
Kepairs have been made on the May Queen
Belfast Foundry, and the boat is again in good
'u,'ition. The damage is estimated at about $300.
■'

1

Notes.

...

The steamer

background,
picture is very

creditable to the artist
steamer Clara Clarita rePortland Friday. Ii is now reported she
will be purchased by the Fa stern Hredgiugt om

Swan A: Sibley are discharging a cargo of eorn_
Sch. Fred A. Carle is in Dyer’s dock, where some
repairs to her copper, rigging, Aic., is being dune.

continue to bring east large numbers of passengers for the Maine summer resorts_K. P. Labe,
"i Rockland, has painted a picture
steamer Cit\

Uiehmond, w it
presented it

L Mount Desert in the
t" the boat.

Tin*

—

turned t«*

puny.
Tise \

ugusta Journal say-

chicle

hich

runs

out

Liberty stage,

which

wa-

\

w

**

1’he most

of

of the

portion

any

Mr. Frank V strout, a moulder at
Belfast foundry, met with a painful accident on
Tuesday, resulting in the loss of two lingers of the
left hand. Mr. .Strout wanted a certain piece of
board to place underneath a Mask, so taking a strip
be went into the pattern room ami attempted to saw
Am'Idk.nt.

ttled Va• *t that Bluchill is the

-.

'the

region in

Maine, and large numbers of people
there.
All the provisions and

are

engag'd

now

used

''pally

are

from

<

ailed

ma-

country, and prin
It is thought the Maine Ten
the

across

Bangor.

with its usual shrewdness, would heij»
enterprise, as it would receive much benelit therefrom.
Belfast business men would be ditral railr.-ad.

surh

Y

rectly benefited and should gi\e
enterprise their hearty support.
The

the

undergoing repairs,

a

month

to tlie draw

set in from the

pier

three

feet,

Bliss,
!i>

when up they are not liable to come in contact with
passing vessels. Two hundred and fifty-eight feet

and railed, with new
bridge
ly
stringers beneath, making the structure good for
some years.
The cost of the work is about $2,000,

of the

is

covered

new

and has been done under the
man

L. A.

Kiiowlton.

supervision

Mr. Charles

master workman. The winches

Walker

Alderwas

and iron work

kanst

ns

in Bkai.

Lstai

k.

File

the

w ere

following

are

estate, in Waldo ‘ounty, for
week ending July I nth—David Alexander & al.,
Belfast, to (’has. N. Black, Belfast,—the Tapley lot
•m Waldo avenue in this city.
Sally 1). Bartlett &
al., Jackson, to Kmery Fairlield, Monroe. Win. A.
(Jalderwood, l.ineolnville, to Ceo. W. Young, same
town.
Boren/o << loombs, < olorado, to Charlotte
N. Yca/io, Belfast. Balph I). Cummings, Prospect,
to Howard (*. ( ’unimings, same tow n.
Alex. Cum

the transfers In real
tiie

mings, Prospect,
vide,

to

(d*o. W.

to

same.

Young,

I*. I\.
same

Frohock, Lincoln
town.

James (iil-

Belfast, to F. A. < iilmore. Patience Lara bee,
Monroe, to Moses Lara bee, same town. J. B. Lit

more,

tlelield, Belfast, to Mary <). Littlelield, same town.
Ciardncr Pbilbriek, Tliovndike, to (>. J. Farwell,
same town. Instate of A Iden Bobbins, Lineolnville,

(JovKitxMENr

Mkktin*..

An

adjourned

meeting of the <*ity government was held on Mon
day evening last, to lake linal action in the matter
of placing the eitv’s interest in tin* railroad as security for (lie new refunding bonds. The question
was, whether there should be an unconditioned
transfer to the trustees or a mortgage, reserving

the city its rights at stockholder’s meeting. The
best legal advice obtained declared that the securi-

to

ty in mortgage

was as good as an actual transfer.
following order, introduced by Alderman
Jvnowlton, of Wan! Two, was passe*l with Wut little, opposition In the municipal board and none in

The

council—
Ordered, That the Mayor ami City Treasurer be
and are hereby authorized and empowered to make
a loan for and in behalf of the city of Belfast, for
an amount equal to the amount of the present bond
ed indebtedness of said city, for the purpose of retiring the bonds of said ritv now outstanding,
and for the payment of this loan, they shall issue
the bonds of this city in such denominations as
they may deem advisable, payable at any time after
ten years from their date, and within forty years
thereof, at the option o' said city, with semi-annual
coupons attached, to pay the interest thereon at four
percent, per annum. And said bonds and interest

the

common

shall be made payable at the eitv of Boston, or at
th<* treasurer’s otlice in said Belfast in a register of
bonds issued, and shall be countersigned by said
clerk and signed by the Mayor and Treasurer In
their ollieial capacities ami sealed with the corporate seal of said Belfast upon the face of said bonds,
but the coupons attached shall require only the signature of the Treasurer.
And said Mayor and
Treasurer are further authorized and empowered
to convey by mortgage to Israel \V. Barker, Nathan
F. Houston and William 11. Swan, all of said Belfast, all the stock, both preferred and 11011-preferred
in the 15. & M. L. It. B. *Jo., now owned by said city
of Belfast, in trust, to secure the payment of said
bonds and the interest thereon, reserving in said
mortgage the right to the city of Belfast to represent said stock in all stockholder’s meetings of said

company as fully as if no mortgage hail been given,
until said city of Belfast shall lose its right to redeem said mortgage. Also to execute with said
trustees the proper declaration of trust. And said
Mayor and Treasurer are further authorized to sell
said bonds at not less than their par value, and with
the proceeds arising from such sale to purchase
said outstanding bonds at their par value, or to ex
change any of said bonds for an equal amount of
said outstanding bonds. Said Mayor and Treasurer
are also authorized to procure the necessary blanks
for said bonds, also a register of bonds issued, for
the use of the City Clerk of said Belfast.
The fire department was authorized to see what
new liose, if any, is needed for the engines, and to
procure the same.I. Y. McClintook was granted

permission to occupy a portion <»f High street, in
making repairs on the Angier store.

party of friends

in the

|

Mrs.

Cass,

and Jonesboro have had

three weeks’

a

good

coast:

trip-Mackerel are plentiful
but where

all

the menhaden ?-

are

him t<» swim ashore. It would be useless to speculate on what followed. The pond has been swept
day and night since, the woods and surrounding
fields searched and on Sunday morning a diver from
Boston arrived and searched all day Sunday and
Monday, and up to this writing the body has not
been discovered. The two boys are in custody of
the Sheriff*. They tell conflicting stories of the affair,
which strengthens the convictions that there was
foul play.
The people of this village share in the
desire to solve this mystery and discover the body
of the missing boy. The diver will continue his
search.Fudge K. M. Wood is having his house
slate roofed-The bark Edward Cushing, of Camden, ( apt. Biekmore, sailed from Boston to the
Barbadocs, from thence t<> Turks Island, took on a
cargo <>i salt and returned to Boston again in fifty

days. ...On Tuesday evening Andrews’ Band from
Bangor gave a concert at Megunticook hall-On
Wednesday evening of last week a moonlight excursion
the hall.

came

here from Rockland and had

a

ball at

!

tic legation of Odd Fellows ami
memhers of tin* Band arc loud in their praise of the
■treatment accorded them by the officers ol’ l'. S.
steam cutter Levi Woodbury, on their recent perilous trip to Castine.
After towing1 the May Queen
to her wharf and safely landing the Belfast party,
^EAJtsroKT.

Tin*

Searsporters were invited on board the cutter
and given the freedom of the ship, the kindness and
courtesy of all on board and the novelty of the situation making this the pleasantest part of the exthe

Lieut. II. I>. Smith showed us over every
part of the vessel and explained the workings of
the machinery, «&<*, &c. Your correspondent was
able to glean the following facts: The Woodbury
in time of peace carries ten ©Hirers and
forty men.
The names of the officers are: Capt. C. A. Abbey;
1st Lieut, and Executive Officer, II. 1). Smith; 2d

cursion

Lieut., L B. Brett;.>d Lieut., Berev W. Thompson;
Chief engineer, John R. Dally. 1st Asst. Engineer
is at present under orders to join ship (name not
known). 2d Asst. Engineer, James T. Kellehar;
Bilot, Win. Collins; Boatswain, G. W. Grindull;
Carpenter, Win. Avmar. The ship at present has
four breach loading brass guns. She also has one
of the linest armories in the service,
being supplied
with the new Remington repeating rifles. She has
electric bells connecting the officers’ quarters, is
heated throughout by steam and lias a tire department so finely trained that the men can be called

and papers for the smaller members of Ihe
school. This looks like a move in the right direction, and it is hoped that it will be Avell sustained
by the residents upon the ground. One interesting
feature was the presence of several of the prominent residents of Northport with their children. To
borrow an idea from Will Carlton, the good people
here do not intend “For want of church to leave
their souls quite in the lurch”_It Is expected that
there will he preaching upon Ihe grounds every
Sabbath till the close of the season.
Knox. Mr. Charles Elliot, a well-to-do and
prominent farmer of this town died at his home on
the lath, at the age of 7:1 years. Mr. Elliot was
prominent in town affairs, and had been a member
of the Maine legislature. He was also a large*
stage contractor, and in various kinds of business
accumulated a handsome property. Mr. Elliot was
a very pronounced Democrat, a brother of the late
Hon. Robert Elliot, of Freedom. Mr. E. leaves a
wife and four children; one, Mr. W. I). Elliot, is

from their hammocks and get two streams of water
in 2'» seconds. A practical illustration of the discipline and rapidity of movement on board was that
in twenty-eight minutes after notice that the May
Queen was in distress, a mile and a half away, the
Woodbury got up steam and was alongside with a
line out, every officer and man at his post ...Capt.
J. X. Carver has raised several bushels of strawberries this year. One was shown us yesterday
that girted seven and three-fourths inches, and
several that weighed one and three fourths ounces

man-

each.
I

years and 4 months.
Jn Searsport, June loth, Mrs.
Nancy M., wife of
Capt. J. G. Park, aged .V.* years and 8 months.
In Searsport, July 11th*, Mrs.
Abigail C., wife of
Mr. M. Bailey, aged si years.
In North searsport, June 28th, Mrs. Sarah Bas
sick, aged 30 years.
In Brooks, July 14th, Mrs. Favette
IIan>on, aged
71 years and 1 month.
In Jackson, July 10th, Seldcn I.
Walker, aged 30
years.
In Knox, July 1.7th, ( harles Elliot,
aged 73 years.
In Monroe, July 13th, Alton W.,
aged years.
July i«til, Edmund II., aged 10 years, children °f
Fred and Melissa Stevens.
In Monroe, July 10th, Nellie, wife of Chas. Uilev,
aged IS years.
In Boston, July 17th, Florence Bertha, infant child
of Mary and Amaziah Blake.
In Camden, July loth, Jessie, infant daughter of
Hue. K. Thomas, aged 4 months and 1A days.
At North Haven, July sth, Sarah, wife of .lame
Carver, formerly of lior.k port.
In South Thomaston, July 12th, Mr. Henrv Keating of Iowa, aged 47 years, :> months and 1* .‘lays.
At Deer Isle, July 0th, Mrs. Benjamin Barbour,

agedJOyears.
At North Haven, July sth, Sarah, wife of James
Beverage, formerly of dockland.
In Thomaston, July (5th, Lizzie M., wife of Adelbed Lermond, aged 34 years, in months and 2 davs.
In South Warren, July nth, Mrs. Eliza W. Buck

lin, aged 43 years, 4 months and hi davs.
In Ellsworth, July lth, Leroy L., son of Bobert
F. and Sarah Sweeney, aged s months and days.

SHIP NEWS.
POUT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

S ATT FT'

July loth,

Henry, Woods, Boston.
17th, schrs. Orion, White, Bangor; Malabar,
Curtis, do: Mary Farrow, Pattershall, do; Tahmiroo, White, do; George shattuck, Hart, Bo-ton;
Fannie A. Gorham, Welsh, Jacksonville.
July 20th, sehrs. Brunette, Babbage, Boston; Earl,
Darby, do.
schr.

DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY,
NEPHRETICUM.
/

Clippings.

Bosit,

Republican days in Maine Governors
thought of attending college Commence

ment

Would the most

approved

NEPHRETICl'M has no
Icqunl for Lameness and
IWcakness peculiar to Fc-

___

/ijK^^^43fcC<3imales.

XEPHltETllTM is the best
tknown remedy for Diabetes.
NEPHBKTICEM, as a I onto
land Stimulant for atred persons, Is without a rival. Be
Isure and ask for Dr. BELiLOCk’S KIDNEY REMEDY,
For Sale
NEPIIRETICIM.

sanitarian method of

getting rid ot garbage by burning in the Gmteau

fully comply with the old Mosaic law of an
eye for an eye ( Sane or insane, would not a sub
terranean dungeon—where the darkness is in the
concrete and the silence so intense that eafch heart
throb can be heard ; where only sufficient oxygen
penetrates to ward off sudden asphyxiation:
whore enough food could be supplied to prevent
absolute starvation : would not such a place afford the best facility for a prolonged expiation of
Guiteau's awful crime
ICincinnati Enquirer.

Is the most effectual Itemcfor all Diseases of the
Kidneys, Bladder, and I rlnary Organs, Female Complaints and (leneral Debllli j .such us
palnful.draattln^
sensation In the Bark and
'Loins. Suppressed or Incontinent Irinatlon, with
whitish or brleh-dust deDropsy, (iravel, Dlaetes, Organic Weakness,

lie.

In straight

attended by their stall's in full uniform.
This display of brass buttons and gilt has been introduced by the Democratic Greenback Executive
f Boston Journal.

Auction.

I

case

by

Druggists.
Price, only $1.00 per Bottle.
(’. S. ROBERTSON, Proprietor, Boston.
(iEO. C. HOOD WIN i CO., (Icn'l Agents,
all

:|H i :{s Hanover St., Boston, Mass.

lyr.'i

11 MOUSK, Administratrix ot tin: estate of JOSEPH MOU> E,late of Searsport, in

JOANNA

said County, deceased, respectfully represents that
tiie goods, chattels and credits of said deceased
are not suilicient to answer his
iust debts and
charges of administration by tin1 sum of four hun
dred dollars, that said Joseph Morse died seized
and possessed of certain real state situated in -aid
'-ear-port, described mthe inventory leturnedby
her as the home lot and buiming—the Ross lot 2.'»

and the llrown lot .>11, acres—the whole behomestead farm; that it is necessary that
should lie sold for the payment of said
debts and charges of Administration'; that she hareceived an advantageous offer for the same from
Thomas Gannon, of Relfast, to wit, the sum of -even
hundred dollars, and that the into rest of all persons
concerned will be best promoted by an immediate
acceptance of -aid offer.
Wherefore you petitioner prays your lumor t<grant her a license to sell at private sale and convey to said Gannon for liie sum above stated, the
above named real estate of said leeeased. di,eluding the reversion of the willow’s dower thereon,,
as will satisfy said debts, and incidental charges
and charges of Administration, without notice of
the time and place of sale.
JOANNA i». MOR'-K.
acres

ing

his

the

same

Probate, heM at Belfa*t, within ami
for the County of W'ablo, on the second Tue- lav
ol' July, A. D. Issi.
I'pon the foregoing petition, Ordered, that the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, bv
causing a copy of >a? petition, with this *r<U*r
thereon, to be published three weeks suovs'ivch
in the Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate < curt h* be
Court of

a

belli at tin* Probate Ollicein Belfast aforc-aid, n
m
flu* <econd Tuesday of \ ugusf next. at ten
in tlu* forenoon, ami show cause, if any they have,
whv the same Miould not be granted.
JAME>
I. AM SON', Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Elktchek,Register.
■

At a Probate Court held at
the Countv of Waldo, on
July, A. 1). issi.

was

Owners of Belfast

or

other

city

bonds, desiring to sell, will find
it to their advantage to communicate with us.
Highest
market price

paid

for

EUROPEAN
--A N D-

North American
BOM OR STOCK.

BOND & STOCKBROKERS,
Bangor,

Maine,

#

4 MAIN ST.. MASON BLOCK.
fimlT

Probate

Court
A.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
By C. II. Sargent, No. 8, Main Street.
PRODUCE MARKET.

PRICES PAID PRODUCERS.

Apples P bush,
# 10.00g 14.00
otlgOl) Hav p ton,
4 go Hides P tti,
O',
dried, Pit.
Beans,pea,bush •2.2382.50 Lamb P It.,
lOgll
Medium #2.1082.25 Lamb Skins,
35050
Yellow-eves 1.8582.00 Mutton P 15,
70S
Butter P lb,
10818 Oats P bush,
45g50
Beet P lb,
8gl0 Potatoes,
.70855
Bariev P bush,
05875 Bound Hop p' 11.
OgO
Cheese P lb,
8310 Straw P ton, #0.0088.00
Chicken P lb,
0g0 Turkey P lb,
(KtgOO
Calf Skins P tb,

12‘7 Veal P tb,
0gd‘a
3d
U30 Wool, washed, P lb,
10 Wool, unwashed, P lb, 27
12814 Wood, hard,
#4.0035.00
OgO Wood, soft,
#2.50 33.00

DuekPlb,
KggsPiloz.,

Fowl P tb,
UcesePtb,

509 Oat Meal P tb,

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

HAIR

This standard article is compounded with the

greatest

cave.

Its (‘fleets

are as

wonderful and satisfactory as

ever.
it restores
It

gray

scalp by

and the

or

faded hair to its youthful color.

all eruptions, itching and dandruff;

removes

its

use

becomes white and clean

By its tonic properties it restores the capillary
glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
and making the hair grow thick and strong.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effectual,
desirable.
l)r. A. A. Ilayes, State Assayer of Massachusetts,
says of it: “I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”

or

Buckingham’s Dye,
FOR

THE WHISKERS.

This elegant preparation may be relied on to
change the color of the beard from gray or any
other undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion. it is easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a permanent

color which will neither rub
MANt

5g
48.3

20 Onions P lb,
Corn P bush,
07 Oil, Kerosene P gal.,
14
P bush,
07 Pollock P lb,
3i;a4
Cheese P lb,
12814 Pork P lb,
12013
0 Plaster P bid.,
Codfish, dry, P lb,
$1.00
5 live Meal, P lb,
Cranberries P qt.,
4
Clover Seed, P lb, 10*7 022 shorts P cwt.,
#1.05
Flour P bid., #7.00g9.50 Sugar P lb,
9gll
II. C. Seed P bush, #3.3.7 Salt, T. I., P bush,
45
Lard P lb,
0
13‘7®14 S. Potatoes p lb,
Lime P bid.,
90gl.no Wheat ileal, P lb,
4a4!a

TRIMMED

GOODS
ON

HAND.

FOR

July,

SALE!

K < >F TTIK UKST M11 I.INKKV AM) V \N( 'l
<iooils stun*Is iu the city, iloinjj a jjooil, pay
ing cash business, small, dunce stock, low rciit
i't' reasons for soiling. inquire of
l>
MUS. II. II. M< DONALD.
( or. of Main ami iligh d.. Iielfa>t, Me.

ON

PLEASE CALL
.till/

the hd nilsomest mill

set

most common sense

In the city, and
ire enn ilrme

from irhieh
collier nml

one
n

hi tter

ij/nss of Soilii than
jiossih/y he ilrmrn
from nny other dyyurdtns.

run

F.W.Pote,
Hni/Jbnl lilurl,-,

('luiri l< stm t.

BLACK SPANISH
-A N D-

French
The

Laces !
stock

largest

fered in this

B.

ever

of-

city.

WELLS.

F.

A. I). 1SS1.

B. HOLMES, having presented a pc
JT tition to be appointed Administrator of the
estate of Li t A M. HOLMES, late of Belfast in
said County of Waldo, deceased,
Ordered,* That the said Petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy oi this
order to be published three weeks s*i--ees>ively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfa.-t, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday <»f August next, at ten »f the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
praver of slid petitioner should not be
J AMES D. LAMs IN, Judge.
A true copy. AttestA. A. Flkti m.u, Register.

CAEOKGE

NIG! NIG!! NIGH!
TRY

THE

Nig’ 5c. Havana Cigar!
•t.'l

(.

IT TAKI> Tin:

ID

DA i I S',

(

AKK.

AT

Masonic Tfinjtlc,

granted.

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesdav of

\dminisirutrix »f the

County

In

es

all

first account of Administration for allowance.
That the said Administratrix give notice

by causing

At a Probate Court held at
tin* Countv of Waldo, on
July, A. 1). 1881.

a

copy of thi*

Belfast, within and tor
the second Tue<dav of

B.

F. WELLS'.

That Settles It!
Fresh Roasted Coffee
of the finest <iuality, itruuml t«» ovler, at

C. R. Davis’, Masonic

M. HAWKINs, Administrator
BETSEY E. 11 AW KINS, late
said
Waldo,
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her sec ond and final account of Administration tor allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested l»v causing a copy of
this order to hi* published three weeks successively
in tin- Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
noon, aiid show cause, if any they have, why tin
same should not he allowed.
JAMES I). I.AMsoN, Judge.
V true cop\. Attest:—A. \. Feetciiek, Register.
of the estate of
BRADsTREET

of

Widths,

Searsport, in
Waldo, deceased, having presented

Temple.

X I R

in

Root !
THE

BANNER.

a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuc^dav >>f

July,

A. 1). 1881.

PI TMAN Administrator of the estate of
DORCAS A. CHASE, late of Belfast, in said
of
Waldo, deceased, having presented his
County
first and final account of Administration for allow

JOHN

FACTrUKI)

nor
lt\

HALL

&

XASHl'A, X.

II.

P.

wash off.

CO.,

ance.

Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a c.>py of this

order to he published three weeks successively in
the. Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
at ten of the
lot k beTuesday of August
fore noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not be allowed.
*
JAMES D. L AMSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :—A. A. Feetchek, Register.

Belfast, within and for
the second Tuesday of

WEBSTER TREAT,TREAT, late
in said

Administrator of the estate of ROBERT
of Frankfort,
County of Waldo,'deceased, having presented an account of Administration for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causinga copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal printed at Belfast,that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of August next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
JAMES D. EAMSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Fletchek, Register.
'TA11E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned, that he has been duly appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Executor of
the will ol

cottage

looking
or

B. 1\

bay.

near

Enquire

BROWN’, on

A Druggist has Sold over 1,000 Bottles.
liorKi. \m», Mi:., April
lss]
I have sold over one thousand bottles of KIi\i 1
of Life Root, and have never t'ouml a ease when
:.t failed to give satisfa< lion.
\VM. 11. KlTTRllIXiF.

Nearly Dead and One Bottle Cured Him.
\Vi:si FILM), M \^<. March >, 1»1.
.L W. Kn I'KKD'ii;, Agent Fdixir of Life Root
Dear SirHaving suffered intensely for fom
years with di-ease of the Kidneys, after having
during that time tried various medieines without
obtaining relief, I was induee 1 to try a bottle ot
your KLIXIR OK I.IKK. Root, and it affords nn
pleasure to say that one bottle of it completely
cured me. I reeommeml it as tin- onlv valuable
and certain cure for kidney troubles 1 have ever
I would add that before taking vour medi.set*u.
cine 1 had become so weak that T was about to give
work.
n|»
Hoping that others who have suffered
like myself may be so fortunate as to try your
valuable medicine. Trulv vours,
T. l*\ Mi MAIN

lyS)

at north port,
the wharf and over-

©f
E. A. OUltTIS, Bangor, Me.,
the Camp ti round.
'Mtf

A NP1UN(>1 TONIC AN» APPI!*
TIZF.B IT HAM NO HUH

AM

J. W

KlTTIIEItGE, A«BNT.

IIIOCKLl.ED. MAINE
Al.l. DlH ia.l' lS SKI.L

lyi-20

subscriber

and taken upon herself the trust of
of the estate of

DOLLAR A BOTTLE.

ONE

hereby gives public notice to all
concerned, that she lias been duly appointed

f"|MlE
X

Administratrix

CEPHAUNE.

WILLIAM I‘. DYER, late of Belfast,
in the
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
FRANCES \V. DYER.
Belfast, July i:>, 1881.

Food has
been tested and approved by more
This Invaluable N*tvi

than

one

hundred

New

England

Physicians. It i-> an immediate,
permanent and infallible mire for
Sick, Nervous and Bilious Head
arhes, Epileptic Kits, Dyspepsia,

Liver Troubles, Nervous Pros
tration,Sleeplessness, Vertigo and

Disorders. It Is ail
unequalled Tonle for the whole
and
nourishes
the Nerve Tissues
system;
ami Imparts lasting vital force. It should be at
in
hand
every household. I'rge your Druggist to
get it, or we will mail it postpaid on receipt of
Send for An
price, ’><» cts. per box, t» boxes,
Address
thentic Proofs.
Iyeow2"»
all Nervous

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
X concerned, that he has been duly appointed and

f 1MIE

taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
JUDAIl C1LEEY, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
SIMON CII-LEY.

renews

H. F. THAYER &
IS Temple Place,

■

CO.,
Boston. Mass.

CAUTION.
M. S.

Land

STILES, JR.,

Surveyor and Conveyancer,

JACKSON, (Brooks P. 0.,) MAINE.
Laud surveying in all its branches. Plats of surj
veys made when required. Old Plans copied neatly* and accurately. Conveyancing, Deeds of all
kinds, Bonds, Leases, Assignments, Agreements,
Discharges, &<*., promptly executed. Patronage
solicited. Correspondence will receive prompt at

tention.

29
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PEUSONs

are hereby cautioned against
two certain notes of hand, both
ELLEN M. MOSLEY, and dated November 1st, 1S7D, and payable to the order of W.
LEWIS, one for
payable in two years from
its date, and the other for $t!(5.bS, pavahlc in three
its
from
date.
Both
said notes have been lost
years
me.
B. (L LEWIS.

ALLpurchasing
signed by

by

Belfast, .July I(‘>, 1SSL—:’»\v2b

WANTED.
MAN AND WII'K TO WOIIK ON ASJIAU.
farm. Man to do farm work and woman to
do housework. Apply to
-7tf
.1. ( /NICKELS, Searsport, Me.

A

WANTED.

FOR SALE.

Furnished
pleasantly located
the

DROPSY, RRAYFL, DIABFTKS, INFLAMMATION 01
I MF RLADDFR. BRICK DIM DKPOSIT, RIIFI
MVTIsM, DYSPKPSIA, FFMALK COMPLAINTS, AND ALL DISFASFS OF
Til F. I KIN ARY ORHANS.

WILLIAM S. BOWEN, late of Monroe,
the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; hi* therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands thereon, to exhibit tin* same for settlement
ALBION K. FLETCHER.
to him.
Monroe, July l.‘>, 1881.

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

Corn Steal

Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and ail Diseases arisingtherefrom, such as

A

in

EENEWER.

R.

RETAIL MARKET.

Beef, Corned, p lb,
Butter, Salt, P box,

HALL’S

Fletcher, Register.

The following business was transacted at the
July Term of said Court, for the County of Waldo
Administration G ranted on Astatks of—
James Stowers, late of Stockton, \Vm. W. Wylie of
Boston, Administrator; Rufus Knight, late of Lineolnville,Alpheus A. Knight, Administrator; Judah
Cilley, late of Monroe, Simon Gilley, Administrator; Abram F. Bradstreet, late of Freedom, Chas.
1*. Randall, Administrator; Win. P. Dyer, late of
Belfast, Frances W. Dyer, Administratrix; Susan
H. Piper, late of Swanvillc, Wyman B. Piper, Administrator.
License to sell Real Estate on Estates or
—George E. Biekucll, minor heir of James M. Bicknell, late of Belfast; Caro B. and Mary L. Ames,
minor heirs of-, late of Lineolnville.
Inventory Filed on Estate of—Svhi! Parker,
late of Belfast.
Accornts Allowed—James W. Rice, late of
Searsport; Esther Jellison, late of Monroe; Henry
W. Bradbury, late of Searsmont; Martha Elwcll,
late of Waldo.
Wills Prorated—Wm. s. Bowen, late of Monroe; Robert Elliott, late of Everett, Mass.; Nathaniel. Martin, late of Searsmont.

GOODS,

CON-lSTINu OK

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

At a Probate Court held at
tile Countv of Waldo, on
July, A. 1). 1881.

Hannibal Hamlin is to-day the same,
simple, unpretending, old-fashioned man

La.msox, Judge.—A.

NEW

At

Kichard Thompson and wife, living at Itoaeh
Coint, Moosehcad lake, obtained live gallons of
rum and went on a spree with another man one
day last week. Three days after the woman was
found dead and the men so dr .ink they knew noth
ing of when or how she died.

J. D.

WHO IS DAII.V RECEIVIN'!,

At

to all pei-on* intere*ted

In seven days, from July 10th to 10th inclusive,
the deaths from sunstroke in Cincinnati were two
hundred and sixty-four and from excessive heat,
one hundred and iifty, making four hundred and
fourteen deaths. July 14th the deaths from these
causes numbered eighty six.

that he was when he first set his foot in
lie went there
the national capitol.
wearing a dress coat “in the morning by
the bright light.” He came away still
wearing it, and without a stain upon the
We trust he may vastly
man beneath it.
enjoy life in the Spanish castle which will
now open to receive him.
[Albany Jour.

a

order to be published three weeks succe**ivcly in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfa*t, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on tin* second
Tuesday of August next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be allowed.
JAMEs 1). EAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. AttestA. A. Feetciikk, Register.

The Governors of all the States have telegraphed
their compliance in the suggestion that a day of
thanksgiving and praise be appointed for the recovery of the President.

Mrs. McDonald’s,

be the last

Ordered,

*2.15.

The poet Longfellow is at the Longfellow man
siou on Congress street, Cortland. He is suffering
from the effects of a cancer, which was removed
from his nose by I)r, Creene a few days before the
latter sailed for Kuropo. He is now doing well.

and for
< f

the second Tuesday

LINCOLN,
late of Searsmont, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented the same’for Probate.
Ordered, That the said Executor give notiee to all
person* interested by causing a copy of thi* order
to be published three weeks succes>i‘vely in the Re
publican Journal printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and tor said County on the second Tuesday
of August next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES. I). LAMsON, Judgi
A true copy. Attest
\. A. Elktcpki:, Register.

her

Maud S undertook to beat her record ot *2.10.1 at
iler best time

Belfast, within

_J certain instrument purporting f.»
IEEWEEEYN
will and testament of CALVIN PALL

B.

Pittsburg Saturday but broke badly and failed,

ARE T<> UK FOCXn AT

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for die C"iui?v
of Waldo.

morse,
tate of JOSEPH Morse, late of
JOANNA
-aid
of

E 11. Elwell, editor of the Portland Transcript,
is contiued to the house, threatened with rheumatic fever.

Mil inery £ Fancy Goods!

CONSTANTLY

At a Probate ( ouvt held at
the Countv of Waldo, on
July, A. 1). 1881.

Three women died in Brooklyn. Friday, from
burns received while kindling tires with kerosene.

-1 N

PROBATE NOTICES.

LINCOLN, named Executor in

Plaisted thinks a muster of the State
militia too serious a business for frivolous Portland, ami names Augusta as a lit place tor such
solemn rites. | Portland Advertiser.
never

Public

SILVIJ. SELL AT PUBLIC AUCTION. ( in
the premises, on Saturday, the 23d
day of Inly.
1SSI. at I o'clock P. M., the large hrtrk house, ell
ami stable, lately occupied by me, on High
street,
in Belfast, with about two acres of
land, having a
frontage of ten rods on both High street and Waldo
avenue.
The grounds are well graded and ornamental, tlie buildings are in the best repair, both in
side and out, being newly slated and otherwise im
proved. A deep cemented cellar under the build
mgs, the house has gas and gas fixtures, hot and
cold water piping, two wells of
pure water, a \ enlarge' cistern, a bath room, and a llrst-class furnace
with capacity loi-heating the whole house. All
things
considered it is one of the most pleasant, complete
and desirable residences in the citv of Belfast. Following the sale of the above real estate, 1 shall also
sell at auction on the premises, s large lawn vases
filled with plants. Also household furniture, of
which the following schedule is apart: 1 very nice
black walnut chamber set, nearly new; 1 very nice
Mahogany chamber set, nearly new; 1 verv nice
bamboo or birdseye maple set, new;
nice pine
chamber sets, nearly new; 2 common chamber sets;
2 parlor suits of furniture; 2 hat racks; I
parlor
mirror; 2 large black walnut library cases; I nice
s octave Miller
piano; I set dining room furniture
with refrigerator and sideboard, crockery and table
ware, kitchen furniture, complete; parlor and cook
stoves, Ac., Ac.; _» Tapestry hall carpets, nearly
new; 1 Tapestry 'fair carpet, nearly new; 2 Brussells parlor carpets, nearly new; 2 lira-sells chain,
her carpets, nearly new; ;! common carpets, and
other household goods; 1 very nice don ole carriage,
nearly new, with pole and th'ills; i verv nice phaeton, nearly new, with pole and thills: I verv nice
double sleigh, nearly new, pole and thills; 2 single
sleighs; 1 two.seated wagon, a good out*; I farm
wagon with hay rick for same wheel-; 1 set nearly
new double harness with collars and breast
plate-’,
2 single harnesses, nearly new; 1 canvass lawn tent
with tloor; I in inch lawn mower, and a few farming tools. 1 shall also oiler at auction my miscellaneous library, consisting of mnnv choice, standard books. Opportunity given those
desiring to
purchase, to examine the property before and at
the time of sale on application to owner
Iteason.
able credit given on good notes or security. AH oi
the above property is very desirable, in the best
condition, and of a kind and ipiality rarelv offered
at public auction in this community.
It is hoped
that this opportunity to obtain pro’pertv -o desirable at your own price, will be fully appreciated lathe public, to w hom this notice is’ addressed, and
whose pre-cure afrthe sale i- cordially invited.
W II. MiUd.I.AN.
1 tilted Belfast, July II, 1881.—2w2S

At

July loth, schr. Tahmiroo, White, Boston.
lhth, brig Cora Given, Pliilbrook, Boston;
Fred A. Carl, Condon, do; Goo. shattuck,
Hart, Bangor.
July 17th, selirs. Harmona, Patter.ihall, Boston;
Nellie Cray, Cray, Portland; Jas. Holmes, Bvdcr,
Boston; Brunette, Babbage, do.
July 10th, schr. A. W. Ellis, Ferguson, N. York.
20th, schr. Nathan Clifford, Jones, Boston.

^

last

wrong), Freeman (irose, who is younger, and
tin*'Cain boy were rowing, and perhaps bathing, in
the Lily Pond on Tuesday of last week. While in
the skiff the Cain boy was timid and requested to
be allowed to go on shore. The Richards boy who
has a lad reputation, either rocked the boat so that
tin* Cain boy fell out, or knocked him out and told

(Nothing beyond the announcement of the name, age,
residence, ifc., of deceased persons will be published
under this heading.)
In this city, July 12th, Annette P W
hite, aged 08

captured

social

ered

DIED.

Gov

visiting friends here-Dr. Clough sold a
a few dayago for S.oo.
He has a line

Hubert ( aiis, ten years of age, a bright, active boy,
circumstances which created suspicions of
foul play. There have been so many conflicting
stories afloat, that it is difficult to arrive at the facts.
The most impassioned and probable is the following: Three boys, viz. Herbert Richards about Hi
years of age, (the papers have it 11 whieh is consid-

July

Boothbay factory

its way to Bobcc Lake recently and was
while entangled in the wheel of a mill.

stream of

a

In Swanville, July lltli, bv A. E.
Nickerson, Esq.,
Mr. Charles II. Elwell of Monroe, and Miss Ellen
M. Kimball of Jackson.
In Rockland, July 8th, James B.
Thompson and
Miss Jennie Philbrook, both of Matinicus Plantation.
In Rockland, July 8th, Jas. R. William and Miss
Amlora Nason, both of Rockland.
In Friendship,
2d, Mr. Morton J. Bessev of
Friendship, and Eva \V. Pitcher of Waldoboro.*
In Waldoboro, June 25th, Mr Thomas W. Ili\ of
Rockland, and Mrs. Bertha A. Halm of Waldoboro.

Littell

is putting up mackerelA sea salmon weighing nearly thirty pounds found

physician

under

of

way from Colorado to assume the
agement of Ills late father’s business.

new

MARRIED.

Shut up Houses, Argosy;
The Frero’s," by Mrs A1

j

tures

ids

A

HY

Monday ..July Is.
Business dull at Produce Exchange l'< 1* the past
week. It is the season of the year to expect dull
trade.
Butter—Sales are light, although prices have
been sustained.
Creameries 22fl24c; dairies, -0u,
23c; ladle-packed, 15«l!k\
Cheese—Prices have fallen oil' a little on account
of lower European market. Full cream factories,
lOglle; inferior grades 2 g4c lower.
Eggs—Receipts light. Prices sustained. Market
closed with better feeling. Eastern, Islands and
Northern, bring about same figures, IT '.n lSc. West
ern stock l«2c lower.
Eggs coming in now rather
poor, and above prices are for first-class stock.
Held eggs not wanted and selling hard.
Beans—Choice hand-picked peas, $2.70m2.75 V
bush. Choice medium, $2.(>5<i2.70. Choice vellow
eyes, $2.30 a,2.35.
Potatoes—Market well supplied ami lower,$2.25
£2.50 ■P’ bbl.
Hay—Very dull andrapidlv accumulating. Choice
coarse, $17.50@18.00 4? ton. Fine, $14 a 15.

in

A large number of books relating to the history
dance in Johnson’s Grove
of New Eugland have been sold in London by aucand
had
a
Friday evening
very enjoyable tion
The collection of Franklin’s letters anil writtime....About twenty young persons from this ings was sold to the United States government for
town are employed as attendants in the several in$7,000.
sane asylums of Massachusetts and Connecticut. I
Six robbers boarded a Rock Island train in MisSome of them are at home on vacations and more
souri Friday evening, shot the conductor and a
are coming-Mrs. W. II. Lowell of Boston, whose
passenger dead, took $5,000 from the express car
husband is an officer in the Suffolk county jail, and got off. The country is being scoured in pursuit.
Boston, is spending a few weeks with her father,
Mr. 1. C. Neal of this town.
Schuyler Colfax makes this prophecy : "In less
than five years from to-day no man of intelligence in
Camden. The people at Hock port village were
the United States will advocate the present license
thrown into a state <*f great excitement last week,
system, nor will the tratlie of whiskey be tolerated
Tuesday evening, by the disappearance of a son of by the American people."

Bangor, TreasurerClasses were formed ami the following teachers
chosen—Mrs. Creen, of dockland; Mrs. KuoavUoii,
of Northport; Miss Beal, of I'nion; Sargent, of
Brewer, and Rich, of Wiuterport, Avitli power to
appoint substitutes to take their places in their absence.
One hundred copies of the “International
Besson Leaves” M ill he provided; also lesson pic-

now on

is

a

on

N'oi'Ks. Summer visitors are arriving rapidly, and at the close of the week nearly
every cottage will he opened_The season is a
week later than usual... .Mr. Brown’s tliree-seated
Imi k board is something of an attraction
among the
Camp *■ round vehicles.... Among the changes already proposed fur the season of lssii, are important improvements at the Wesleyan Drove House.
At present a portion of the ground Hour ol' the hotel
is occupied as a store and is in charge of the proprietor of tlie hotel, it is proposed to entirely
separate the store and hotel, and locate the store in
a building which will he erected
specially for the
purpose, and will be under the charge of a man
who can devote his entire energies to it. The
portion of the hotel building now occupied
by the store
" ill he fitted upas an cilice and
dining hall, and the
present dining hall will lie divided oil' into rooms
for guests, thus materially increasing the
capacity
of the popular Wesleyan (.rove House_Cast dabbath forenoon ltev. Mr. Cihby, of Belfast, preached
a very interesting sermon to the residents
by the
sea, in the Rockland society chapel.
A good audience was'present. At the dose of the services a
■Sabbath school was organized to continue through
the season. lion. Hiram Buggies was chosen .superand

a

Millbridge

along the

Dr.

of the State gave

ami* (iiior.M)

intendent,

Cyprus

—

a physical examination of
every student
lay down a course of appropriate exercises_
Mr. Fred W. Augier of the B. H. T. & W.
railroad,
i* in Belfast for a day or two.
I

have

a

Tho

McLellan mare live years old that he thinks will be
fast
.Mr. George Benner and wife from California are spending the summer with 11. II. Gilman,
tin* father of Mrs. Benner. This is the first time
Mrs. Benner has visited her native town for 19
Some of the boys who are home from out
years

and

Bartlett, Swamiile. Horatio Twitched, Jackson,
to Josiah Brown, same town. Pliebe II. Whitcomb,
Waldo, to Martha A. Wilton, same town. Heirs of
James P. White, Belfast, to Bedelia M. Pendleton,
Belfast. Daniel Famine, Belfast, to James Haney,
Belfast.

of

line horse

t<* make

Young, same town. Ambrose .Spaulding, Lincolnvilic, to Ceo. W. Young, same town.
Stephen Sawyer. Pres*pie Isle, to Dudley <>. Black,
Searsport. Herbert Stevens, Cnity,to ( has. Wentworth, Clinton. Miles Staples, Belfast, to Wm. k.
to <«eo. W.

Cm

place,

Pkusonai.. Judge Maurice C. Blake has been
nominated by tin* Republicans of San Francisco for
Mayor, to succeed Rev. I. s. Ivailoch. Judge Blake
was Custom House otlicer at Belfast in
and
will be remembered by our older citizens_Mr.
John If. Cooper and son, of New York, are stopping
ai the Dyer House-Mr. George Parker, of Bos.
ton, is stopping with II. II. Forbes, of this city_
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bassick, of Bridgeport, Conn.,
;m* making their Belfast friends a visit-Rev. Mr.
Goodenough, of Belfast, is writing letters from the
west to the Gospel Banner.Mr. Washington
Howes, an attorney from Boston, is visiting his
brothers Samuel and Asa A. Howes, of this city.
Mr. 11. read law with the late Hon. Nehemiah Abbott
Mr. Albert Otis, of Boston, is with his
father, Mr. Samuel Otis, at the Point. Mr. Otis is
mi attorney at law at the Hub_Mrs.
Madison, of
Ti re Haute, Ind., is
summering in Belfast, with
her friends, Mr. and Mrs. A. I). Chase.Dr.
Dudley A. Sargent, medical director at Harvard
l adversity, lias been
employed by the trustees of
Ajidovcr Seminary, at the request of the students,

Belfast foundry.

from the
'1

<>t

board.Capt. Sherman,

a

instalment of

an

The

to

supply ot tish lately. They have also been can
niug mackerel-Sclir. Congress, ot East Booth
bay. recently landed ddO tjumlals ot tish. the result

pure water running from
the notch in the hills made his profession worth
about fifteen dollars a year in the village_Mrs.
William Aver, «»f Lhnira, N. V., formerly of this

yacht Sport,
■with a company of Bucksport gentlemen,
including
Bov. Theodore Gerrish, Rev. Win. Forsyth and
31-m. Wm. I’illsbury have gone on a
fishing excursion in Penobscot Bay.
The Sport was formerly
ow ned in Bucksport, but is now the
property of
t apt. Sherman, of Chelsea.

that

so

on

Boston. The owner with

with

ries at

!’. M. on

year....We

this
us.

place with

commanded by (/apt. Frank Anderson.The
Bonita, of Portland, with a company of twelve, is
an our w aters on a cruise to Bar Jlarbor-The
yacht Tarolinta, of the Eastern Yacht Club, Boston,
fame into our port on
Tuesday, bound l<> Bar Harbor. The Tarolinta is 204 tons, one of the
largest
•d the sailing yachts, and is owned bv Mr. William
of

Fraser;

Pilgrimage

realized from the sardine business this year will
fall far short of last season_The sardine facto-

Porter from Dixmont. It is a good
name and we hope the Dr. will prove as good as
some of his ancestors were.
But Liberty is such a
healthy place it is not a good tield for doctors. A
physician who left Liberty for tin* far west a few
years ago said that nature having provided this

as

feet

seven

LhCi ti,

a

tish a large part of tho season. It is feared that,
although the facilities are greater, and tho amount
of capital invested largely increased, tho protits

from

among

ments, and is the property of Mr. George II. Brooks,
<d Boston. The yacht is now on a cruise to Bar
Harbor, with the owner and four associates, she

and si\ inches and is now on hard
pan. The draws are new, six feet lower than the
old ones, making the bridge nearly level the entire
length. The draws are hoisted by chains from each
corner which lead over pulleys at the top of
pillars,
the lifting power being furnished by winches. A
shall runs aero- the bridge, on the ends of which
the chain winds.
When in place the chains act as a
support to the draws. I'mler the old arrangement
the draws were lifted fr«»m one corner. The hinges
mud

about 7

ground

a

looking steamer, luo feet long, f>7 tons bur
and steams twelve miles an hour. The steamer
is schooner rigged, very elegant in all her appoint-

now

New Testament, Macmillan:

Bride, and

The Calais Times says the
sardine factories at Fast port have been short of

burst in

rakish

completed tuid
is in good eonditiou.
A new pier-I by dt feet has
been built «m the inshore side which is ballasted by
°»nu tons ol' rocks.
The pier has settled into the
is

The

Market.

SPECIALLY FOR THE JOCKSAL,
KERRY, FRYE & Co., BOSTON.

schrs.

the effects of it. The bolt must have
the top of a large maple tree in front of the
house «»f Jessie Clough.
The t"p of the tree looks
as if a tire had gone through it-Davis Woodman
of this village has harvested and sold $10 worth of
strawberries from «»ne-si\teenth of an acre of
si' k

3 ben,

lower bridge in this city, which for

lias been

place

the

contemplated

Evening, Blackwood;

exander, and the usual amount of poetry.
A Co Boston, are the publishers.

heavy thunder shower visited this
Miturday last. One bolt of
thunder appeared to till the entire village with
electricity. Kadi person thought it was themselves
tha» was struck by lightning. Several were made

In

cirri no No'i'K.s. The steam yacht Sappho, of
Eastern and Dorchester yacht clubs, Boston,
•came into our harbor on
Monday. The Sappho is a

ail

of the

vision

Japanese

A

Lihkkty.

d dug so Mr. Strout’s left
hand came in contact with the saw completely
severing, near the hand, the first and fourth lingers,
•cutting the two others into the bone. The voting
man, with great coolness, seize*: his mangled hand
with his right, and walked down stairs to the
moulding room, lie was driven to Dr. Small's
■where the wound was dressed. What is the \vor>t
feature Mr. Strout will be unlit to further pursue
Hie business of a moulder.

best mining

of an

History

:

Wit and Humor of Lord Beat- mstield. and The Re-

not seriously injured-Work on the new
^‘‘hoo! house in district number r» is progressing
finely. It is a very line building-The farmers
are happily disappointed in theirhav, the crop turn
lug out better than was anticipated—Corn is
backward, the nights are loo cold for it-Drain
crops are looking well-Potato bugs are very
plentiful-Dogs are destroying sheep and lambs
in this vicinity. Mr. dame." Vickery, of I'nity, has
lost eighteen sheep by dogs, and many lambs in this
town are missing. <>u Saturday two dogs were
found worrying slice p, when one of them was shot,
tin* other making his escape by running into the

a $1 book, has been placed at 7.'»
The class is under the Instruction of ProfTracy. A public exhibition will be given next fall.

<•

tie. the

was

ship fee, including

wanted.

Sir Henry Taylor on
Carlyle's “Reminiscences," Nineteenth Century;
The Visions of Sane Persons, Fortnightly : Mat

TibMixniKi:. The click of the mowing machine
now heard in every held-Large
quantities of
hay were put into barns last week.V smart rain,
accompanied with heavy thunder, \ isited this *ecthm Saturday afternoon-Mr. Kd. Wliithouse’s
horse, hitched in front of o. .J. Farwell’s store, at
the station, one
day last week broke loose and ran
away. In going through the gate at Humps’ barn
yard the carriage was demolished, but the horse

■cents.

out what he

Boycotted," Contemporary

is

The chorus has come into possession
$:><) which was in the treasury of the Waldo
County Musical Association, a dead organization,
nind $10 from the late Choral Fnion. The member-

of the bar.

The numbers cf The

Fish and Fishing.

committee.

now

Littku/s Living Agio

Living Age dated July -VI and July Wh, contain
articbs on Some National Characteristics of European Society. A Lust Word on Disraeli, and

covery stimulated the excursionists to another
trial. A very enjoyable day was passed.

<•1

Brooksville, a distance "i t«*n miles will Ik* built.
With a good st'-amer that <‘an make tin* run across
the bay in one hour, t> connect with tin* road at
Brooksville, Belfast will In* just ninety minutes
from Bluchill.
No other railroad point in Maine
tn tie brought
dost- to Bluchill as our own city,
a

of

Mrs. J. II. ouimhy, Miss Mary Fannie, Mrs. II. 1\
Thompson, Miss Emily Perry, Mr. Kimball, the
president, vice-president and treasurer, executive

Tile «jut -ii-m <>!' briii:ging 1 >«■ 11:i-1 ami ! 11« Bluchill
mining region into closer bu-ines- relationship ibeing agitated. It' suilicient inducement ran l»o obtained a narrow gauge railroad from Bluchill t«»

h i-

owners

by Rev. Dr. Howard

“A

:

Newcomb: and “The Public Lands of the United

Kllswort.il, to play lor a purse of 5? loo, on
the :>th of August. The trial will take place in
Rueksport. W. A. Reinick is foreman of the Torfonts and F. K. Smith foreman of the Dirigos.v
large party from here made an excursion on Monday to one of the lakes in this vicinity. It was the
intention to have gone on the Fourth, but the attempted assassination of the President prevented
it. The late cheering news of the President’s re-

oil'Cape Cod by collision
The

“t'ritnc and

States," by Thomas Donaldson.

No.of

pre>'t; A. 11. Kelley, sec.; H. W. Marriner, treas.;

taken out and hammered
down until it i- impossible to see the weld and i- asecure as

sunk

the former vessel.

Mather,

Militia for tho Sea," by John Roach ;
“Astronomical Observatories," by Prof. Simon

spending a few weeks at her home here; also the
well-known vocalist Mrs. Richard Golden (formerly
Miss Dora Wiley who with her husband is spending a short vacation lien*-Torrent Kngine Co.
No. •_>, has accepted the
challenge from the Dirigo

permanent musical chorus numbering fortythree voices, with prospects of la rife additions, lias
been formeil in this city. The organization is us
follows—-C. O. Poor, president; R. 1*. Chase, vice

securely held, when with a very heavy
sledge the conkling end i- soundly hammered until
lie* union i- complete, and both part-come together
in joint awn-.
Ml ibis is done while tin* iron r<*
the tire. Ii i-

Crosby

is

A

i-

main- in

nexation," by Frederic tl
Punishment in New York

in

<

the Condon
city on Tuesday, and resolved to tight
the matter before the courts. Capt. French was
not responsible, a" all who are familiar with the circumstances know_Sch. F. K. McDonald, of Belfast, recently at this port, was libelled while here
for the amount of a raft of lumber lost at Brunswick. The captain of the schooner received a raft
alongside, for which he receipted, but which broke
adrift in the night and was lost.

you ever see a blacksmith weld two pieces of
iron by the proves-known a- jumpingOn Monday
we watched Mr. >. A. Blodgett weld, by this process, the shaft of steamer May Queen, a piece of
iron thirteen m* l
in circumference. Jumping
iron together i- making a perfect weld by adhering
the two square ends of lie* bar.
After the iron is
prepared the two pieces are placed together end to
end in the same tire. When tie* right temperature
i- reached, which is when the iron i- white and
ncai iv read} t" melt, the administration
nd of tiniron

village,

Hi
ksi’okt. On Sat unlay last eight vessels under full sail passed Fort Kn<>\ in as many minutes.
It: not unusual to seen tow of II vessels
pass down
the river... .Mrs. K. M (iodfrev, of PhNadclphia,

met in this

reminds one
the locomotives ran
dun king among the Maine hills, and smart Jehus
cracked the l:l«h over their team- of four-in-hand.”
pcr-'*ns and tln-ir baggage.
i.tlmv days of coaching, before

Bangor, recently

with

»V

It

which he proposes to give
employment to twenty or more good vest makers ;
no work is to be sent out from this
shop to hemanufadu red.

•Sell. Flora Condon, of Belfast, now at Portland
has been libelled by the owners of sch. Ruth Thomas,

gorge<»u-

Augusta is the new
put on recently by Messrs.
"i

Robinson, who have the contract to
<
arry the mails for four years between this city and
Tin* stage i-covered, ha- a scarlet body
Libert>
with yellow wheels, and w ill comfortably carry 1*2
Know lton

ot vests at the

W. M.

ers

of

j

A LONG the

Wharves. Wm. Pitcher & Son and
Woods & Go. have loaded brig Cora Green
with hay for Wilmington.M. Carter has load
<*<1 sch. Brunette with hay for Boston_ntis& Co.
have loaded sch. Karl with granite for Boston....
Sch. A. W. Kills from New York is
discharging a
cargo of 300 tons of coal for Mathews Bros_

and

farmer is kept busy in curing his hay and waging !
ity, and he is noted for tho power and skill with
war upon the potato
bug.I. M. Larrabee, carriage
maker at the village, has added a large stock of which lie is able to sustain any cause in which his
The subject and writers
coffins and caskets of his own manufacture, for the ! convictions are enlisted
accommodation of the public.David Brackett will alike command attention. Other articles in
has established another shop for the manufacture
this number of the Review ure “Obstacles to An-

out upon the floor. The thief entered at the back
door and made his escape at the same entrance.

Kverett, of Castine, went upon the May Queen's route, wIdle the
latter was undergoingrepairs_The Boston steamsteamer

terial

a
D'oiii

Xorthport by F. A.Cwrti-, Bangor-Fifty stone
cutters wanted by the Hallowed < iranite Co. Boston.

Did

lowing will was tiled at the .July term of
Court in this city—Calvin IV Lincoln,
*•'
iisinoni.
He bequeaths to his son I.lew
a being in his hou-c situated in sears...age, which is to he sold l" raise the means
iegacie-. To his daughter, Mrs. Irene
of liockland.
•g-a
providing there is
11'
his property to admit of it, if not glad.
Elizabeth Craig, of Searsmont, sloo. T
Iv Craig, son of Mrs. Elizabeth Craig, his
b» be kept in trust by his mother, until he is
Mr. " in. Mason $4b, for lilting up the grave
where lie

conveyancer— Furnished cottage for sale

and

or
at

the

discussion of the Christian

religion by Col. Robert
Ingeraoll and Judge Jeremiah S. Black. Col. Insome weeks ago as
having been shot in the head by gersoll makes the attack aud Judge Black takes up
his little brother, is doing well and has not lost tinthe challenge as Ihe champion ol Christianity. A1
sight of one of his eyes, as was at first supposed.
a layman aud a man of the world Judge
though
.The haying season is now at its height, and the
j Black is a steadfast believer in Orthodox Christian-

Wadlin, at Portland, Oregon, writes
to her people in thl." city, that her house was recently entered by a sneak thief,who stole her gold watch,
jewelry and $28 in money. Mrs. W. was at a neighbor’s house, but returning in the early evening,
found the thief inside, who was busily engaged in
overhauling her trunks and had her silver spread

Reynold-, bond and stock brokers, Bangor. They
have a w ord to -ay b> holders of Belfast bonds—
Caution notice—lost notes—by It. ii. Lewis, Belfast
Card by M. *s. Stiles, Jr., Jackson, land survey-

riling from loll. Vilen < <>..
for the Journal says

w

years <d age-Mr. (Jims. F. Wing and wife are
both sick of diphtheria. Charles’ case is a
very severe one-The Varney boy, who was mentioned

Mrs. G. K.

A

Lewis

of Mi

could not bo desired.

typography

Produco

REPORTED

J. H Osgood A Co., publishers, Boston.
North American Review. Tho feature of the
August number of this excellent publication is a

on

shop.

called to the advertisement of Mason

Attention is

nclosiug sub-wiption

~1

'I

son

"ne

of this city.

March,
Mi

i-a

The

new one

hilt*

tall.

May.

since the tirst of

seen

attractive

more

Jackson. Seldeii 1. Walker, aged ;U years, died
the 10th inst., of consumption.
He leaves a
widow and five children, the eldest of which is 11

The making of iish barrels is quite a local industry. Geo. 1. White & Hatch Bros., at the Head of
the Tide, Belfast, have established a reputation for
their barrels. Recently the lirnl shipped 500 to Bos
tun, which were so well liked that an order for 100o
more has been received.
The company buys the
staves and heading all prepared, from the Messrs,
lluwes, of this city, setting up the barrels at their

is in the same position as was the present
when tirst discovered, and is thought to be the
«mniet <>t lsi-_>, which is due about this time. The
new comet can be seen with a good opera glass.

American says that' Mr. Henry L.
adjusting a belt in hi- mill, Saturday,
id.- hand caught and wa- thrown from a ladder
which he was standing, falling a distance of
« lght. feet.
Mr. Mureli w a.- badly bruised, but
wen- broken, and he is slowly recovering
Ellsworth
"

the fourth

a

Boston

stable

j

The amount of interest that will be saved annually to this city should the bonds of 181*8 be refunded
in four per cent, bonds will be $11,380. Should the
entire bonded indebtedness be refunded the annual

have discovered another comet,

Astronomers

a

1

Belfast, has made sketches of the old Kaler
mill, u]> the river, McKeen’s brick yard, and Hiram
Dale Falls, at the mouth of Coose river. Mr. W. is
charmed with the scenery in this vicinity.

saving would be much more. This would enable
considerable reduction to be made in taxation.

Bros, have leased

j

in

—

making

Leander Staples, of
were brought to this

Wright, the Boston artist who is summering

Mr.

WlIEltK AHOI'TS <>1 BELFAST VESSELS.
Sell.
Flora Condon arrived in Portland, on the 18lh, from
Brunswick
sch. rimrlv Bucki arrived in New
York on the 17th, and schrs. Florida and Lois
Cliaples arrived at same port on the isth, all from
Jacksonville.

ifactmv this bell.

oi

of

during the pastor’s absence.

nose.

:• tsr placed on
ledges on trial, we shall look for
adoption by the government. C I Hall, of the
■vist toundrv, is president of
tin-company which

—

Rev. Mr. Ryder, pastorof the Baptist church, will
leave to-morrow on a vacation and there will be no
preaching at that church until further notice. The
Sunday school and prayer meeting will be kept up

taken aback when another person called for a
“bull’s jewsharp.” He wanted a ring for a bull’s

good satisfaction

as

son

INvombly

Xorthport, aud have lately returned from Boston
o itii
carriages—The lmy crop in this town will be
onc-tifth less than last year_Rev. Mr. Hobbs is
visiting tlds town, but will soon return west-All
those who have died from diphtheria in this town
thus far have been boys.

I*irs. vieorge G unn, a much respect
oil lady, died suddenly on Thursday of last week
Dr. 1\ A. Crookerwas thrown from ids
carriage on
Monday last, and very severely injured. The injury ,
consists of a scalp wound eight and a quarter inches
in length and four inches across the
head, forming (
the letter \
The skin was torn from the scalp and j
Literature.
laid back over the back of the head. The accident
•A
Fearful Responsibility, by W. 1). Howells.
took place on the Liberty road three-fourths of a 1
Here wo have the American girl abroad again, but
mile from our village.
Mr Howell's heroine is neither a Daisy Miller nor
Castine. Mr. W. A. Dresser, son of John \V.
an
Oetavia Bassett, She is, however, a proDresser, Esq., arrived home Saturday, after an ahnounced American, though not so in a disagreeasenceof about three years, during which time he
ble sense. She is, however, the “fearful responsi
has been travelling through the
principal countries
bility" of tho story. A New England college proof Europe... .Nathaniel French
Esq., of Stockton,
fessor, accompanied by his wife, goes to Venice
and Dr. E. K. Philbrook, of Castine, have
recently
made a very fine collection of mollusks, radiates, for the purposo of writing a history of that city of
Ac., from the waters of this harbor, for the Natural canals While there the daughter of an old friend
History Rooms, Boston, where Mr. F. is employed. is sent to them, and as she is a bright, attractive
They think this is one of the best places on the girl she naturally attracts attention—and lovers.
coast, for obtaining specimens_Mr. F. E. Lewis,
Although she is wholly tractable and not a hit of a
formerly of New ^ ork state, has purchased the farm flirt, tho
complications which naturally arise weigh
of C. C. Perkins, situated “off the Neck,” about one
heavily
upon the professor anti distract his attenmile from the village, which, with
improvements, tion from his
great historical work, which he finalwill be a very excellent place_The Orthodox soabandons. Tho book abounds in the clever
ciety held a strawberry festival in their vestry on ly
Thursday evening, which, as usual, was a success. touches which havo made the author so great a
favorite with-the reading public. He is truly for
.There are three cases of diphtheria in the fam
ilv of Mrs. A. Bridges, on Green St.
tunato in his publishers, for a daintier dress or

barrels each.

two

was

'lost's automatic

(

a

MoNKOE.
at

Sea us.mcni

The school of mackerel in our bay, which struck
last week, returned on Tuesday, taking the hook
readily. In the morning some boats got as many as

a

fog bells has l»een placed
II tiding’s ledge near Boston light.
This is the
: I'cll of this description ordered
by the I'nited

■

Fort Point hotel is emneeted with stoekton vll

lage by telephone.

oil'

>ne of our dealers in agricultural implements had
call last week from a person who wanted to purchase an '‘indigestible” < Irag rake. The same dealer

engine formerly used in the Met ill very ship
>1, in this city, and which has been idle since the
ningof the yard buildings, was last week shipped
til to Manchester. V 1L, to be placed in a mill.
no
driving wheel w eighed four tons.
Hie

remains of

Rockland, formerly of Belfast,
city on Tuesday, for burial.

Attention is again railed to the auction sale, on
Saturday, of the house, lot and household goods of
Hon. W. II. McLellan, of this eitv, advertised in today’s Journal. Those in want of such goods as are
advertised should not fail to be present at the sale.

Lav lor

<

tlie market.

library.

The

no

Edward H. Hilton,of this city,has been adjudged
insane, and was taken to the asylum at Augusta, on
Wednesday, by sheriff Baker. Another insane person from the country was taken over at the same

its

to

Mr. M. W. Drew, of Jacksonville, writes that
there are thirteen feet of water on the bar at the
mouth of the st. John, and that vessels find
trouble in arriving and departing.

now in

During the present week the Methodist Sunday
school, of this city, has added #1S7 worth of books

Pottle & Hunt have shipped to Boston by sell.
Karl, J.ooo mackerel kits, the first shipment made.
The same amount will be shipped next week.

.ll’v,

are

The little Cain boy murdered at Rockport, last
week, was a nephew of the late Albion P. Cain, of
this city.

Mr.

city lamp lighter

The

Raspberries

GOOD STONE CUTTEKS TO WORK BY
the dav. Wages from $2.75 to $3.25 per dav.
HALLO WELL GRANITE CO.,

HORSE FOR SALE.

Boston, Mass.,

Otlice and Works 47 Medford <t.,
Charlestown, Mass.

AN

aide, .1 til

v

geo. o. holmes.

,,

1SSL- :h\ 27'

The

Tramp’s Story.

A

Kf WILL C'ARLETON.

If

experience

gold

has

in it (as

discerning

folks

agree,)

In rough-done up
advice ;
The people, they

prize packages
can

take

it,

of common

Initlr. drotti/ht
(and mat/ fall,
or

Iiot.

tor

or

first-class iradiation,

t'injosf.
trust

them all.

DR.

GROSVENOR'S
an

LIVER-AID

Internal Remedy for

Liver

Complaints,
Such

nervous

meiit

"1

s\-tents,

the

Live

r

p

picntly, any derangel inConstipation and a

Liver-Aid ha- lu-en a nle-.»>:ng to m\ poe>r. atllie*tcd mother.
'•In* tried many, many things tor he*r
>i« k headache. imt never found any relief until she'
took 11 • i.iveT-Aid. l! ha-. indee*d, bee*n invaluable
Jo hem.
sin* i- now u-ing he r fourth bottle.
I told
"Ur druggi-t hou e-\ea llent it wa>, ami assuivd lain
that in- might safeh recommend it as the be -t known
reme-dy lor -d<*k headache. He >ay- it i- not adver
tise-d half enough.
1 Imjir you will le
i; become'
better km»wu.
Mil’s. M. A. sill l.KU,
I4<- W JM St.. New York.
all

Hruggdst-

a

farmers

mortjajf '/jaiost

d said I couldn't marry the sweet girl 1
tried to court.
Till wo smilingly submitted a minority report;
Then they laid their theories over with a quick
ness queer to see.
And said they knew we'd marry, but we never
could agree :
But we did not frame and hang up all the neigh
burs had to say.
But ran our little heaven in our own peculiar way :
We started oil' quite jolly, wondrous full of health
and cheer.
And a general understanding that the way was
pretty clear.

\eii'*r’s Liver- \id i- a wonderl'id nn‘dicine tor immediate action u.mmi tin Live r, and llnm-ands «»t
testimonials haw been re-ceive-d as to the benefit it
has given.

l or sale* l*\
bottle- for

on

Feople

hundred evils in i' train, ami also occasions nerv
••us disease's witieuit number;
resulting, if unchecked, in para I’ sis, insanity or death, i )i Hre»s

at

SI

per

bottle,

lived and toiled and prospered ; and the lit
tie family party
That came on from heaven to visit us, were bright
and hale and hearty :
And today we might ha' been there had I only
ust have known
How to lay my road down solid, and let well enough
alone
But 1 soon commenced a kicking iu the traces. I
confess:
There was too much land that joined me that 1
didn't yet possess.
When once he gets laud hungry, strange how ravenous one can he!
Twasn’t long before 1 wanted all the ground that
1 could see.
S » 1 bought another eighty (not foreboding
any
So

or U

lyrlu

we

harm.)

And for that and some down money put a mort
gage on my farm.
Then 1 bought another forty, hired some cash to
fix up new
Aii 1 to buy a covered carriage and of course the
Now

mortgage

grew

wife was square against this, 'tis but right
you should know.
Though I'm very far from saving that I think it's
ill-' ii/s so ;)
Hut she went in hearty with me working hard
from day to day.
I or we knew that life was business now we had
that debt to pay.
mv

that

CRSEF.
I*!.'' »L< »\< .I D :. .I>,
in tin N*rwu- >■ -u m.
e-x
i1
-trengih of that -v -P-m
proportion aanpended upe.m tin* mind in troubleel thought,
tin* organ- of digv.-tion. a.--iuulati-ui and nutrition,
re'iide re'd inae*tive» ami -luggish.in pm portion a- the,-tem bee am-- intirm. L\ ery im'iv Huai ha- some
oil" organ weake-r than the re*st. and thi- i- alwayrLie tii-1 to -utl'. r during ihtu-u- pro.-Uathm. for
example. alUieting new- -onietitne- cause*s total
-wspen-i *n e»t the mu-eular action «• I' tin heart,
producing -udden hemorrhage at d death. No dembt
any hmger remains of the* pra in-ability of restoring
tin nei .on- -y-tem. end through the m-rw- :!.
inuSe'le'- of tii.- impaired organ-.
Fellinis* Com«
prove
pound S)nip of Hjpophospliltcs
to possess such power in nunn-reuis in-tain-es.
It
<.\e*r
-.*me
trouble
ami
alllie
to
will impart strength
lion. Persons who are* a<ru-ioine 1 to look upon
the dark -ide*. and wlc* -.*»• no pH*a-ui*e* in living, .m
value ami e-njov. me,
»t, h aril lu-ing t; i
rup
and tIk*-e- who -t u i\ *le--p’y during long hour-, will
till* 1 in the -y rup a pronU'le-r <*t ill** pov.a-r of endurance in tli brain.
I'her.* i- no d-mhl
ini- t i* i. that an impaiivd
\N\1L IA

L>sl\ 1

1.V\<will producetin-iniirmiu

..r

We

worked through spring and winter, through
summer and through fall,
Hut that mortgage worked the hardest and the
steadiest of us all:
It worked on nights ami Sundays : it worked each

holiday

-t<*m

'ii-

-:

u

Ne-r\on- I »errail
-*.*-*•- al>o.
■lb-mow
The run-*- ami the complaint will e. a-e."
fieri >i*utN<m. AUK.. Fe*li. : .. issn
I AMIS 1. I Kl.l.e»\\ s.
.!. i|| X, V
Jhar Sir
1 ha\e- i»e-en piv-erii*ing' ..i
iljjm|ihosplii(t*s |oj- sc. * ral ear-. > •••: h i. * ai.ada ami
the Cnited State--, hut more* p utie-ularly at lliifa moil- re*-.»rt for Invalids, where th"i;-an*l- a.n
For tIi *• a, win.a, tin-Brain
ntiallv e**ng!‘e-.:.!te*.
and Nervous system fia> bmi < \haustcd froin c\i"umi ..mhinain.u
cessrs or overwork. I hav*>f r»*me**li>
re-toring
prompt and ctliiaiioiis
tin* vital forces.
I hope that e very pe-r-oii m*e-ding
re*lie*f will avail tlicm-elv e--ol
valuable a prep.e
ration.
lie-pe-etfullv.
M.l- \. Me M A 11 Ii. M I >.
iyrtT
11 i« 11 eifei II
cure* the--*- h

nIRS. LYDIA E.

PiNKHAM, OF LVNN, MASS,
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LYDIA E* PINiCHAIWFS
VESETABLE COMPOUND.
I-

'■

all those Painful

lor

mi com mou

to

!*■ '-'It

<"U'

Complaints and Weal:nesses
best female population.

our

It will cure entirely the woisi f«.rm.d Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammatu n ami Vh'eru
tion, Falling ami Displacements, and the consequent
Spinal 'Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the
< 'hange of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus in
au only stage of development. The tendency to cancerous humors there is chi eked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, llati.lem y. de-tt oj-sall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakt.ess of tlie stomach
it cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Me Messness Depression and lndi-

gestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and buckaohe, is always permanently cured by its nsIt

will

at

all

times

and under all circumstances act

harmony with the lav s that govern the female
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either
Compound is unsurpassed.

in

sv.-t.oni.
sex

this

LYDIA E. PINKIIAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 2:;3 and 235 Western Avenue.
Lynn, Mass. Price $1. Six bottles for $5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 l»erbox for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers ail letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet.

Address

as

above.

Mention

this

J'apev.

No family should 1m; without LYDIA K. PINKIIAM’U
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousness
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
&j} Sold by all Druggists,

lyric.

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Lack
oi Energy,Loss ofStrength,
Want of Appetite, Intermittent

Fevers,

etc.

IRON RITTERS
highly
recommended for all diseases requiring a
certain aipl eflieieut tonic.
IRON RITTERS mirh the Ihwt,
etrenythen the muerter, an t .. eiew life to
the nerre.e.
IRON BITTERS art life aeliarm
on tlie digestive orgum,
moving all
taxtini/ the
dyspeptic symptoms, .si
/««/, belckimj, Imit m t,a<irh, heartare

burn,

etc.

the only Iron
IRON BITTERS’.
Preparation that will at blacken, the teeth
or
yive hiiule'rhe,.
Sold liv all druggists.
Write for the A il < llook,!i2 pages of
useful and amusing reading—sent free.

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.

Baltimore,
lvrC

Till with

j

more.

failing

crops ami sickness

Md.

we

got stalled

upon the grade.
And there came a dark day on us wheu the inter
est wasn't paid ;
And there came a sharp foreclosure, am! I kiud o’
lost my hold.
j
! And grew weary ami discouraged, and the farm
was cheaply sold.
i 'The children left and scattered when they hardly
yet were grown ;
1 My w ife she pined au' perished, an’ 1 found myself
alone
I Hut / knew she died ot nr>.
just as well 's I
wanted to.
If to trace a hidden sorrow were within the doctors' art.
They'd ha' found a mortgage lyingon that woman's
broken heart.
1

i Two ditto re nt kinds ot

(D
O
a

all the

Ami

J

For sale h> \VM. 0. IMMIIi A sON.

hearty

II nailed up every window, stood guard at every
door.
happiness and sunshine made their home with

e

W

;

same.

■

Hlipliosphitt*^,
!iility. -houM

came

'The mortgage staid forever, eating

u-ump;i-*.i. Neuralgia,
Kronrhiti-,’ Hy-pe-p-ia. A-t una. Whooping < ougli.
I othe-*.
Heart I M -ca -, ami a In*-!
Fellows' H)Ne!--

:

It settled down among us. and never went away.
Whatever we kept from it seemed a'most as had
as theft :
It watched us every minute, and it ruled us right
and left
The rust and blight were with us sometimes, and
sometimes not;
'That dark browed, .scowling mortgage was forever
on the spot.
The weevil and the cut worm, they went as well
as

people

and novel addition to the
is to be made to-day. The
launch of the Polyphemus at Chatham
will bring to fts final test, so far as it can
be done in quiet waters and in times of
peace, one of the most curious experiments yet tried in naval armament. The
vessel to be launched and named to-day
was devised and begun while the late
Mr. M at'd Hunt was at the Admiralty.

strange
British Navy

It

And the honest love you captured when you first
sat on my knee,
This is all 1 have to give you—so expect no more
from me."

coih■
roe

as

words

dish,)

as

Hll-lol SM>S 1 *« M »u
AlTC Iin..
lM)I(,K< HON,
i)\ sri.i’si \, im//im>s, 1Mi.i:s, Hon s, ,1 \i \
lUe'L. lllAKlltl UN, >ol U STo.M.W'll,
Ii»IKI MAHSM, \Kl IIAI.CIA. Kill TUnNS. S( I{o| I1.01 > Souks, l-KMAl.K CoM PI. AIM’S, IMi*rKilli:s \m> salt Khki m.
The Liver is tlie Largest Organ «>t tin* Human
Hody. 11 i tile largest beeau-e* it ha- tin* mo-t l<»
do.
It i- intimately eamnected with the dige.-tive

and

some

Ou my weddin* tiny my father touched me kindly
oil the arm,
And handed me the papers for an eighty-acrefarm,
With the stock au’ tools an’ buildin’s for an inde
pendent start,
Saying, ‘Here’s a wedding present from my muscle
and my heart;
And except the admonitions you have taken from
my tongue,
And the reasonable lickin’s that you had when you
was young.
And your food and clothes and schoolin’ (not so
much as 1 could wish.
For 1 had a number eat in' from a some’at scanty

IS NOT A PAD.
But

a

sense

round it,

or run

they please.

But the best thing they'll tiuil in it is
like unto these.
B

War-Ship.

A

Then there's quite a little fortune stowed away
somewhere in me,
And 1 deal it out regardless of a regular stated

price,

Strange

the devil most

was

designed by Sir George Sartorius,

and was intended, to use Mr. Ward
Hunt's words, not to supersede all other
kinds of lighting ships, but only as a useful adjunct in case of war. The Polyphemus is not a man-of-war in any of the
old acceptations of the term. Instead of
carrying weapons she is herself a weapon.
Instead of tiring cannon-shot above water
she will lire torpedoes under water. The
vessel is in fact a huge ram and torpedo
boat combined, and will depend for her
utility as an adjunct in case of war on
her strength, her swiftness, and her power
to attack the vessels of the enemy below
the water-line and under their armor.
The appearance of the ship, if ship it can
be called, promises to lie unlike anything
now afloat.
Perhaps the nearest parallel
may be found in the cigar-shaped steam
yachts, which so long lay useless in Southampton Water. The Polyphemus will lie
in the sea as a cylinder, with a flattened
top, on which there, will be a conical deck
surrounded bv the hurricane deck. The
ends of the cylinder will be under water,
and all that will be usually seen will be
the round deck, which has been compared to a floating peg-top, with its pilot
tower, signal post and funnels. This deck
is only four and a half feet above the
water-line, and the whole of the exposed
surface of the vessel, and the unexposed
to a depth of six feet and a half below
the water-line, are to be protected with
compound steel-faced armor plates.
I lie vessel is ‘.MO leet long ami Id leet
broad, and is to be propelled by highpressure engines of .pel It I horse power.
This great propelling power is calculated
to give the vessel a speed of 1? knots an
hour. Her speed is, in fact, thechief element in her strength ns a weapon of ofAs the bow constitutes a ram Id
fence.
feet long, and as the rant is so deeply
submerged as to strike the attacked vessel below the depth to which the armorplating is usually continued, it is obvious
that the high speed attained is a great
element in the success of the attack. The
largest and strongest iron clad now alloat
would probably succumb at once, could
it be directly attacked by the ram and
torpedoes of the Polyphemus. This submarine attack was the purpose for which
the Polyphemus was originally designed.
She is specially designed to assail vessels
immensely larger and heavier than her
self. The hull is intended to bear the
shock of the collision by which her deIi is
structive work is to be performed.
divided by a longitudinal bulkhead and
many transverse bulkheads into two series
of water-tight compartments. The bottom is double and is split up into a large
number of cells, or v ery small water-tight
divisions.
Her tloatingeapacity is therefore as great as any under-water vessel
can possibly be, while the danger of sinking from one or two penetrations of the
hull is reduced to a minimum.
There tire three ports under waiter lbr
the discharge of Whitehead torpedoes,
one of which is directly in front, underthe
ram, while the other two tire at the sides
and amidships. The vessel will, therefore. have four chances of attack. She
ratty send out a torpedo on either side as
she advances, she may strike the enemy
against which she is advancing a severe
blow with her ram, and as she retires,
t fter the
blow, she may follow it up, if

1

ACiENXH ASH CANVAMMEHN
Make from $25 lo $50 per week gelling goods for
E. <i. HIDEOUT <.t CO.,10 Hardily Street,New York
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
lyr.'U

■

Instinct leads a hen astray when it induces her
valuable time setting ou a china egg.

5

Have Wlslar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whoopng Cough, Croup. Influenza, Consumption, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. of) cents and $1 a
bottle.

Why is a turnpike gate like
Because it stops a waggink

dead

a

dog's

Of

for, it is the most foolish policy in the

world to take the advice ot
there's

nothing the

people

who sav

Curtains & Curtain Fixtures

Oh !

:

with you. Let yourself
alone and you will come out all right.” These folks
know nothing about it, and may be trilling with
matter

“Don't give mo a weigh," as the tat
when asked to got upon the scales.

woman

1’rlnCs from .1 to sc.; sheetings from ■"> In I Or.;
rashes train 4c, upwards; Dress Bunds from
ail sr. hiilrherborker In a tine All-Wool Cashmere.
Alsu Velvets, Velveteens, Trimming
Silks and Satins, Lares,Edgings, Uni ties, Duellings,Mit'llund Shawls,Lung and Square Shawls,
Cardigan Jackets, (both for ladies and gents)
Ladles Cloakings, lister Cloths, l(rprllnnls,
Tahir Dll Damask, a dozen pattrrns. While
Linen and Tnrkr) Urd Damasks,

said,

Wo advise every family to keep
<iooi» Advh k
Downs Kmxiu always on hand
I: is the host
remedy for coughs and colds evei offered to the
pu blit*.
For cleansing the system ol all morbid matter
and warding off diseases, no medicine possesses
such efficacy as Baxtkk’s Mandrakk Bitters

sOc., S5c., »0c„$1.00, $1.10, $1.20, $1.30, $1.35,

IN

<<

ALL HfU’KS.

Mi lls’ Mills, $0.00, '.00, 10.00, 12.00, 15.00,
10.00, 22.00: Mens’ llslcrs anil Overcoats,
$2.75, 0.00, 0.50, 7.50, S.OO, 0.00. 15.00.

GENTS'

,/.

purchaser

is merely to receive or pay the difference
Do your work at once.
Don't stop to
between tlie contract and the market
price, in other words a legitimate busi- dawdle. And if ever you find yourself
where you have so many things pressing
ness transaction will he recognized and
guarded by the Courts; a purely specula- upon you that you hardly know how to
tive one will be treated as a species of begin, let me tell you a secret; take hold
of the first one that comes to hand, and
gambling, which it really is.
you will find the rest all fall into file and
There is now not much doubt that the follow after, like a company of well drilled
wheat crop of 1SS1 will amount to 450,- soldiers; and though work may lie hard
000,000 bushels, ami may exceed these to meet when it charges in a squad, it is
figures, for the gain in the production of easily vanquished if you can bring it into
spring wheat is difiicult to estimate, and line. You have often seen the anecdote
tliis, taken together with the fact that the of the man who was asked how he accomyield of winter wheat will fall hut little, plished so much in his life. “My father
if any, below that of last year, the esti- taught me,” was the reply, “when I had
There
mate of 450,000,000 bushels, which was anything to do, to go and do it."
the yield in 1870, may be considered be- is the secret the magic word now.
low the actual quantity, and the crop
“The people of the South," the Wilmay yet tie swelled to the unusually large
quantity of 480,000,000 bushels, which mington Star says, “will join with the
was the production in in80.
people of the North in fervent wishes and
earnest prayers that Tresident Barfield
A Kentucky editor sends this message may live in spite of the assassin’s bullet,
to the Secretary of State:
“We tender and that he may serve his four years with
hope for the President: hemp for the as- credit and honor to himself and with
sassin.”
blessing to bis country and the world.”
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HATS. ( IPS, (.LOVES, S( AIIES. OVERALLS, ,11 MPT ISS. Hl llllEi: ( OATS, HIMES’ IIOSSAVIEP.
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Boots, Shoes, Rubbers & Overshoes
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Meal & nliorts.

Corn.
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SKLL

>

F L, O U R

Tonic.—‘'Increasing the rtren^Jh, obriaiing the
efforts of debilityk find restoring healthy junctions.'
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Webster.
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Wringers. both Bench and Common, Kami
I suit*, hv) and Bracket Sans. Framed Wood Sans,
from sOc. to $1.10, Flat Irons, Ac.
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liberal patronage.
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PACT
DLi-iHOI.

Summer

Complaints

At tins season, various diseases of the
bowels are prevalent, and many lives are
lost through lack of knowledge of a safe
and sure remedy. Perry Davis’ Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhoea, Dysentery, t.'holera,Cholera Morbus, Summer
Complaint, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Head the following:
Bainbridge, N. Y., March 22,I;si

Rebuy I'avis’Rain Killf.r never fails to atiof i
xustu.n relief lor crump and
pain 111 the stomach.
Joseph Burditt.
N. Y., Feb. 2, 1*81.
ISH'HOLVTLLE,
t he r,r!/ vest medicine f know of for dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the Btomaeh. JIuvo
used it lor years, and it is sure cur, every time.
Jumus W. Dee.
Moingona, Iowa, March 12, l*s 1.
I have used your Rain Killer m severe eases of
cramp, colic.aiid cholera morbus,and it gave almost
instant relief.
L. E. Caldwell.
Carnesvillf.. Ga., Feb. 2*. 1881.
For twenty years I have used your PaiS Killer
in my family. Have used it
many times f< >r bowel
c<
jinplaints, and it ahraya cures. \V ould not fei 1 sal >.•
without a bottle in thenoupe.
J. B. I vie.
Saco, Mr.., Jan. 22,1881.
Have used Perry Davis’ Pain Killer for twelve
years., it is safe, sure, tinrl reliable. No mother
should allow it to l.*e out of the family.
fl. I. Nates.
Oneida, N. Y., Feb. 19, i*8l.
V\e began using it over thirty years ago, and it
always gives immediate relief. Would hardly duro
to go to bed without a bottle in the house.
W. o. Sperry.
^
■^ONWaYRORO, fi C.,Feb. 22, ]KHl.
Nearly every family in this section keeps a bottle
in the house.
Du. F. Morton.
U. S. Consulate,
Chefet.d, Rhenish Prussia. Feb. 8,1881.
I have known Perry Dams’ Pain Killer almost
irom the day it was introduced, and after years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my
household as an indispensable neccssifi/.
I. R. Potter, U. r. Consul.
Burton-on-Trent. Eng.
I had l>een several days stillering severely from
diarrhcea, accompanied with intense pain, when I
tried your Pain Killer, and found almost instant
relief.
H. J. Noone.
21 Montague Kt.,London, Kng.
During a residence < if twenty-three years in India,
I have given it in many cases of diarrhtea, dysentery, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
relief.
li. claridc.e.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
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FLORIDA WATER.
Best for TOILET. BATH.
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llnnr and Window Frames, linin' and Window
Screens, mark W alnut and Ash Kxtrnslon Tallies, Pumps, nutters. Mouldings, liraeketts,
and Water Wheels. Pine, lllark Walnut and
Ash lumber always on hand,
.lob Work of
Sasli Primed and (Hazed.
every descripllu.-i.
We

shall k'v|Mni hum I in

"iiiieeti'ni

’>

-nop

< »

>

1*.

Hour Hulls, Knobs, Locks, Latches, sash Fusts.
Hour Springs, HIiml Hangings. I astors. Picture
knobs. Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered and
Plain 1,rouml Double Thick Hour (Hass and
Window (Hass.
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IV•r-oiially appear-*'! before me. a \ot:p-\ Public,
N. I-• Houston, and -iih-'-rihed and made oath to
tlie ah.>\v -tatcmml
--- Witne-- up
haml ami notarial -cal, Ibis
si: vi..
i;*.lh lay of July
\. D. I
|.
m-js
l*H i.i 11 Kusf: v. Notary Public.

{-‘

Bclfasi Gas

Light Cc.

required by* law. I hereby eerlify that the
am unit of capital of the above corporation
is SI7,:»uo.uu. That the as-essinents have all hern

Vs

I it l.l \s 1, .1 uly I J. I s.'s|.
Personally appeared John II. tjtiimby, Trea-.,
and made oath to the above -tatement -iym d liy
him.
I’liu.o lli.u-ev.
Before no*.
.lustire of the Peaer.
:’*W_’.s

A Summer Residence

B

>

EAST MAINE
Maine,

!< >IB I AN 1 / ATl< >N of 1 la1 school au<I thorough
renovation of ila* Buildings. A new ami able
faculty. Pupils lilted lor all New Fnglaml colleges.
Four regular course-of -tud\
t lassieal, Seientillc,
Belle- l.ettres, ami Industrial Seienee.
AlsoComniereial < College ami I >epartments of Art ami Music.
All in charge ol' experienced teachers. Fall term
will begin WftllifMlay, AtlK- *>1x1. Terms moderAddress
ate.
TwJS

REV. T. UERRISH,
SrriTtarj Pi'iideiilhil ( niiiinillec, llucksporl, Me.

LATIN

SCHOOL”

liEVl'INTOM, Iff AI WE.
rpms school, umler the management of l. F.
FIMsm-Ii:. A. It., and .1. F. PAIJSONs, A. It.,
1
gives a thorough preparation foreollege. Its course
extends over three years. Next term begins \ug.
.‘JOth. situated in thesuburb- of a thriving city and
adjacent to Bates College, it oilers to students ad
vantages not surpassed by those of any school in
the State.
Fxpenses moderate. For catalogue up

?mJ
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Surgeon
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Maine.

Desirable house for .-ale or to
Tent, situated at l.ilieolm ille
Beaeh. Tw o b-ri.
hiyli w it h I..
lini lied
Ihrouyhout. with ii'nr
nice
cemented eellar, and two
i_wells of son w a ter. This place
commands an excellent view <>f tin hay. Tw min
utes walk from the teleyraph and pod-nilii-r, and
within a stone’s throw of the w ater ami a tine beach.
It has beautiful -hade trees, with -mne choice I mil
\ very desirahh- ,-iinnuer rr-iilrurr and rail
trees.
! *r particular enquire of
he bonyht al a haryaiu.
Mrs. ,l. <;. TIlo.MBS, Belfa-t, Me or of (
pi. IL
>if
W. PK11BV, at Lineoinville Beaeh.
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Ryan's insect Destroyer.
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■•!' liquid
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and is tin* best tfiiey in the mark- !.
.Ma.nifaetured
at Belfast by

H. H. CORBETT.

Tr

No family can safely be without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
For sale by all druggists at 2*5c., 50e.
ami &1.U0 per bottle.
PKKM\ DA\ IS Sc SON, Proprietors,
Providence, E. 1.

Destroyer.
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particular. 'iMm an«l durable, best of lnatcriai,
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compounded this!
Elixir, was cured, and |
lived to a good old age.
You can try it for thefi

COLDS

HARDWARE !
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AS
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ago,
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HuI't/ii iii.

a

i Horizontal stationary Strain Fimine. l a Horse
Hunt non 4in>eriior and feed water
healer.
1 I priirIst Portable Steam Knyiiie, :> 1-2 Horse
Power, with Feed Pump atlaehed, and a eopper
roll heater.
These engines having been tlmronylih repaired,
are as yoo.1 as new, ami can he seen in m-dinn if
lesireil.
I Huntoon HowTnor new
right size fora 1C
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Fnglne.
t Air Pump for cundeiisiny engine new, eyUnder s\io, eonneelions I r ! :»-l ineh pipe.
1 Irregular Moulder,In good condition, and witli
mer slOO worth of Moulding ( utters.
I am also prepared to
\i .m earriam axle-, t.*
take up ewl play in lm\, ami u ill guarantee sati--

& GLASS WARE

\l .-au'.MMl

35 cents A pleasant, cheap, and
■valuable remedy for fretful and puny children.

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD EOR

Madiia*.

plt-asf.

faetion in all

MV stock or

CROCKERY

tmvr’-' price-, an<I will
work in a Mvle ami al

used ini

Fifty years

Elder Downs was givens
up by his phy-ieians toj
die wi.h Consumption, f
Under these circumstan-

I' 111.

Power, with

GROCERIES!

:i

For Stiff ut

sure

season.

followi n>r m.-fliimi
<-;in In* -een a! F. A.
i
HOWAIIIFS Machine shop. Pleasant Street,
Kclfast, Maine, where Ilf keep- <-n liaml, <>r will
furnish t«* onler, all kiml< of • miiny- al mantifaer

a

diseases when
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1IHNOUIS.

AND
YET

remedy fori
Coughs, Colds, Whoop-1
ing Cough, and all I.uiig 1
Is

AND

MASON BLOCK.

NBfflSBConflHaDflfflacttiiiBry

FINE WHITE SHIRTS !
Krom $1.00 ii|i»arils.

The great remedy for Dyspepsia, BiTiOTisDTs'
Fnnctional Derangements attendant;
ti po« Debility. In 1»2 lh. bottIcs> 75 cents.' Six
b ottlcs, €4-. Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
suppliedv/ithnet exceedingsix bottles at one-half
the rctailprice,money to accompany OTdcr. Sold
by Druggists nnd by"D. B. Dewey Sc. C0.. 4G
Bey St„ icw York.

t

inn/ hu

Krom 30c. In $1.50.

eases and
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READY IVIADE CLOTHING !

M Y >TT

Bor Sprains, Wounds, Scalds, "Rheumatism, and
pain upon Man or Ueast.

lllill.r

c

Funds,

SHIRTINGS,

as

\

II

rralmruts

dillVmit kiwis ,,1’ pioilsin the'*’ jirh’cs.
I also have

I have

William .1 t’oughlin. of Somerville, Mass says
lu the fall of IS7(i 1 was taken with iii.i-.kiun tu
the i.r.Ncs followed l»y a severe cough.
1 lost my
appetite and tlosli, and was confined to my bed In
1ST? I was admitted to the Hospital
'file doctors
said 1 had a hole in my lung as big as a half dollar.
At one time a report went around that l was dead
| gave up hope, hut a friend told me of I>H \\ II.
LIAM HALLS BALSAM FOB Til L LF X<iS
1
got a bottle, when to my surprise. I commenced
to feel better, amt to-day 1 feel better than for
three years past.
“I write this hoping every one afllieted with dis
cased Lungs will take DU. WILLIAM H.\LL>
BA LSA M. ami be convinced that < oNSl M !*'Tit L\
I can positively say it has
(’AN BK (TBFD.
done more good than all the medicines I have
taken since my sickness."

any

CastineJillbriJ^

"imneiieiiiu I mu 15 <»r on arriv al suamihout I
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ami liar Marker-, hmehing at Uoeklaml «»*i 1
arriv ing at liar I larhor at. about lo..;o \. w. next i|
Uet timing, ieave I’.a r 11 aria -r al ml 7 V. w.. Mon<
days. Wednesdays and Fridays, touehing
we>l 11:ir■ • •.r ami Uoeklaml, arrivin'.: in I* ni
>
about
i*. w.
< onneet- al
Uoeklaml with "anterl >.
steamer- eueh trip for Llella-t, llangor an
Uiv
also
w ith-teanier m
I'11• -1’aiml I
i.amling.-;
• lav
trip.- bn (.reen's Landing, llllieliill’an ! I.
vv<n th.
A
liar I lari*
with -le mu r i<w I
ami Sullivan. \! ’-.••Lwiek with ,-taire t
Klnei.;,
( owix*. VV|
I
\r i’oeklail'l M- II i
a
Tin
'la v- with >anfop!
irom Hanir*
t
am Ui
I .muling
I’.-rtlaml.
•
15 < t
11 I V
eliel l. Ma mu.
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<«L< > I
t
KAY. Ue-a.-ral '! n*ket \jenr. I
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a

1.75, 2.00, 2.50 l*cr Yard.

dpURjlNiMENT

•»

Fare to Boston.$3.00
Bound Trip. 5.00
3.50
Fare to Lowell.
JAMES LITTLEFIELD, Superintendent.
II.
LANE, Agent.
The desideratum long sought for 1 »y inventors j
was a combination of mechanical principles which | Belfast, dune 15, lssi.— i:i
would give :i sickle running l'rcc at any angle with- 1|
out change of register; hut this was never attained
or even approached until the various inventions cm
i
bodied in the MKADOW iv 1 N<» MOWftli fell into
the hands of its present owners and manufacturers,
who hy skillfully combining the several patent^
i
which they had secured, succeeded in producing
the lirst perfect Mower—one adapted to all conditions and circumstances—rutting with etpial ease
Five Trips Per Week, ( otmin ueinu June 1 till.
the finest hott<*ni grass or the roughest hill-side, and
well has it earned its name. It is ottered to the puli
H. The ‘-learner I. K W IITO.\,
^ir
li< with the fulle.-t confidence in its merits, and
*a. Q~—-La * HA>'. IU.MM.M., Master, will leav
after having given it the most thorough examina
UailroaM Wharf, I*• >n l:unI, everv Tuesday and Frilion and tots, running through a period of urn:-,
da) evenings, at 11.15 o'rloek, «*r on nival
than sixteen years, it is helie\ ed t<> he better adapt
1'n I Ilium express train from llo.-ton, lor Kneklainl
ed to the trade than any Mower in the market, l-'<>r ; <
a.-line, I>e« I"l«*, so I gw i« k, '■»•>. We-1 11 arboi,
Illustrated < ireulars or further information, ad
Harbor, Mt. Desert. Millbrhlge. -bun -port, ami
dre-s h lild ) \ l'\\ < m d>, Wintei porl, Maine. * .enMaehia.-port.
eral Agent New Kngland and I‘m\ in< ,•..
su _>_>
|
I.’eltiming, will leave Maehia-port every Monday
and Thursday morning, al 1.50 o’rloek, tom b:
a- above,
arriving in Uortlamt -ame evening,em
ne. ling with llu i'ullinan night train for llo-ton
The la -1 .-tearner < IT) < >F UK IIMOND, < apt
HALF A CENTURY
W in. K. I »■ niU'Oii. !eltv.-- I ** *rt l;m« l every
Monday
M—BW«H»yill«Mi|l'iimin»IIW ^
Wednesday and Nut urday evenings at 11.15 o'rloek

list of Prices : 12c., 15c., 17c. 20c.. 25c..
2Sc., :10c., 32c., 85c., 10c., 50c., 55c., 05c.. 75c.,

Death

(astona

(i riock i*.
( onneetions with steamers at Koekland for all
their eastern landings- Thomaston, AValdohoro an<l
Ihimariseotta, by the Knox & Lineoln Kail road.

1

Ilt'i'f Is

deaf Fnglishman tried to pass himself oft as
an Irishman by saying that
lit* was an hexile of
'earin'.
From

for

at

m.

OLD,

CLOTHS KOK MEX A HOYS’ YV KAK.

\

Rescued

“

and Town

City

A

as ran

i\

o

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

As a Liniment for horses Hknu\ A .Ioijnsons
Auxn \ and Du. Linimkni is unetjualed
It
Sprains, Bruises and Lameness, at once.

cures

necessary, by sending
torpedo against
the point which the ram has just, struck.
At the same time she may launch surface
torpedoes from the armored pilot tower,
as is done by the ordinary torpedo boats.
The lighting of the Polyphemus, if she
should ever get into a naval engagement,
will therefore he done at close quarters.
(London Uaily News of June I d.

of men, women and children, and doing
-My old age knows no comfort, my heart is scant o her utmost by her manner and the archeer,
rangement of the little she did have on
i’he children they run from me as soon as 1 come to
advertise her boldm >ss.
near;
Five years ago the feminine arms and
The women shrink and tremble their alms are
fear bestowed:
legs and busts were as carefully kept from
The dogs howl curses at me, and hunt me down
view at the seaside as they were in
the road:
the cities, for we had not yet reached the
My home is where night tiuds me; my friends are
strange conclusion that there is one stand
few and cold;
ard of modesty for summer and another
0 little is there in this world for one who's poor
and old :
for winter. Indeed ladies were more modBut I'm wealthy in experience, all put ia good ad
est at the resorts. The city ball dress was
vice,
T<» take or not to take it, with no difference in the always lavish in its revelations, while the
bathing costume concealed everything
price;
'i on may have it, au' thrive on it, or run round it,
and suggested nothing, and even at night
as you please,
for the hop there was not the recklessness
lTit 1 generally give it wrapped up in some such
ot the town ball dress.
words as these :
To-day, nine
women out of ten discard the old style
B
•-/
b" (/e, (h’otiyfit or ftouitesl. on a f)irnttrs
him/ uiay fall.
bathing costume and don the new tan/*/ t. /",• /(i'.st </ iss riiuuitooi, 11 itst n iHurtijiuji i/ihust
gled
one, their legs in stockings or tights,
t/o-m it//. (From “Farm Festivals”
and, occasionally ever, without either of
these, with no more concern, as babes on
\ Chicago rag dealer estimates that their mother’s
laps, they kicked about
each of the 50,000,000 people of the their
plum)) limbs in infantile glee. Whatrailed States discards an average of ever of bashfulness still remains to them
live pounds of clothing yearly, which they leave on
shore, and in the water they
makes ‘,*50,000,000 pounds for the whole. are
ready for any thing. They mount on
Then, he says, there are the tailoring men’s shoulders atid dive therefrom: they
establishments, big and little, whose cut- are ducked, and tioated and hugged by
tings are not much less in quantity, in the fellows of whom, not unfre<iuent!y, they
aggregate, th in the cast-off clothes of the know nothing at all, and to whom they
nation at large, while their quality as rags are often introduced but ten minutes he
is greatly superior. Then there are car- lore.
[Corr. New York Star.
pets and bedding and curtains and other
domestic articles of clothing of some
The captain-of the British bark St.
kinds, which make up a goodly bulk in
which is at Baltimore from
Lawrence,
the course of a year. These different arRio, reports that during the voyage lie
ticles combined make up another 220,
and his crew and several passengers
000,000 pounds of cloth material which
saw two comets in the sky.
The first
has been discarded from use, and which,
comet was seen in the northeast early in
eventually linds its way into the ragman’s. the
morning on June doth, and regularly
Mis estimate is that one hundred carthereafter for several days. On the evenloads of rags enter and leave Chicago
ing of June ds, at nine o'clock, they saw
daily.
a comet in the northwest and were wonTin- Supreme Court of Wisconsin lias dering at its rapid change of base, when
just derided in a suit growing out of a they were astonished by seeing the first
wheat speculation that a contract for the cornet simultaneously in the northeast.
sale and delivery of grain or anything The two comets were seen frequently
else at a future day is valid if the parties thereafter and the fact was recorded on
The passengers corroboto it really intend to deliver and receive the log-book.
rate tins.
the commodity, but not if the
;

be found in Ibis vieinity
great variety of

As Hire

ast

Leaves Lincoln'
Wharf, Boston,every week da
emmneneing
m.,
Saturday, ,iuiie ! Mir

Ml. Ilfseil. Ituckland,
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own

BUY AND SELL

nice line of

a

Maine;

DRY & FANCY GOODS!

write to the Doctor at

or

have

1

Brokers,

Bangor,

CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

your life. Von may have Kidney or Liver trouble.
Send right out to your druggist and get a bottle of
l>r. David Kennedy's "Favorite Kerned)" and then
you trill be all right,
llondont N V.

Stock

Parties buying paper of me can have it trimmed
free of charge.

loaves IIkm

A steamer

Boston, every week day

ill

prices.

(

o'clock

-A N D-

tlu* LATEST SPUING STYLES, which rail
ho seen at my stores, and at the lowest

apt. OTIlj INORA It AM
apt. W. I!. Itoix,
apt. K. C. HoMF.lt.

(
I

k.ATAHDI.N.
NKW BBIWSWHk.

BOND

now

Don't Trust Them
When ton feel badly, and have pains here and
there in your body that you don't know how to
account

•'

3000 Rolls of Room Paper

tail!

(AMBItlltt.K,

sir.

HAVE .TEST DECEIVED FROM BOSTON

I

Steamship Company

Daily Line Belween Bangor and Boston.

to waste

a

sails;
The
'Best Society” m Wator.
is the uiau who conquers : the other, he who
fails.
There tire every season at Capo May
Hut still I think the last kind are the soonest to
and Long Branch, women so attired f>Y
give up,
the water, licit il m France tlirv veil
And to hide their sorrv faces behind the shameful
tured forth they would receive the stern
cup ;
1-ike some old king or other, whose name I've attention of the
police. ,\ friend recalls
j
somehow lost,
the appearance of a young married lady
They straightway tear their eyes out, just when
-a lady admitted to society in Philadelthey need ’em most,
When once 1 had discovered that the debt 1 could
phia- as she came from her bath-room one
not pay.
day at Cape May. She had on the regu
i tried to liquidate it m a rather common w’ay ;
lar stage t ights, from her waist down, and
1 used to meet in private a fellow tinaneier.
the body of her dress tiffed her as closely
And we would driua ourselves worth ten thousand
to the legs, while her head was adorned
dollars clear—
As easy a way to prosper as ever has been found,
with a skull cap of loud color and trimHut one s a heap sight poorer w’heu he gets back
mings, making her altogether an object
to tin* ground.
to startle the most experienced.
Ot course 1 ought to ha’ braced up, au' worked on
she left nothing whatever to the imall the same—
She was less clothed than
I ain't a tryin to shirk out or cover
up from blame ; agination.
ever the Menken as
But still 1 think men often, it safely may be said,
Mazeppa: yet there
\re </,
to temptations in place of beiug led:
was no blush upon her check us she
gave
And if that tyrant mortgage hadn't cracked its
her naked arm to the man (not her huswhip at me,
who
went with her into the inti1 shouldn't have constituted the ruin that you see : band)
For though 1 ve never stolen or defaulted, please
macy of the surf. This lady would have
to know,
shuddered at the mere thought of raising
Vet, socially considered, I'm pretty middlin’ low.
her dress above her knee to cross ( licst1 am helpless an' forsaken: I ain childless an
nut street, but she had no shame in
going
alone :
almost nude into the presence of hundreds
! haven't a single dollar that it's lair to call my

The Sanford

!

I. F. FRISBEE. Principal.

roil

W.4JLE CUE.4 IV

situated on a!iiuf 11 hank a in I com
matnis a \ iew of Hu* entire has a
loss minutes rule or \\ alk 11om the
south (‘ini of Little Kiser bridge.
Piazza in front and on .south side, shed for horses.
Cook room, dining room, good elunnhers, plenty of
lisi 1 and clams, and an excellent heach for bathing,
and in every respect one of the most desirable |.»
ealities in the town of North port.
Leader, you
not h*t this opportunity skip.
Secure this
heautiful spot for the pleasure of yourself and
For further particulars empure of
familv.
<>-!.- L Ki l t II L IT or It. L. \\ LLLS,
Joint Owners, Bella.-1, Me.

tshould

FOR SALE.
The subscriber oilers tor sale his
on Has \ iew street. The
house is tsvo stories, all finished,
large eistern in cellar, with a p>od
gfirden spot. The view overlooking the harbor and hay i ■; not surpassed in the eity.
l’riee reasonable. tiood reasons for selling. ApK. th DYLK.
ply at this office to
Belfast, April It. issi- lf»tf

residence

Farm for Sale!

bargain.
to

took

In Brooks of St) acres, desirable,
well located, good soil, pasturing
and water. Handy to mills, markets, schools, village, stores and K.
K. station.
Will be sold at great
and tools with it if desired. \ppl\
JOHN \V. LANU, Brooks, Me.

Knlirely harmless;

u

is not

JOH» ftTWOOO & CO,,

caustic

a

It removis ( orns, Wart.-, llunion- ami
itlmut loa\ mg a Mi ini-h.
I'.ru-h for applying in each bottle.
x;i-} a

r t' a*/•:

t

allous,

No.

No.

EDDY,

^

i

7#5 State st., opposite kllby, Huston,

I KSTI VION I VI

Inventors cannot employ
or more

tlee.

a

person

as r-»

Market St., Boston, Mass.
lor

-..ton

m.ark«tAm

..'I.

\m i»11* »i
t'.ml.'

i.

Babbit! Metal for Machinery.

•*l regard Mr. Kddy as one of the iuo->t capable
amt successful practitioners w ith w hom 1 have had
( H AS. M\st)N,
otlieial intercourse.
Commissioner of Patents.”

worthy

IIO South

s|iiptm*nt> )»:»i ■!

ti"n idven

I

Secures Patents in the l 'nite.I stab- also in < .mat
It til ain, France and oilier foreign countries. Copies
of the claims of any Patent furni-hed u\ leonMing
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Wa-loughm.
Xo Again/ in the I'nifetl States /tossesses superior
acitities for obtaining 1‘atents or as< ert lining the
patentability of inmitioi.s.
It. II. I i I >I > A Solicitor of Patent-.

more

trust,

of securing for them an
consideration at the Patent Of

capable

earlv and favorable

Wrrrhtntfs,
in

Potatoo, Onions, Ipples. Keans, Mutter,
Cheese, Ksftcs, l.ite l*»»»*I, Poulin. iiame. salmon, Fresh Water Kish of all kinds,vtAe.

PATENTS.

H.

l*F. U.r.li'

Ila>.

■*#
Fur sale by all Druggists.

l'r\ it ami \• »n will In* convinced like thon-amls
who have u-ed ii ami now testifv to it- value.
•Ask for Sehlntterbeek's (urn anil Wart Solvent
anti take no other.
lyr*

R.

( out mission
\n i*

/.s’ i;r a /; a a r> /•:n

Price 2a cents.

l*roihfc<

KDMl SD III Phi
l ate Commissioner of Patents.”

V l’K MKl'M., tin1 !nsl anti-feint it
lin\n_ marliimrv
tor air at
Til K *JUt;UN V l<
•iOiistl

i;

tm

in

I

t.

oFFk K.

$500 REWARD !
\\ F will pay tli• aoo\ •• k« \v.ir 1 tam
-a
l.ivt v i'«»1111 *!:iit«r I >\ -p* |
1;
t. M.k I !• -:i•!a- I
• <>-1iv»■ ii■
s \\«
aniK>t iin
i,r«'-ti«>ii, Ci'ii-iipaii m
wilii S\ 0.-t‘ \ * a t; i *, l.iwT I i i I -. \\ Inal th lin
ti«'ii
ire -I ri- T!y
mpli l w ith. Tlu-\ u «- pmvh
\
iaan : m*\er tail tonavesatisfartion
ip u
<
Farm l»«»\»Coaled.
eent»ntainin,tr a" Pills.
It II Monin. llrllast, Mi'. IW w a
Kor
I
Mini■ rfeit a.nl imitation-.
'Che genuine mantila
riu- IM'
tun-1 on l\ l.\ lolls r. \VI-:>T A («!.,
Maker-,*' l"l A. Is-i W Ma-li>-»n M., 'hirairo. Frr*a
trial pa< ka.a*- -flit i>\ mail prepaid "i» reeeipt
rent 'tamp
lyreowit
-.•

■

‘o

■1
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GRAVES' PATENT
IMPROYtl'

I^OU

Ilosrox, October l:>, lsTu.
It. il. KDDY, Ksty
Dear Sir:
You procured for
Sima* then you have
me. in bio, my first patent.
acted for and advised me in hundreds of ease-, ami
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. 1
have occasionally employed tin* be>t ageneie- in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but i --till
in v»mr
give you almost the whole <f my bu.-iue
line, and advise others to emplov von.
DU
A
PI K.
Yours truly,
(JKOItHK
rj
Poston, dan. I, DO

A. B. MATHEWS,

Belfast, Me.

*2tflen\v!)*

MANHOOD RESTORED.

New

Marble

Shop

!

In LaiHjieoetJn/ Uitililiny.

W. T.

HOWARD,

Manul'ael.im.t ami dealer in

MON I’M KMX TAHLKTS, OKAVKSTONKN,
AND

MAttllLK SIIKI.VKS,

best Italian ami Atneriean marMe
('Hi ncti s’ rn/•;t r, jj/ / / 1 s j

ui flu*

t‘.mosl2

victim of curl) imprudence, ransimr nervous
debility, premature decay, etc., ha\ mir tried in vain
ever\ known rcmcd\ ,hasdisci»\ ered a simple meanof self-cure, which he will semi free to his fellow
surt'erers. Address .J. il. KKK\ KS, i:> ( hatham -d.,
N. Y.
lyrh*
A

SEAMEN WANTED.
•■'VMKN ANlnntlMN VHVsK V MIA, for o-a-1
n
I S RAN LETT,
l,i
Apply to
•lltf
Intelligence Office, Rockland.

